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Even though most variations of solar collector have been tried 
and tested at some stage or other an important family of 
concentrating solar trap has been overlooked. This class of 
collector has combined together the advantages of some of the 
other collector types by overcoming their individual 
disadvantages. A concentrating solar trap acts like a 
non-focussing radiation funnel which by refraction and 
reflection concentrates solar energy. This thesis demonstrates 
that for moderate concentrations this collector geometry has 
better optical efficiencies and acceptance angles than other 
known concentrators. The investigation has carried out an 
optimisation simulation aimed at providing the best possible 
collector geometry without diurnal tracking for a concentrating 
solar trap using a super-viscous liquid with a high 
transmittance coefficient and low thermal conductivity. The 
resulting computer simulation predicted very favourable results 
for these physical conditions. An experimental collector was 
built and tested and a comparison of the computational and 
experimental results for efficiency under steady state 
conditions has been carried out which confirms the correctness 
of the simulat-ojy. However until such time as a suitable trap 
material becomes available this collector is not thought to be 
commercially viable. However the mechanism for predicting the 
best collector geometry for any trap transmittance has been 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CONCENTRATING SOLAR TRAP
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 THE NATURE OF SOLAR RADIATION
It has been the ambition of many eminent scientists to construct 
a device that could use the energy radiated by the sun to 
perform some useful function, such as heating or producing 
electricity. Their endeo.v-v»ors over the past fo rty years has 
produced a diversity of energy collection and transfer systems. 
However before we consider the work which has been carried out 
in this field up to the present day it is worthwhile evaluating 
what properties are exhibited by solar radiation.
The sun has an effective temperature of approximately 5762 K 
and at best the insolation at the earth's surface is 
approximately 1KW m~ normal to its direction with the 
majority of the energy distribution in the wavelength band from 
0.3 - 3.0 urn and centred about a wavelength of 0.5 urn. The 
effect of the atmosphere on the insolation causes scattering and 
absorption of energy at certain wavelengths caused mainly by 
water vapour, water droplets, carbon dioxide, aerosols and dust. 
This has the effect of reducing the solar energy constant of
1353 Wm outside the atmosphere to a value depending on
2 weather conditions but rarely reaching 956 Wm at sea level.
Radiation that is not scattered is called beam or direct 
radiation whereas scattered radiation which varies from 10% on a 
clear day to 100% when cloudy is called diffuse radiation. Solar 
radiation therfore suffers from low intensity, intermittency and 
even total availability, but nevertheless once a method of its 
collection has been devised it will give an endless energy 
supply. The underlying aim of all solar collector designs is to 
acheive this energy collection as cost effectively as possible, 
this often becomes somewhat confusing when included with other 
parameters such as working conditions.
Infact in general we find that the best choice of collector will 
vary depending on the use to which it is going to be put and the 
climatic conditions under which it has to operate. The criteria 
of high efficiency, simplicity and economy for assessing a 
collector, first put forward by Telkes in 1949, are the aims of 
solar collector designers. Many improvements have taken place 
over the intermittent years with the success or failure of each 
depending on the need for all energy saving devices to be cost 
effective.
However in order to present a coherent and meaningful 
introduction to this topic it is necessary at this point to 
confine the scope of our interest to the types of collector used 
for supplimentary domestic energy supplies. There are basically 
three types of solar collector, used for this purpose of water 
heating which are, flat plate collectors, moderately 
concentrating collectors and evacuated collectors, each of which 
has its own distinct operating characteristics.
1.2 TYPES OF COLLECTORS
1.2.1 FLAT PLATE AND GLAZED COVER SYSTEMS
The simplest flat plate collector's normally use a receiver 
surface incorporating a device for removing heat from the plate. 
These are very simple and cheap to construct but only operate 
well at near ambient temperatures because of their high thermal 
losses. However they are very successful for heating such things 
as swimming pools where very often the water temperature is 
below the ambient temperature.
In order to try and prevent heat losses from a collector 
absorber {ref.1.1} it has been found beneficial in some 
circumstances to place a cover over the top of the collector. 
This has the effect of suppressing the heat loss from the 
absorber but also unfortuneately reduces the amount of energy 
reaching the absorber in the first instance.
Covers are therefore only beneficial to the system where the 
required output temperature is above the ambient temperature and 
the number of covers required to optimise the efficiency of the 
collector will depend on how much the output temperature is 
elevated above the ambient. The cover system cuts down heat 
losses in two different ways, by suppressing convection currents 
above the receiver and by being partially opaque to thermal 
radiation emmitted by it as well. The optimisation of the number 
of covers is a canjful balence between lost incident energy and 
increased cost against required operating conditions. In general 
these collectors are most useful for low grade heating with no 
particular benefit in having more than a maximum of two covers.
Any attempt to limit the heat loss from this type of 
collector is very difficult because of the actual area of the 
absorber. Energy being lost by convection and radiation from 
the top and by conduction through the insulated back of the 
collector. An increase in the insulation thickness will reduce 
the loss but must be considered against other factors such as 
operating conditions and whether or not it would produce actual 
savings.
An advantage of flat plate collectors over some other types is 
that it does not suffer from shading, for it can be tilted to 
any angle to maximise the incident radiation intensity and does 
not suffer from 'end effects', the depth to aper ture ratio 
being very small.
By far the most effective method of reducing heat loss that has 
taken place in this field has been the introduction of selective 
surfaces. These are surfaces that exhibit high absorption to 
solar radiation and yet are reluctant thermal radiators. This 
has the effect of reducing radiation losses from the collector 
and has greatly improved the efficiencies of both flat plate and 
evacuated systems. The first commercial processes were pioneered 
by Tabor in 1964 and since then several investigations and 
improvements have taken place. Black chrome being one of the 
best having an absorptance to emmissivity ratio of 10.86.
1.2.2 EVACUATED SYSTEMS
In order to Eliminate convection and conduction losses the 
atmospheric pressure of the space surrounding the receiver is 
reduced to below 10" Torr {ref.1.2}, at which these losses 
become negligible. Due to the low pressures involved most of 
this type of collector are placed inside glass tubes which are 
capable of withstanding the pressures involved. Evacuated 
collector systems, as shown in Fig.1.1, fall into two categories 
those with high vacuum, with pressures less than 10 Torr, 
and those with partial vacuums {ref.1.3} using pressures in the 
range of 2. *5 Torr but use low thermal conductivity gas to 
suppress conduction. All of these collectors use a selective 
surface absorber to minimise radiation losses.
Of all the types of systems available these are the most 
efficient and perform equally well for all working conditions 
due to low heat loss. The main disadvantage of this type of 
collector is that they are also the most expensive, especially 
the Philips and Owens-Illinois high vacuum systems which need 
expensive metal to glass manifolds to seal the tu-^es. A recent 
cost effective comparison of commercially available collectors 
has shown that the Roberts Partially Evacuated System {ref.1.2} 
has good commercial potential and is currently undergoing 
manufacturing and production development.
1.2.3 MODERATELY CONCENTRATING SOLAR COLLECTORS
The heat loss from a receiving surface can be reduced by 
concentrating the solar radiation onto a smaller absorbing area. 
The magnification of the system being defined as the ratio of 
the aper ture area to that of the receiver area. The effect on 
the heat loss is considerable because conduction, convection and 
radiation all depend on the receiver area. This concentration 
also has the effect of increasing the operating temperature of a 
collector since reduced receiver area normally implies a reduced 
thermal mass. The viability of this type of collector therefore 
depends on the extra cost involved in producing the optical 
geometry and the reflectivity of the material used.
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Several different desigrts have been investigated over the past 
twenty years, the most common being Compound Parabolic 
Collectors (CPC's) and 'V trough Collectors. The CPC as shown 
in Fig.1.2 was first described by Winston in 1974 {ref.1.4} since 
then many investigations into their limitations {ref.1.5} and 
truncation {ref.1.6} have been carried out. The title of 'ideal' 
had been bestowed on this type of collector because it is 
capable of achieving the highest possible concentration ratio 
for a given acceptance angle and absorber geometry {ref.1.7}. 
However although this is an attribute of the collector it does 
have some disadvantages which should be highlighted. For 
instance, the small acceptance angles of the collector above 
which no radiation can reach the receiver restricts its use to a 
tracking device or alternatively the magnification has to be 
reduced.
Also, inherent with this type of collector is that for 
reflections close to the receiver the incident angles of the 
solar beam on the receiver are very large causing a high 
proportion of the incident energy to be reflected. This alone 
can reduce the effective absorptance of the incident energy by ^_ 
25% for incident radiation near the acceptance half angle. 
Another effect of focussing is the presence of hot spots or 
uneven intensity on the absorbing surface. For some applications 
defocussing has been carried out to overcome this problem.
To try and reduce the cost of the mirrored surfaces of the 
collector investigations into reducing the mirror area by 
truncation ha v « been undertaken. Reports have shown that this 
increases the acceptance angle and decreases the number of 
reflections, but also increases thermal losses. This then 
implies that there is an optimum degree of truncation that can 
be carried out. Truncation also has the advantage of reducing 
'end effects' {ref.1.8} because of the reduced collector height, 
this can significantly increase collector efficiency especially 
where the cylindrical length of the collector is less than a 
metre. Most collectors of this type are designed with half angle 
acceptances of 30° giving a concentration of 2 and mounted in 
an East-west direction with a tilt equal to the latitude.
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THE IDEAL 1 COMPOUND PARABOLIC CONCENTRATING COLLECTOR
Fig. 1.2
However a parabolic cylindrical concentrator {ref.1.9} has been 
reported with a concentration of 14.7 attaining efficiencies of 
between 50 and 60%.
Another collector in this family of concentrating solar 
collectors is the 'V Trough or Trapezoidal Moderately 
Concentrating Collector {ref.1.10}. As shown in Fig.1.3 flat 
mirrored sides are used instead of parabolic curves to reflect 
the incident solar radiation onto a selective absorber. This 
method has produced good results with efficiencies of 50% being 
reported for a receiver temperature of 93C above ambient for an 
optimised collector geometry. A comparison with Flat plate 
collectors has shown that a 'V Trough with a groove angle of 
30° and a depth to base ratio of 3.23 with a selective 
absorber out performs a flat plate collector with the same 
selective surface for temperatures of 40C or more above ambient. 
However to obtain good performance throughout the year the depth 
to base ratio would have to be decreased to 1.75 which would 
only marginally make its performance better than the selective 
surface flat plate. The main disadvantage with this type of 
collector is once again the cost of the mirrors. Even without 
this extra cost it would be debatable whether this type of 
collector would actually collect more energy than the flat plate 
collector with the efficiency cross over point occurring at 
40C.
1.2.4 THERMAL TRAP SYSTEMS
It has been Known for some time {ref.1.11} that if a transparent 
solid is irradiated by a high temperature source that the 
temperature of the interior insulated side gets hotter than the 
exposed side. The property of some materials to be transparent 
to solar radiation and yet opaque to thermal radiation is called 
the thermal trap effect. It follows that if a thermal trap is 
placed over an absorber, because of its high transmittance, it 
allows the majority of the solar energy to penetrate through to 
the receiving surface where it is absorbed, as shown in Fig.1.4.
THE 'V TROUGH OR TRAPEZOIDAL CONCENTRATING COLLECTOR.
INCIDENT 
RADIATION
Shallow solar pond s>s!e^«. v :!h continuous h«al exlraction*
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The Thermal radiation given off by the receiver is immediately 
absorbed or reflected by the trap because it is opaque to long 
wave radiation. A trap with a high transmittance to solar energy 
and a low thermal conductivity is particularly useful because it 
suppresses both radiation and conduction losses from the 
receiver.
This effect has given rise to some extensive work on solar ponds 
to see if the temperature increase at the bottom of the pond 
could be used for power generation. Solar ponds are deep natural 
or man-made insulated ponds (tanks) which are 2-3 meters deep of 
water that heats up from solar radiation. The trap effect means 
that the bottom of the tank increasing in temperature, however 
this is counteracted by convection currents set up in the water, 
the hot water at the bottom rising to the top where its heat is 
lost by evaporation and convection to air currents. To try and 
suppress the convection many methods have been tried and tested 
unfortuneately none with any great success. The most common 
being the use of salt to make the solution less viscous, however 
this only makes the water brackish and less transparent to solar 
radiation and even at saturation point convection still occurs, 
albeit at a slightly higher temperature gradient. Another method 
developed to suppress convection currents was the use of 
parallel plastic sheets placed horizontally in the pond. 
Unfortuneately in practice the polythene was found to stretch 
and touch defeating the object. Although some new investigations 
have been carried out the problems of heat exchangers, 
convection, algae and fungi have made solar ponds less an 
attractive storage device than was originally thought.
Over recent years more interest has been shown in shallow Solar 
Ponds SSP's or SSC's {ref.1.12} but these also do not enjoy the 
status of flat plate collectors mainly because their technology 
is not so developed, not commercially available and not capable 
of being tilted. The fact that they have very high thermal 
capacities means a high proportion of of the stored energy 
remains unutilised. However efficiencies of 29% have been 
reported for continuous heat extraction for the SSC's shown in 
Fig.1.4.
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Other comparisons between the thermal trap effect and flat plate 
collectors {ref.1.13} have shown that the thermal loss 
coefficient of the collector can be considerably reduced by this 
effect which benefits the collector because it is then capable 
of operating at higher temperatures and lower insolation levels. 
However for the materials studied this was at the expense of the 
amount of energy reaching the collector. Unfortuneatly the 
overall diagnosis of the performance of the trap was not 
favourable concluding that the high cost of the trap material 
impedes its use although theoretically such a collector 
could perform better than a flat plate collector. The 
feasibility of such a system would only become possible if 
materials with a suitable combination of absorptance, thermal 
conductivity, temperature tolerance and cost become available.
1.3 THE PROPOSED CONCENTRATING SOLAR TRAP 
1.3.1 COLLECTOR CONSIDERATION
The systems outlined in the introduction have served to indicate 
some of the advantages, disadvantages and features that are 
inherent in those collector designs although their common aim 
has been to eliminate heat loss from the receiver. In 
particular the thermal trap overcame the problem of heat loss by 
radiation but reduced the amount of energy reaching the 
receiver. Concentrating systems demonstrated that high 
concentrations became very beam dependant but for moderate 
concentrations both beam and diffuse radiation could be 
collected without tracking. The smaller receiver area giving 
rise to higher grade heat and smaller heat losses. The 
trapezoidal collector showed that a non-focussing concentrating 
collector could perform equally as well if it was properly 
optimised. Intuitively it would seem that a collector that could 
combine all these attributes could lead to a new class of 
efficient solar collector that could out perform existing 
designs. This then has lead to the present investigation into 
the development of a concentrating solar trap.
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1.3.2 THE PROPOSED TRAP MATERIAL
The refinement of Polybutene has lead to a range of transparent 
liquids (trade named Hyvis) that has lead to this regenerated 
interest in solar traps. Hyvis 2000 so called because it has a 
viscosity of 2000 ssu. at 100C is sufficiently viscous as to not 
cause heat loss by convection and for the purposes of the heat 
loss calculations can be assumed to be solid. Hyvis is a clear 
semi-transparent hydrocarbon liquid, which for temperatures up 
to 150C is fairly stable and inert to most other substances (a 
full list of Hyvis properties are listed in section 4.3). 
Becides having a high transmittance to solar radiation Hyvis has 
a thermal conductivity of 0.16 Wm~ C~ which means it has 
quite good insulation properties. Therefore a thermal trap using 
Hyvis would have very low heat loss characteristics having only 
a minimal loss caused by conduction and of the same order as 
back and side losses. Experiments carried out by Brown 
{ref.1.14} at the Polytechnic of Wales predicted that the 
transmittance of solar energy in Hyvis was as high as 76% 
through an 0.08m cell, indicated that very favourable collector 
efficiencies could be obtained using this material. Therefore 
Hyvis is a potentially useful trap material and certainly worthy 
of further consideration.
1.3.3 THE COLLECTOR GEOMETRY
Once it had been decided to develop a concentrating solar 
collector, the best method of producing the concentration was 
analyzed. Previous concentrator designs as discussed in section 
1.2.3 all have effective absorption limitations, either in 
optical geometry or transmittance, reflectance and absorptance. 
The underlying question was, had other shapes been overlooked, 
and if so how would the new shape respond to previously exhibited 
problems in other concentrators.
By considering the Parabolic collector it was apparent that the 
reflecting surface near the receiver should be almost normal so 
as to discourage large incident angles.
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Another fact highlighted by the trapezoidal collector was that 
the angle of the plane of the reflecting surface near the rim 
predicts the acceptance angle of the incident radiation. This 
implies that the angle subtended by the tangents to the 
reflecting surfaces near the rim should be as large as possible. 
However these preminitions are not prerequisites that imply that 
the collector efficiency would be improved by theie 
implementation but merely serve as indicators of limitations 
experienced with other collectors.
In the search for a superior geometry consideration was given to 
parallel analogies in other areas of physics such as that used 
for sound concentration and dispersion. The idea of a Trumpet 
shaped collector was then envisaged satisfying both the previous 
requisites and containing a smaller volume than either the 
trapezoidal or parabolic collectors. An investigation into a two 
dimensional shape as opposed to its three dimensional 
counterpart was preferred as only relatively low concentrations 
are required. It was also anticipated that a two dimensional 
model would simplify the manufacture of the optimised collector 
as well as simplifying the ray tracking in as much as there is 
one less component to evaluate. By consideration of the 
direction cosines in three dimension space it is found that the 
components in a two dimensional plane, which could be the cross 
sectional plane of the collector (sagital plane), are unaffected 
by the component in the third dimension. Of course if 
concentration did occur in the axial plane then the comentration 
would be the square of the two dimensional value. However it is 
almost impossible to devise a three dimensional collector that 
does not require tracking because of shadowing on the receiver.
It only remained to choose the type of curvature that would be 
used for the reflecting surfaces to complete the analysis of the 
collector geometry. The choice being circular, parabolic or 
hyperbolic. It was decided that circular curves would be used 
for an initial investigation as this would simplify the 
mathematical model and be easier to manufacture the resulting 
collector.
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It was also decided that the top would also be circular as this 
would have the effect of concentrating the solar radiation onto 
the receiver which may imply that the top curvature is optimised 
by the depth of the collector. It was also envisaged that at a 
latter date, other types of curvatures for the top and 
reflecting sides could be tried, optimised and tested. The 
overall effect of both top and side reflecting surfaces can be 
described as a radiation funnel that requires optimising, as 
shown in Fig.1.5.
1.4 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CONCENTRATING SOLAR TRAP
1.4.1 AGENDA OF DEVELOPMENT
The details of this thesis has been modularised to try and give 
a coherent structure with a planned and organized code of 
research. To aid clarity the following discrete elements have 
been devised as necessary steps to accomplish the development 
work.
1. The optimisation of the collector geometry.
2. Manufacture the optimised collector.
3. Test and predict the collector efficiencies. 
1.4.2 THE OPTIMISATION OF THE COLLECTOR GEOMETRY
The optimisation can be divided into two area*; of concern, the 
optical efficiency of the collector geometry and the heat loss 
from the receiver, from which predictions of collector 
efficiency can be made.
In the design stage of any experimental apparatus preliminary 
computation is often quicker and more helpful, in that the 








CROSS SECTION THROUGH A CONCENTRATING SOLAR TRAP
Fig. 1.5
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The optimal prediction will therfore contain a combination of 
computational and experimental work.
The optimisation therefore consisted of a computer simulation 
that predicted the optical efficiency of various top and side 
curvatures for different depth and receiver widths. For each of 
the 1500 optical efficiencies reviewed an approximate heat loss 
calculation for the conduction across the collector, with known 
temperature differences between the receiver plate and the 
ambient temperature, was, evaluated. The optimum collector 
geometry was then chosen by careful consideration of the 
efficiency and heat loss coefficient together with an estimate 
of the cost effectiveness of each collector considered.
In order to ver ify the optical efficiency of the chosen 
collector a ray tracking experiment was devised using a lazer 
beam and collector geometries made from perspex. From the 
resulting ray paths the acceptance angles predicted in the 
simulation were tracked and photographed.
The heat loss for the optimum geometry was then more accurately 
assessed by a simulation for both steady and unsteady state 
conditions. The heat loss so far had only been analysed 
assumming no energy absorption in the Hyvis and no heat loss 
through the insulation. These assumptions vastly simplify the 
actual situation since approximately half of the incident 
radiation is absorbed in the Hyvis which can be as much as 30W 
per metre length of collector on a clear day. Whereas the 
conduction losses through the Hyvis of about 3W are roughly the 
same for the insulation. The new simulation for the heat loss 
takes into account both of these factors. This was acheived by 
the adaptation of the finite difference method of heat transfer 
where the energy balance of discrete elements are used to 
analyse the temperature distribution throughout the collector. 
The main drawback of the method was the length of computer time 
required to solve the solution matrices.
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1.4.3 THE MANUFACTURE OF THE COLLECTOR
Once the optimisation was complete the design and construction 
of the collector was undertaken. An assessment of the collector 
physical requirements such as temperature ranges and dimensional 
considerations was instigated along with an analysis of 
absorptances, reflectivities, thermal conductivities, thermal 
masses and operational temperatures of appropriate manufacturing 
materials. It was envisaged that the maximum working temperature 
of the collector could reach boiling point although the normal 
operational temperature of the collector would never be required 
to heat the water greater than 80C. Of course to a great extent 
this would depend on independent factors such as storage tank 
capacity and the availability of insolation.
The theoretical stagnation temperature of the collector of 410C 
suggests that higher temperatures could be acheived under 
extreme conditions. This of course does not account for the 
reduction in viscosity of the Hyvis in the collector which is 
likely to start convecting at about 140C. The operational 
maximum temperature of the materials used for the collector were 
therefore set at 140C. Once the choice of the collector materials 
had been made the itinary and components of the collector was 
prepared and assembled. The collector consisted of three 
parallel channels contained in a wooded box with a glass cover. 
The reflecting surfaces were constructed from 
aluminised-polyester film while the heat exchange system was 
made from ordinary domestic copper pipe. The completed collector 
being filled with Hyvis.
1.4.4 TEST AND PREDICT THE COLLECTOR EFFICIENCIES
The collector was then in a position to be tested. The apparatus 
required to test the collector under transient conditions was 
already available at the Polytechnic of Wales so the equipment 
was set up and for various input temperatures the collector was 
tested. From the recorded data graphs of efficiency, power 
inputs and outputs and all the required temperatures were drawn.
18
The experimental steady state values being obtained from these 
graphs. These steady state values were then compared with the 
predicted simulated values for verrification. From the 
simulation for the unsteady state and the experimental results 
of the collector cooling an estimate of the time constant of the 
collector was obtained.
1.5 COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Finally an assessment of the collector performance and a 
comparison with other types of collector was undertaken. This 
critical analysis indicated that the transmission 
characteristics of Hyvis undertaken by Brown were inappropriate 
for depths greater than 0.04m and certainly incorrect for the 
depths of Hyvis used in the collector, however reasonably good 
agreement was possible for the heat loss characteristics. 
Subsequent retesting of the transmission of Hyvis for depths up 
to 0.30m has shown a reduction of 20% off the original data used 
for the optimisation. This has lead to the conclusion that the 
optimisation should be repeated for the revised transmission 
values. However although efficiency improvements could be made 
it seems unlikely that the outcome would predict efficiencies 
better than an evacuated type collector. This analysis also 
incorporated elements or areas where further research, 
development and optimisations would be advantagous for a more 
complete evaluation. However the results have indicated that the 
simulation was infact accurate and that further geometric 
simulations could be tried using this model with full 
confidence. In total the project had more potentially 
undeveloped implications at its conclusion than were ever 
present at its onset.
19
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In this chapter a simulation of collector performance is 
undertaken with the aim of optimising the efficiency of the 
collector. This is achieved by a simulation of ray tracking 
through the collector and a comparison of all the shapes 
considered will optimise the shape of the collector. 
It is necessary to appreciate that energy enters the collector 
by way of radiation which is emitted by the sun and absorbed by 
a receiver or absorber plate within the collector. The majority 
of this energy is dissipated in the form of heat and is 
collected by a transfer medium such as water for some useful 
purpose like heating a domestic hot water supply. The amount of 
heat transfered to the water supply is the energy gained by the 
collector and therefore collector efficiency can be defined as:-
n = energy gain/incident energy.
The energy gain of a collector can be considered to consist of 
the energy reaching the receiver minus the heat loss from the 
receiver. The energy reaching the receiver is dependant on the 
optical efficiency of the collector while the heat loss is 
dependant on the collector geometry and the collector's working 
temperatures, namely the receiver and the ambient temperatures. 
It is therefore necessary to define what is meant by optical 
efficiency and how it relates to the cost effectiveness of a 
collector. The term optical efficiency refers to the proportion 
of insolation incident on a collector that reaches the receiver, 
and is inherently a function of the collectors shape and the 
physical properties of the materials used in its construction. 
This is perhaps an appropriate place to clarify the difference 
between magnification as defined in section 1.2.3, concentration 
and optical efficiency defined above.
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Concentration being the resultant of both magnification and 
optical efficiency and is therefore defined as the ratio of 
insolation per unit area incident on the collector to that at 
the receiver:-
Concentration = Magnification * Optical Efficiency.
The energy gain of a collector however is both a function of 
optical efficiency and heat loss from the receiver and it is our 
intention to optimise these two functions so as to produce the 
best possible collector efficiency. Therefore besides optical 
efficiency and magnification it will be necessary to consider 
how the heat loss and subsequent collector efficiency changes 
with varying climatic conditions.
The simulation of optical efficiency will predict the energy 
reaching the receiver as a percentage of the incident energy and 
together with a simplistic heat loss model for various weather 
conditions can be used for the optimisation of the collector 
geometry. The optimisation will also include an evaluation of 
manufacturing cost per unit energy gain, because in the final 
analysis production costs will play a significant part in its 
commercial viability. So for this purpose it will be assumed 
that the manufacturing costs are proportional to the volume of 
Hyvis used to fill the collector.
In the analysis of a number of interacting known phenomena, 
computation performs more efficiently than experimentation, but 
even then the computed simulation will require validation by 
comparison with experimental results. The objective is to 
simulate the optical efficiency by the use of a computer model 
from which the performance of a number of different geometries 
under various operating conditions can be analysed. Further 
experimentation and validation of the predicted shape can then 
be carried out. The experimentation will consist of two parts, 
firstly the verification of the ray tracking simulation and 
secondly the evaluation of collector efficiency under day to day 
working conditions.
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This chapter considers the optical efficiency and approximate 
heat loss for some 1500 different geometries of which 440 have 
been evaluated and compared. From these estimated collector 
efficiencies, one collector has been chosen for further 
investigation and verification of its predicted collector 
efficiency.
2.2 COLLECTOR SHAPE SPECIFICATION 
2.2.1 THE SIMULATION
The simulation required for the optimisation of the collector 
shape must be capable of ray tracking and evaluating the 
collector efficiency, for various weather conditions, and for 
all the shapes to be considered.
The simulation should therefore consist of:-
(a) A means of changing the shape of the collector by 
mathematically defining its boundary surfaces and varying 
the incident angle of the solar radiation.
(b) A method of tracking all incident radiation so as to 
establish the percentage of incident energy reaching the 
receiver.
(c) An evaluation of the heat loss for various operating 
conditions.
(d) A presentation of the results of each shape giving 
percentage efficiencies for each angle of incidence 
considered.
(e) An evaluation of the volume of the collector per unit of 
collector area.
These objectives can be subdivided into a number of tasks and 
associated assumptions that simplify and clarify each point.
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In order to facilitate the setting up of the various collector 
geometries and varying the direction of the incident solar 
radiation, the following assumptions have been made, namely:-
1. That the collector shape will be of the track type with a 
symmetrical cross section, see Fig.2.1. This will simplify 
much of the mathematical rigor required and will help in 
fault finding as results from each half of the collector 
can be compared.
2. The collector boundary will consist of four separately 
defined surfaces. These being the two side reflecting 
surfaces, the top and absorbing surfaces as shown in 
Fig.1.5.
3. The receiver plate will be flat and parallel to the plane 
of the collector see Fig.2.1. This simplifies the total 
geometry of the collector and the collector efficiency 
calculations.
4. The top and side surfaces will be curved and circular. It 
may well be that the choice of curvature would be better 
being parabolic or eliptic but it is felt that for this 
initial investigation it would be easier to limit the 
choice.
5. Any shape with a concentration less than two will be 
ignored. This premise stems from the belief that 
magnifications less than two are hardly worth the extra 
cost.
An infinite variation of the collector geometry is possible 
hence an investigation of various potential collector shapes was 
undertaken by setting up an algorithm, which varies the 
curvature and position of the collectors boundaries. The tasks 
required in performing this algorithm can be itemised as follows 


























































1. Varying the curvature Rl of the top surface in steps from 
100mm to approximately 5000mm radius (almost flat).
2. For each top curvature vary the vertical height F of its 
centre.
3. For each top surface vary the curvature R2 of the side 
surfaces in steps from 100mm to approximately 4000mm 
radius (almost flat).
4. For each side curvature vary the horizontal position of 
the centre of curvature (S-G).
5. For each centre of curvature vary the height H between the 
receiver surface and the top surface.
6. For each collector shape vary the angle of the solar beam 
in steps of 5 from -30° to +30° from the normal.
For each case considered it is necessary to track all incident 
radiation between the top surface and the receiver. The Hyvis 
used within the trap will absorb a considerable amount of 
incident energy and consequently the optical efficiency involves 
determining the optical path lengths and subsequent beam 
attenuation within the Hyvis. Therefore to establish the 
percentage of incident energy reaching the receiver the 
following is necessary:-
1. For each angle of incidence of the solar beam, track each 
ray that enters the collector horizontally in steps of 
0.10mm.
2. For each ray evaluate its track as it passes through the 
collector, determining which boundaries it intercepts so 
as to establish the number of side surface reflections, 
the total internal reflections on the top surface, if any, 
and whether it is absorbed at the receiver or returns back 
out to the sky.
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3. Calculate the energy that is gained by the receiver. This 
is found by evaluating the attenuation of the rays as they 
pass through the Hyvis and absorption due to specular 
hemispherical reflectance off the side and top surfaces.
The heat loss for various operating conditions can be estimated 
from a simple one dimensional heat conduction model, for which 
it is necessary to know the solar energy flux, the rate of 
useful heat gained by the receiver and the temperature 
differential across the collector. (A more rigorous treatment of 
heat loss is dealt with in chapter 3 for the chosen geometry and 
includes the effects of the energy absorption by the Hyvis on 
the heat loss).
The tabulation of results for each shape consists of percentage 
efficiencies for each angle of incidence and includes:-
1. The definition of the shape under evaluation. This will 
include radii and centres of both the top and the side 
surfaces, the intercepts of the top and side surface and 
the side surface with the receiver.
2. The magnification factor of the collector.
3. The percentage of the incident rays reaching the receiver 
for each angle considered.
4. The percentage of energy reaching the receiver for each 
incident angle considered (the optical efficiency).
5. The percentage efficiencies of the collector for each 
incident angle considered in clear and cloudy day weather 
conditions at both typical winter and summer temperature 
differentials.
6. The evaluation of the volume of the collector per unit 
collector area, this is more specifically the volume that 
the Hyvis occupies compared to the collectors top surface 
area per unit length.
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2.2.2 THE EQUATIONS OF THE COLLECTOR BOUNDARIES
The collector geometry can be defined by a set of equations 
which describe the boundary surfaces and their intercepts. These 
equations are as follows.
EQUATION OF TOP SURFACE:
Let us consider the shape as illustrated in Fig.2.2. To
simpfify the problem it has been assumed the top surface is
symmetrical about the y-axis and passes through the point (0,H)
and has its centre at (0,-F).
The general equation of a circle with centre (-g,-f) is:-
x 2 +y 2 +2gx+2fy+C=0 [2.1] 




therefore the equation of the top surface is:-
x 2 +y 2 +2Fy-H 2 -2FH=0 [2.2]
EQUATION OF RIGHT SIDE SURFACE:
From Fig.2.2 it can be seen that the side surfaces are 
symetrical about the X-axis. The right side surface passes 
through the point (S,0) and has its centre at (S-G,0).
From [2.1] we have:-
g=G-S and f=0 





therefore the equation of the right side surface is:-
x 2 +y2+2(G-S)x-S(2G-S)=0 [2.3]
EQUATION OF LEFT SIDE SURFACE:
From Fig.2.2 the left side surface passes through the point
(-5,0) and has its centre at (G-S,0).
From [2.1] we have:-
g=S-G and f=0 
At the point (-5,0) the equation [2.1] becomes:-
S 2 -2(S-G)S+C=0 
where
C=S(2G-S)
therefore the equation of the left side surface is:-
x 2 +y2+2(S-G)x+S(2G-S)=0 [2.4]
EQUATION OF THE RECEIVER HEIGHT:
From Fig.2.2 the height above the X-axis of the receiver YT can 
be obtained once the x coordinate of the receiver and side 
surface intercept has been defined. By substituting the x value 
into equation [2.3] we have:-
where x=Q
Q 2 +YT2 +2(G-S)Q-S(2G-S)=0 
giving
YT2=S(2G-S)-2(G-S)Q-Q2
It is these four boundary surface equations that are used 
exclusively within the algorithm to define the collector 
geometry.
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INTERCEPT OF TOP AND SIDE SURFACES:
For the case of the intercept of the top with the right side
surface equating equations [2.2] and [2.3] yields:-
x 2+y2 +2Fy-H 2 -2FH=x 2 +y2+2(G-S)x-S(2G-S) 
and if this is rearanged it can be reduced to:-
y-((G-S)/F)x+CK [2.5]
where the constant CK represents:- 
CK=(H2+2FH-S(2G-S))/(2F)
To obtain the coordinates of the intercept substitute equation 
[2.5] into [2.2], namely:-
x 2 +(((G-S)/F)x) 2 +2F(((G-S)/F)x+CK)-H 2 -2FH=0 
giving the quadratic equation:-





If the centre of the top surface is above the X-axis the largest 
root is required, and the y value will always be the largest 
positive value. Therefore the solution of this quadratic 
equation gives the intercept point (X,Y) for the top and the 
right hand side surfaces. The top and left hand side boundary 
surface intercept is simply (-X,Y) because of the symmetrical 
nature of the collector.
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2.2.3 INTERACTION OF RAY WITH BOUNDARY SURFACES
Any beam of light entering the collector can be considered as 
consisting of two components, namely along the axis of the 
collector track (z axis in Fig.2.1) and in the plane of the 
collector cross section (xy plane in Fig.2.1). The component of 
radiation along the axis can be considered as giving rise to the 
increased energy absorption in the hyvis normally associated 
with increased path length. Whereas the component in the xy 
plane of the collector effects energy absorption within the 
Hyvis, determines the number of surface reflections and controls 
whether or not a particular incident ray in due course reaches 
the receiver. it is therefore this component that needs to be 
ray tracked to enable the energy gained by the collector to be 
evaluated. Therefore for all rays entering the collector only 
their component in the xy plane need to be tracked.
There are three types of beam interface that are encountered as 
the ray passes through the collector. These are; refraction of 
the beam on the top surface in either direction, reflection of 
the beam off either of the side surfaces and total internal 
reflection on the underside of the top surface. At the points of 
intersection the new direction of the ray is determined. The ray 
is therefore defined by a set of equations that describes its 
path as it passes through the collector. These have to cater for 
all the possibilities that may be encountered along its path and 
are used exclusively to predict the optical efficiency of the 
collector.
REFRACTION OF SOLAR RAY WITH THE TOP SURFACE:
If x is the defined horizontal position of the incident ray on
the top surface, then from equation [2.2]:-
y2+2Fy+(x 2-H2-2FH)=0
This equation must have positive real roots. To decide which of 
the two roots is correct the direction of the incident ray 





















































































































































































































































The direction, defined as the angle between the x axis and in 
this case the direction of the incident ray, is denoted by the 
variable RAY.
It can be shown that:-
for 240<RAY<270 the largest root is required, 
while for 270<RAY<300 the smallest root is required. 
The correct root provides the required intercept (Xl,Yl).
For various angles of incidence on the top surface we require 
the direction of the refracted ray. There are three cases to 
consider as shown in Fig.2.3. Case 1 where the slope of incident 
ray is less than the slope of the normal to the top surface at 
the point of interception with the ray, case 2 where the slope 
of incident ray is greater than the slope of the normal and case 
3 where if the incident angle is greater than 90° the 
coordinate is in shadow. A special case arises when the incident 
ray is normal to the surface and passes straight through the top 
without refracting. The normal at the point of interception can 




therefore the angle of the normal is:- 
FNQ=tan~ 1 {(y+F)/(x+G)}
Once the coordinates of the intercept (Xl,Yl) and the new 
direction of the ray (RAY) have been calculated. The equation of 
the new paths line of action can be defined. Where RFFM is the 





The equation of the new path for the refracted ray becomes:- 
y=RFFMx+RFFC
Throughout the simulation the ray is defined by an equation of a 
straight line, however it is not sufficient to merely know this 
line of action to define the ray for its direction is also 
required. The ray can therefore be completely described by the 
variable RAY, the direction of the ray in degrees, and either 
RFFC the y axis intercept of the equation of the ray's line of 
action or the coordinates of the point of interception. The 
equation of the ray's line of action is given by:-
y=RFFMx+RFFC [2.6]
INTERCEPT OF SOLAR RAY WITH TOP SURFACE:
To obtain the intercept of the solar ray with the top surface 
the equation of the ray [2.6] is substituted into equation 
[2.2]. Therefore the equation of the ray's intercept with the 
top surface is defined as:-
x 2 +(RFFMx+RFFC) 2+2F(RFFMx+RFFC)-H2 -2FH=0 
giving the quadratic equation:-





This quadratic equation must have positive real roots. To decide 
which of the two roots is correct the direction of the incident 
beam, denoted by RAY, must first be considered.
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Then for:-
0<RAY<90 or 180<RAY<270 the largest root is required.
and if the path actually started from the top surface a check 
must be used to make sure the starting and finishing points are 
not the same. Otherwise the smallest root is required. This root 
which is really the x coordinate of the required intercept will 
then lie somewhere on the top surface. If the root is called X2 
then this would mean that:-
-X<X2<X
Once the x coordinate has been fully validated the cooresponding 
y coordinate must also lie within its required range, see 
Fig.2.2 v
Y<Y2<H
INTERCEPT OF SOLAR RAY WITH SIDE SURFACES:
To obtain the intercept of the solar ray with the right hand 
side surface the equation of the ray [2.6] is substituted into 
equation [2.3] yeilding the following equation:-
x 2 +(RFFMx+RFFC) 2 +2(G-S)x-S(2G-S)=0 






For the intercept to exist this equation must have real roots 
and the correct root is obtained by consideration of the 
direction of the incident beam.
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Then for:-
180<RAY<270 the largest root is required, 
and
for 90<RAY<180 there is no intercept.
otherwise the smallest root is required. This root which is 
really the x coordinate of the required intercept will then lie 
somewhere on the right hand side surface If the root is called 
X2 then it should be checked that:-
S<X2<X







As before the required root will depend on:-
for 90<RAY<180 the largest root is required, 
and
for 0<RAY<90 there is no intercept.
otherwise the smallest root is required and must lie within the 
range:-
-X<X2<-S
REFLECTION ON THE SIDE SURFACE:
Once an intercept with a side surface has been established the 
new equation of the line of action and direction of the ray 
caused by reflection can be found.
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This task is comparitively straight forward, for once the normal 
to the surface at the intercept FSNQ has been calculated 
together with the direction of the ray before reflection, the 
new direction and subsequent equation can be obtained. Fig.2.4 
shows how the direction (RAY) of the reflected ray can be 
determined in terms of the incident beam. In the simulation this 
is handled by the subroutines RAYJl.FOR for reflection on the 
left hand side surface and RAYJ2.FOR for reflection on the right 
hand side surface.
TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION ON THE TOP SURFACE:
If the incidence angle for an intercept on the top surface is 
greater than 41.5° then from Snell's Law the ray is totally 
internally reflected otherwise the ray will escape back to the 
sky. The new path of the ray can be determined from the normal 
to the top surface at the intercept FNQ, the intercept 
coordinates and the direction of the incident beam. The new RAY 
can tJien be evaluated in a similar manner to that used for the 
side surfaces as shown in Fig.2.4.
2.2.4______CALCULATION OF HEAT LOSS FOR VARIOUS OPERATING 
CONDITIONS.
As has been explained in the introduction to this chapter it is 
not possible to predict the efficiency without an appreciation 
of the heat loss from the collector. A detailed evaluation of 
heat loss using a quantitative method is not possible because of 
the complexity of shape and because of the many contributing 
factors at the boundaries. In chapter three an analytic model of 
the heat flow has been developed but at this stage it is 
sufficient just to appreciate the order of magnitude of the heat
loss to enable the collector efficiency and its subsequent*.'- 
optimisation to be carried out. Therefore a qualit^ive method has
been developed with wide sweeping assumptions that will simplify 
the evaluation. In particular these are:-
1. Heat loss only occurs from the top surface with the other 



























































































































































































































2. Heat energy absorbed by the Hyvis is neglected.
3. The section through the collector is treated as one 
dimensional.
4. Prescribed temperature boundaries for trap and receiver 
surfaces.
From Fig.2.2. and otherwise :-
Qi = Total power incident on collector (W). 
Qr = Total power reaching the receiver (W).
Ql = Total power lost from receiver (W).
_2 
E = Insolation on collector top (Wm ).
W = Width of the collector top (m). 
Z = Width of the receiver (m). 
H-YT = Depth of the collector or Hyvis (m). 
p = Fraction of energy reaching the receiver. 
k = Thermal conductivity of Hyvis (Wm C ). 
DT = Temperature difference between the receiver plate 
	and the surroundings.
For a track of length 1m.
Qi = WE 
and Qr = WEp
Therefore if the power lost by one metre of receiver is 
approximated as being one dimensional heat transfer by 
conduction then one model for its evaluation could depend on the 







Therefore the power gained by the receiver is:-
Qg = Qr-Ql = WEp - kZDT/(H-YT) 
and from its definition the collector efficiency is:-
n = Qg/Qi = p - (kZ/W(H-YT)}DT/E
Consequently the slope KQ for the graph of n against DT/E 
becomes:-
KQ = kZ/W(H-YT) 
which is the heat loss coefficient of the collector.
Further it is possible to calculate the efficiencies of each 
shape if the value of DT/E is known. This can be estimated for 
known weather conditions.
If we define:-
K' = kDT/E 
then:-
n = p - (Z/(H-YT)}K r
For various climatic conditions only the value of k' will change 
in the efficiency equation. In the simulation the collector 
























It must be remembered that this estimate of heat loss is only 
intended to give an appreciation of its order and effective 
change on the efficiency. For example the heat loss by this 
model would be approximately the same for all shapes of the same 
depth to receiver width.
2.2.5 EVALUATION OF THE VOLUME WITHIN THE COLLECTOR
From the cross sectional area of the collector the volume can be 
quoted per unit length. The cross sectional area, cross hatched 
in Fig.2.5, consists of a composite of elemental areas which can 
be calculated separately. From Fig.2.6 the composite can be 
divided into two elements. AREAl the area between the top 
surface and the y coordinate of the receiver and AREA2 the area 
between the side boundaries and the y coordinate of the 
receiver. The collector cross sectional area is then 
(AREAl)-2(AREA2).
222 The area defined by the curve x +y =r , the x-axis and
boundaries x=a and x=b is:-
J 
? ? o R / " £* \ \J • -J J 
(r -x ) dx
a
which can be evaluated as:-
2 -1 b area =0.5[xy+r sin ""(x/r)] [2.7]
a 
and between the limits x=-x and x=x this is simply:-
2 -1 area = xy+r sin (x/r)
Therefore refering to Fig.2.6 the area under the top surface and 
between the intercepts becomes:-
area = X'Y' + r 2 sin~ 1 (X'/FU )
Where Rl is the radius of the top surface and X'= X the value of 
Y r can be found from:-
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TO EVALUATE THE VOLUME CONTAINED WITHIN THE COLLECTOR BOUNDARIES




ELEMENTS REQUIRED TO OBTAIN-THE VOLUME OF THE COLLECTOR
THE REQUIRED 
AREA UNDER THE SIDES 
IS DOUBLE THIS AREA
JXY)




Y'= (R1 2 -X 2 ) 0 ' 5
Also refering to Fig.2.6 the area below the receiver is 2X(F+YT)
therefore AREA1, the area between the top surface the receiver
and the intercept of the top and side surfaces, becomes:-
AREA1 = X(Rl 2 -X 2 )°- 5+sin~ 1 (X/Rl) - 2X(F+YT)
Consider the area under the side surfaces. The area under an arc 
can be used again but to enable the use of this equation a 
change of coordinates is required because the limits must be 
measured from the centre of curvature. Then from Fig.2.7 they 
are :-
the lower limit becomes S+R2-X 
and the upper limit becomes S+R2-Q
The y coordinate can be replaced by:-
/T,-2 2,0.5 y = (R2 -x )
and since the area below the receiver is YT(X-Q), the required 




AREA2 = [x(R2 2 -x 2 ) 0 ' 5 +R2sin l ( x/R2)] -2YT(X-Q)
the composite volume is then:-
VOL = AREA1-2AREA2 m per metre length.
In the simulation the subroutine VOLUME.FOR is used to evaluate 
the volume of any collector geometry whenever it is required.
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2.3 THE OPTICAL EFFICIENCY SIMULATION DESIGN
2.3.1 PROGRAM DESIGN
The optical efficiency program can now be designed. For this 
Jacksons Structure Programming Diagrams {ref.2.1} will be used 
as these help with top down design and will modularise the 
required tasks to be undertaken. The following structure 
diagrams therefore contain all the requirements of the 
simulation as defined by the specification in section 2.2.1 and 
the elements show the correct order in which the various 
sections are programmed. Fig.2.7 demonstrates how the problem 
was gradually broken down into recognisable modules whereas the 
detailed structure digrams for the boundary surfaces shown in 
Fig.2.8 and the path evaluation in Fig.2.9 show how the modules 
were broken down into discrete procedures. These were then 
programmed using the definitions given throughout section 2.2. 
The suit of programs required for the simulation are listed 
below.
2.3.2 PROGRAMS FOR THE OPTICAL EFFICIENCY SIMULATION.
From the specifications, outline structures and mathematical 
formulations the following suit of programs have been written 
for the optical efficiency simulation.
RWE9.FOR main program.
QUADRT.FOR sub. for largest quad. soln.
QUADNG.FOR sub. for smallest quad. soln.
RAYjl.FOR sub. for direction evaluation.
RAYJ2.FOR sub. for direction evaluation.
EFFY.FOR sub. to output results.
VOLUME.FOR sub. for volume evaluation.
These programs contain detailed program decomposition and relate 
to the structure diagrams of section 2.3.1 and are listed in 
appendix A.
An extract from the resulting data file RWE9.DAT of 450 
different shapes is shown in TABLE 2.1.
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THE STRUCTURE DIAGRAM FOR THE PATH OF RAY

































TABULATED ENERGY ABSORPTION ONLY INCLUDED ON REVISED VERSION FOR HEAT 
LOSS SIMULATION. (Sub-routine TAB.FOR)
Fig 2.9
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SMMIED EFFICIENCIES FCR VARIOUS CDIIICIOR (EGMEIRIES
BOA FOE:
THE CENIRE OF THE TOP CURVED SURFACE IS ( 0 , 5.0). 
THE CtNIRE OF THE SHE CURVED SURFACE ARE (-11.0 , 0 ) AND ( 11.0
UNJffl OF RADIUS OF TOP SURFACE 10.
1ESGIH OF RADIUS OF SHE SURFACE 10.
COGPDINATES OF CURVED SURFACE INTERSECTION
( -8.80 , 9.75 ) ( 8.80 , 9.75 )
X COORDINATES OF THE SOLAR TRAP ARE BETWEEN 1.0 AMXl.O 
THE VDLUME OF COLLECTOR PER UNIT LENG3H IS 123.95XIOM M~3
0)
ROTS. COTS. ROSS. OOLSS. .ANGLE OF M3EENT RAY TO THE VERTICAL.
10.0MS(0, 5.) 10.CMS( 11. ,0) 30
£OF RAYS REACHDG THE OLLECKR 12.8
% OF ENERGY REACHING; THE COLLECTOR 9.3
40'C WINIER. 6.2
L/V= 14.2 40'C SUNMER. 8.8
80*C WINIER. 3.2








X C03EINATES OF THE SOLAR TRAP ARE BETWEEN 2
THE \mjME OF OXLECIOR PER UMTT IESGIH IS
ROIS. COTS. ROSS. COLSS.
10.CMS(0, 5.) 10.CMS( 11., 0) 30
% OF RAYS REACHING THE CDLLECIOR 31.5
% OF ENERGY REACHING; THE COLLECTOR 23.5
40"C WINIER. 14.9
l/V= 15.7 40"C SUNMER. 22.0
80"C WINIER. 6.4

















































































X COORDINATES OF THE SOLAR TRAP ARE BETWEEN 3
THE VOLUME OF COliECKR PER USQT LEMHH IS
ROTS. COTS. ROSS. OOLSS.
10.CMS(0, 5.) 10.CMS( 11., 0) 30
% OF RAYS REACHING: THE COLLECTOR 43.3
% OF HSHGY REACHDSG THE COLLECTOR 32.5
40"C WINIER. 17.4
I/V= 16.9 40"C SUMMER. 30.0
80"C WINIER. 2.2
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X OXEDINATES OF THE SOLAR TRAP ARE EEIWEEN 4
THE WUUME OF COLUECIOR PER UNIT UTCffl IS
ROTS. COTS. ROSS. COLSS.
10.CMS(0, 5.) 10.CMS( 11. ,0) 30
% OF RAYS REACHTN3I THE COLLECTOR 57.4
% OF ENERGY REACHHSC THE COLLECTOR 43.6
40"C WINIER. 20.4
LA/= 18.3 40"C SUMMER. 39.7
80"C WINIER. -2.7



























































































































































2.4 THE OPTIMUM COLLECTOR SHAPE CHOICE
There are many factors which govern the choice of the optimum 
concentrating collector. As efficiency is partly dependant on 
heat loss and weather conditions it was first decided that the 
operating climatic conditions of interest in this study would be 
those normal for the British Isles. It was further envisaged 
that a reduction in maximum efficiency could be tollerated if 
the collector could more than make up for this by working all 
the year round, especially when the temperature differentials 
are not as favourable and other types of collector are inactive. 
Another criteria that was used in this optimisation was that the 
collector should not be very directionally dependant and 
therefore the collector would require good performance over the 
full 60 range of incident radiation considered in the 
simulation.
Magnification is a very important parameter within the 
optimisation choice because it effects several different aspects 
of the collector. As can be seen from the results, collectors 
with higher magnification are more directionally dependant. It 
is also true that collectors with higher magnifications tend to 
be capable of greater working temperature differentials and able 
to work in lower insolation intensities.
The elementary heat loss analysis undertaken in section 2.2.4 
assumes that the heat loss would be the same for any collector 
with the same depth to receiver width ratio, this is not 
generally the case and is normally a function of magnification. 
In general the higher the magnification the greater the 
stagnation temperature and lower the time constant, this however 
is not inherently apparent from the simulation because the 
efficiencies have been estimated for known working temperatures, 
and any advantages to be gained from smaller thermal masses have 
so far been neglected. The thermal mass of the collectors should 
therefore be taken into considered in the final optimisation.
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An indication of the heat loss for each shape can be gained from 
the heat loss coefficient KQ, the slope of the efficiency (n%) 
against DT/E graph and is used in the optimisation to predict 
the root or intercept (n/KQ) on the DT/E axis. It is this value 
together with the maximum efficiency that gives the best 
indication of how well the collector will perform in the steady 
state condition.
An approximation of cost per unit incident energy for each 
collector can be obtained from the collector parameter L/V 
(surface area to volume per unit length) and this with collector 
efficiencies for different weather conditions gives an estimate 
of the cost per unit energy gain.
Approximately 450 different shapes have been evaluated and from 
these a short list of the best collector's parameters have been 
profiled in TABLE 2.2. From these one has been chosen for 
further analysis.
The most promising geometries were determined by maximising the 
"maximum efficiency by the heat loss coefficient" for the case 
of normal incident radiation nm (0°)/KQ. This parameter which 
is the theoretical stagnation temperature per unit intensity 
DT/E together with the maximum efficiency provided a short list 
of the better collectors. From this test it can be seen that the 
four best collectors (*) all have magnifications in the region 
of 3 and L/V values of about 12. Of these the collector with the 
flat top surface was chosen because of its simple geometry.
The collector chosen for further investigation and verification 
of results has been underlined. Its full definition and 
efficiencies are shown in TABLE 2.3
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THE SIMULATED EFFIOEN3ES AND GBCMEBRIC EEFMTKN OF THE CHOSEN COLLECTOR
RWE9.DAT
THE CENTRE OF THE TOP CURVED SLFFACE IS ( 0 ,-2535.0). 
THE CENTRE OF THE SHE CURVED SURFACE ARE (-59.0 , 0 ) AND ( 59.0 
lESGffl OF RADIUS OF TOP SURFACE 2550. 
LENGTH OF RADIUS OF SIDE SIFFACE 58. 
CDORDIMIES OF CURVED SIFFACE INTERSECTION 
( -2.97 , 15.00 ) ( 2.97 , 15.00 )
0)
X COCKHMIES OF THE SOLAR TRAP ARE BETWEEN 1.0 AND-1.0 
THE VOLUME OF COLLECTOR PER UNIT LENGTH IS 49.59X10"^ M"3
ROTS. COTS. BOSS. COLSS. 
2550.06(0, -2535.) 58.CMS( 59. ,0) 
% OF RAYS REACHDC THE COIl£Dm 
% OF ETBGY REAOTOC THE OUJCIOR
40"C WINTER.
I/V= 12.0 40"C SUtfR.
80"C WINIER.
KI>=.224 80"C SUMMER.























































































2.5 EXPERIMENTAL RAY TRACKING VERIFICATION 
2.5.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Once the choice of collector shape had been made (as shown at 
the top of Fig.2.12) it was necessary to verify the computed ray 
tracking simulation with the aid of a ray tracking experiment. 
For this comparison a new table of results, produced by the 
simulation, itemises the path of each ray as it passes through 
the collector. Extracts of which are shown in TABLES 2.4-2.6. 
These tables consist of the geometric definition of the 
collector and the angle of incident solar radiation under 
consideration. The table then shows a profile of each ray that 
passes through the collector. This profile consists of the 
X-coordinate of the incoming ray on the top surface with its 
corresponding vernier reading equivalent (see section 2.5.2), 
the number of side reflections, the number of total internal 
reflections on the top surface, the path length of the ray and 
if it reaches the receiver its intercept coordinate. These 
results have clearly shown the limiting coordinate positions of 
those rays that reach the collector.
An experiment was then carried out to verify these limiting 
values. The apparatus as shown in Fig.2.10 and Fig.2.11 
consisted of a perspex slab cut and polished to the correct 
shape with its side surfaces aluminised. A lazer was then used 
to produce rays of light at various angles of incidence. The 
angle of the incident radiation could be found directly from the 
turntable vernier but the x-coordinate position of the incident 
ray was calculated from both the vernier turntable and the bench 
vernier readings. A subroutine included in the simulation 
converts the x coordinate positions into the experimental 
vernier reading equivalents.
It was possible with this experiment to reproduce any of the 
predicted ray tracks used in the simulation. Photos of the 
lazer's path, as it passed through the slab have been taken and 
are shown in TABLES 2.5 and 2.6. These demonstrate the limiting 






BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE RAY TRACKING EXPERIMENT
Fig 2.10
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THE EXPERIMENTAL RAY TRACKING APPARATUS
Fig. 2.11
A PROFILE OF EACH RAY AS IT PASSES THROUH IHE CHOSEN COLLECTOR
* DATA FILE: REW92.DAT *
A-A-A-ATW-A-A-AA-AAA-ATk-A-A-A-AA-AAAAAAAAAAAAA
THE CENTRE OF THE TOP CURVED SURFACE IS ( 0 ,-2535.0).
THE GENIRE OF THE SHE CURVED SURFACE ARE (-59.0 , 0 ) AND ( 59.0 , 0 )
LEN3IH OF RADIUS OF TOP SURFACE 2550.
LENGTH OF RADIUS OF SEE SURFACE 58.
COORDINATES OF CURVED SURFACE INTERSECTION
( -2.97 , 15.00 ) ( 2.97 , 15.03 ) 
ANGtE OF RAY—————————————————————LQ.
X COORDINATE OF ECCMDC RAY- 
NUMBER OF SEE REFLECTIONS—
-C.O.R.
-N.O.S.R.
NUMBER OF TIMES BEAM TOTALLY INTERNALLY 
REFLECTED ON TOP SURFACE————————— -T.I.R.
INTENSITY AS A PERCENTAGE OF rNCEENT RAYS —INTENSITY.
X COCFD3NATES OF THE SOLAR TRAP 
THE VOLUME OF COLLECTOR PER LNTT 
INQEENT AN3E TMHKEES. 240 
VEFNTER. C.O.R. N.O.S.R.
ARE EETWEEN 1.0 AND-1.0 
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MJfflER EXTRACT FKM THE PROFILE TABLE OF THE CHOSEN OOLIECICR
WA FILE: REH92.EWT
/WOE ECECFEES. 270
VEfNLER. C.O.R. N.O.S.R. T.I.R. LEN. PATH. RAY/.ESC. OR 















































































































































































































































































THE PHOTO CEMN3IRATES THE 
PATH OF THE RAY; UCEKLEm
TABLE 2.6
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF LASER BEAM PASSING THROUGH VARIOUS PERSPEX SHAPES SHOWING LIMITING ——————————————VIEUS OF LIGHT REACHING THE RECEIVER———————————-i-Liii!^
Fig 2.12
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The experiment was repeated for another less efficient shape and 
the predicted limiting values were likewise correct. This less 
efficient shape is shown at the bottom of Fig.2.12.
The results from this experiment and those from the ray tracking 
simulation are consistent for both the chosen collector and the 
other less efficient shape. It therefore seems reasonable to 
assume that the simulated results are all correct.
2.5.2 SPECIFICATION FOR VERN.FOR
The routine required to determine the lateral vernier reading of 
the ray tracking experiment was based on the following 
consideration
From Fig.2.13 it follows that where X is the lateral 
displacement between the rays top surface intercept and the 
collectors normal axis and Y' the vertical displacement from its 
vertex.
X=Y'sinQ + V/cosQ
From the intersection of two chords in a circle of radius R 
we have:-
Y'(2R-Y')=X2
Y' 2 -2RY'+X2 =0
From these two relationships V the lateral vernier reading can 
be obtained for each ray considered.
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2.5.3 PROGRAMS FOR THE RAY TRACKING VERIFICATION
The new table of results that was necessary to show the limiting 
coordinates of the rays reaching the receiver was produced by 
RWE92.FOR, a modification of the original program RWE9.FOR. 
Therefore the suit of programs required to produce this table, 
including VERN.FOR the program for the vernier reading 










sub. for greatest quad. soln.
sub. for smallest quad. soln.
sub. for direction evaluation,
sub. for direction evaluation,
sub. to output results,
sub. for volume evaluation,
sub. for vernier reading.
These programs contain detailed program decomposition.
* new routines or versions resulting from this section are 
found in appendix B.
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CHAPTER 3
SIMULATION OF HEAT TRANSFER AND TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
3.1 INTRODUCTION
So far the heat loss from the collector has only been dealt with 
in an approximate manner. Its evaluation was based on the 
following assumptions.
1. No internal heat generation.
2. The temperature distribution was in a steady state.
3. The heat flow model was one dimensional.
4. The top and receiver boundaries were at prescribed 
temperatures.
This approximation was sufficient when considering so many 
different shapes since it provided results of the correct order 
of magnitude, however actual heat loss will depend on a number 
of factors, including geometry and internal heat generation. 
Therefore it would seem appropriate to study the heat loss from 
the chosen shape in much more detail.
This chapter describes the method of determining the heat loss 
of the collector under both steady and unsteady state 
conditions. The unsteady state being an extension of the steady 
state treatment.
To evaluate the temperature distribution within the collector 
the finite difference method of heat transfer has been chosen. 
This is because the elemental meshes required for this model are 
well suited to the collector, as shown in Fig.3.1. For instance 
the model chosen must be able to cope with both curved and 
straight boundary conditions, having both elements with energy
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generation and those without, and capable of having variable 
thermal resistances and capacitances. Before the finite 
difference method can be used heat generation rates and thermal 
resistances for each mesh has to be evaluated. The rate of 
internal heat generation involved writing several programs to 
simulate the energy absorption rate in the Hyvis. Programs 
TAB.FOR, TABT.FOR and ENGEN.FOR are used to evaluate the 
elemental energy generation rate for each mesh. The thermal 
resistances are evaluated from the collector boundary conditions 
and its component thermal conductivities using program 
THMRES.FOR. Using this data the program FINDIF.FOR evaluates the 
temperature distribution at the elemental nodal points for 
steady state conditions.
To evaluate the temperature distribution under unsteady 
conditions it is necessary to evaluate the elemental thermal 
capacities of each mesh, this is achieved by program MASCAP.FOR 
which evaluates the energy required to raise each element 
through 1C.
Of the two methods for predicting the temperature distribution 
with time the explicit method has been adopted rather than the 
implicit method since the forward difference equations are much 
easier to solve and will save a considerable amount of computer 
time. For this the program HETCAP.FOR was written and from the 
resulting temperature distributions the graph of temperature 
versus time was produced.
The temperature distributions predicted by this program are 
shown at the end of section 3.5 & 3.6 and predict the collector 
has a high stagnation temperature indicating that it has a small 
heat loss and should perform well under any working conditions. 
By careful consideration it has been possible to predict the 
overall efficiency of the collector under steady state 
conditions which are presented in graphs of efficiency plotted 
against temperature rise per unit insolation.
It should be noted that very often in solar energy work energy
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is incorrectly used for power. However this is not a problem if
it is always interpreted as being a rate of energy generation or
as in other cases a rate of absorption.
All the programs described in this section are all listed in 
Appendix C.
3.2 THE STEADY STATE FINITE DIFFERENCE HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
This section is concerned with the heat loss from the receiver 
by conduction and although the collector is three dimensional we 
only need consider a two dimensional model. This is merely due 
to the collector's shape having a uniform cross section 
throughout its length. It can be assumed that the temperature 
distribution for any cross section is identical and therefore 
heat transfer along the axis of the collector is not possible.
The finite difference method is a commonly used analitical 
scheme of determining temperature distributions and heat flow in 
solids having complicated geometries, boundary conditions and 
temperature dependant properties. The first step in the analysis 
is the transformation of the differential equation of heat 
conduction into a set of algebraic equations for temperature at 
a number of nodal points over the region.
Consider the Fourier {ref.3.1} two dimensional steady state heat 
conduction equation with energy generation given in the form:-
d2 T d 2T g(x,y) = Q
22 dx^ dy^ K
Then by adopting the finite difference method described by 
Ozisik {ref.3.1} this equation simplifies to:-
r rp ,m ,rp j_rri -4T 1 + Q L /K = 01 m-l,n+Tm+l,n+i m,n-l +i m,n+l 41 m,n J y m,n
A more general expression which allows for the variation of
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thermal conductivity with position {ref.3.1} can be written in 
terms of thermal resistances. Considering node p contained 
within the volume element V and its four neighbouring nodes 
as shown in Fig. 3. 2 we have:-
for j=l to 4 [T. T ] + v g = 03 ~ P P^p
where the elemental side is L and
Rjp = / L \ is the thermal resistance between nodes j and p
V the volume of the element about node p
g the energy generation rate per unit volume at node p
The boundary conditions required for the collector are 
prescribed temperature for the top and bottom surfaces and 
adiabatic for the sides. The top and bottom of the collector are 
defined by the ambient temperature assumed to be 20C throughout 
the simulation. While the side boundaries lie symmetrically 
between the collector channels subsequently the temperature on 
either side is assumed equal with no heat flow across the 
boundary.
At a prescibed temperature boundary the actual temperature of 
the neighbouring node is substituted into the equation.
At an abiabatic boundary the temperature of the neighbouring 
node is given the same temperature as the elemental node.
In order to apply the above equation, a rectangular mesh of size 
L 2 is constructed over the collector cross section and 
associated insulation as shown in Fig.3.1. For each element the 
energy generation rate and thermal resistances between the nodes 









NOMENCLATURE FOR ENERGY BALANCE AT NODE P
Fig 3.2
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3.3 THE HEAT GENERATION SYSTEM
As light passes through the Hyvis energy is absorbed, this 
absorption is refered to as the heat generation within the Hyvis 
and its evaluation is obtained from the equation of solar energy 
transmittance in Hyvis, derived in chapter 4.3.1. The rate of 
absorption in each element of the finite difference mesh can be 
calculated by evaluating the absorption of each ray as it passes 
through the collector and is achieved by the routine TAB.FOR 
which is patched into the ray tracking simulation. This routine 
produces a data file ENERGY-TEMP.DAT containing the percentage 
of incidence energy absorbed in each element of the mesh for 
each angle of incidence considered. From this data file the 
conversion program ENGEN.FOR produces the file ENGEN.DAT which 
contains the fraction of incident energy per unit volume 
absorbed in each element per second.
These programs and their respective data files can be found in 
the appendices. Two systems are documented, namely those 
associated with TAB.FOR which have been developed with a mesh 
size of 1 cm and those associated with TABT.FOR that have a size 
of 0.5 cm. The derived temperature distributions from the finite 
difference equations for the two mesh sizes have been compared 
and observe a 2% variation. This was considered sufficiently 
accurate since there is a limit to the use of very small mesh 
sizes due to increased computational round of errors and the 
computer time required.
The amount of energy left in the ray when it reaches the 
receiver is considered to be absorbed into the mesh element at 
that point, and is treated in the same way as the other heat 
generation elements. For this case no energy gain by the 
transfer fluid has been considered and simulates the 0% 
efficiency or stagnation situation. To simulate the energy 
gained by the transfer fuid, various percentages 0,25,50,75 and 
100 of the energy generation within the receiver elements have 
been removed. For these different energy gains the steady state
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temperature distributions and collector efficiencies have been 
calculated. Since the rate of energy generation for a fixed 
geometry is assumed to be a function of insolation, the energy 
gain by the transfer fluid is also a function of insolation. Two 
important facts can be gathered from this, namely that since 
temperature is a function of energy generation the resulting 
temperature distribution is only a function of insolation, and 
that under these conditions collector efficiency is unchange by 
insolation. This has been verified by repeating the simulation 
of the steady state case for different insolation values and 
angles of incidence.
3.3.1 THE EQUATIONS OF ABSORPTION AND REFLECTION
From the transmission of energy in Hyvis equation (section 
4.3.1) where I is the percentage of transmission and RLOP is the 
length of path in cm. we have :-
1= -9.8 log(RLOP) + 80.6
This assumes that when RLOP =0.1, I = 90.4 
The other 9.6% of the incoming energy can be accounted for as:-
4% reflection.
5.6% absorption in the first mm.
Without reflection for RLOP = 0.1 ; I would be 94.4% 
giving the general equation:-
I = -9.8 log(RLOP) + 84.6
If R is the fraction of energy lost by reflection calculated 
from Fresnel's relationship {ref.3.2} then it is possible to 
evaluate an apparent depth of Hyvis that would produce the 
equivalent absorption. If this new apparent path length is RLOP' 
then from the above equation we have:-
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I - R*100 = -9.8 log(RLOP') + 84.6 
94.4-R*100 = -9.8 log(RLOP') + 84.6 
giving an apparent depth of Hyvis of:-
RLOP' = i 0 [< 84 - 6+R * 10 0-94.4)/9.8]
For a 4% loss due to reflection the eqivalent path length 
through the Hyvis would be 0.256cm.
THE ENERGY ABSORBED BY THE SIDE SURFACE DUE TO REFLECTION: 
The reflectance of the Aluminized Polyester film is 0.9 
{ref.3.2} therefore the apparent path length of a ray in Hyvis 
to account for an equivalent amount of energy absorbed, where 
RLOP is the length of path before reflection and RLOP' is the 
apparent length after reflection is:-
I = -9.8 log(RLOP) + 84.6 
0.91 = -9.8 log(RLOP') + 84.6 
giving:-
RLOP' = 10 t°- 8633 + °' 9 log(RLOP)]
RLOP in cm.
This equation is used within TAB.FOR to account for the energy 
absorption due to reflection.
THE FRESNEL RELATIONSHIP FOR THE REFLECTION OF NON-POLARIZED
RADIATION:
The reflectance of an interface between two refractive indicies
where Q, and Q 0 are the angles of incidence and refraction
X ^
has been derived by Fresnel {ref.3.2} as:-
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P= I r/I 0=0.5[sin2 (Q 2 -Q 1 )/sin2 (Q 2 +Q 1 )
+tan2 (Q2 -Q 1 )/tan 2 (Q2 +Q1 )] 
and where Snell's law is:-
n l //n 2 = sinQi/sinQ2
and the transmittance of a single reflection is:- 
T r - 1 - p
Then as the limit of Q 1 ~> Q 2 -> o the equation simplifies 
to:-
p = [(n 1 -n 2 )/(n 1 +n 2 )] 2
and when one medium is air ie. n.=l we have:- 
p = [(n-l)/(n+l)] 2
These relationships are used in the modified ray tracking 
simulation program RWEll.FOR to work out the energy losses for 
different angles of incidence at the top surface.
3.3.2 ELEMENTAL ABSORPTION OF SOLAR ENERGY (TAB.FOR)
The transmittance of solar energy in Hyvis has been measured 
experimentally (section 4.3.1), however the finite difference 
method of heat transfer requires the amount of energy that is 
absorbed throughout the grid. The method adopted evaluates the 
absorption in each element of the mesh for every ray entering 
the collector. In the optimisation program the segment of each 
ray's path between each change of direction has already been 
defined, it therefore remains to truncate this segment for the 
mesh in order to obtain the absorption in each element for each 
segment. The resulting program therefore analyses each segment 
of ray evaluated by the optimisation program. The objective was
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therefore to write a program that simulates the attenuation of 
light as it passes through the collector. It should be able to 
perform the summation of the energy absorbed in each element and 
finally produce a table of the total energy absorbed in each 
element of the mesh for the entire incident beam. This can be 
modularized by the following steps:-
1. Define the segment under consideration and identify its 
direction.(Fig.3.3).
2. Calculate the length of the ray and the energy absorbed in 
each element of the mesh.
3. Include the energy absorbed at points of reflection in the 
elemental structure.
The procedures required to perform this algorithm must therefore 
be able to superimpose the segment of the ray's path onto the 
elemental array shown at Fig.3.3. It must then identify the type 
of trajectory that occurs in each element. This has been defined 
by the rays starting and finishing sides on each element. There 
are four cases to consider in each direction quadrant and are 
shown at Figures 3.4; 3.5; 3.6 and 3.7. After each element has 
been considered the new length of ray is evaluated before the 
absorption in the next element along the path can be considered. 
The details of these procedures have been described in the 
structure diagrams shown at Fig.3.8 and Fig.3.9.
3.3.3 PROGRAMS FOR THE HEAT GENERATION SYSTEM
The following suit of programs have been written or altered for 
the heat generation system with a mesh size of 1 cm.
* RWEll.FOR main program.
QUADRT.FOR sub. for greatest quad. soln.
QUADNG.FOR sub. for smallest quad. soln.
RAYJl.FOR sub. for direction evaluation.
RAYJ2.FOR sub. for direction evaluation.
EFFY.FOR sub. to output results.
VOLUME.FOR sub. for volume evaluation.
* TAB.FOR sub. for elemental heat gen.
* TABCNT.FOR sub. for totalling heat gen.
















































































FOUR CASES TO CONSIDER FOR A RAY WITH 
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STRUCTURE DIAGRAM FOR HEAT GENERATION PROGRAM (TAB.FOR) 






















THE STRUCTURE DIAGRAM FOR A RAY IN THE SECOND QUADRANT
HDD ABSORPTION* 

































































These programs contain detailed program decomposition.
* new routines or versions resulting from this section are 
listed in appendix C.
The resulting data from this simulation ENERGY_TEMP.DAT is not 
listed, but has been used as data by the program ENGEN.FOR to 
predict the energy generation per unit insolation in section 
3.3.5.
It was considered instructive to repeat this routine for all 
possible angles of incidence as this would indicate the effect 
of diffuse radiation on the collector. Although the quantity of 
diffuse radiation is small its effect helps to cut down heat 
loss by heating the Hyvis near the top of the collector. It was 
found that 22.5% of diffuse radiation is absorbed by the 
receiver and 48% absorbed in the Hyvis. Giving a total of 
70.73% of diffuse radiation performing some useful function.
3.3.4 PROGRAMS FOR THE HEAT GENERATION SYSTEM
The following suit of programs have been written or altered for 
the heat generation system with a mesh size of 0.5 cm.
* RWE11T.FOR main program.
QUADRT.FOR sub. for greatest quad. soln.
QUADNG.FOR sub. for smallest quad. soln.
RAYJl.FOR sub. for direction evaluation.
RAYJ2.FOR sub. for direction evaluation.
EFFY.FOR sub. to output results.
VOLUME.FOR sub. for volume evaluation.
* TABT.FOR sub. for elemental heat gen.
* TABCNTT.FOR sub. for totalling heat gen.
* TRAP2T.FOR sub. for receiver elements.
These programs contain detailed program decomposition.
* new routines or versions resulting from this section and are 
listed in appendix C. The resulting data from this simulation 
ENERGY TEMPT.DAT is not listed but has been compared with the 
results for the larger grid size with good conformity.
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3.3.5 HEAT GENERATION CONVERSION PROGRAM ENGEN.FOR
The absorption of energy throughout the grid is now available as 
a percentage of insolation, this however is not in the correct 
format for the finite difference equation and therefore needs to 
be modified. These values although remaining a function of 
insolation must be quoted as an energy generation per unit 
volume. It must also be remembered that the energy reaching the 
receiver is also treated in the same manner and will depend on 
the percentage of energy reaching the receiver that is allowed 
to escape to the transfer fluid. The energy generation for the 
receiver is therefore given separately for each of the five 
different heat loss situations.
The objective of the resulting program is to convert the 
elemental percentage energies of data file ENERGY_TEMP.DAT into 
unit energy generation per unit volume. Included should be the 
facility to alter the energy loss from the receiver elements in 
25% steps by recording alternative values for the receiver 
elements.
This has been modularized into the following steps:-
1. Reading the data file ENERGY_TEMP.DAT.
2. Convert and write into heat generation array.
3. Write to data file.
4. Process the heat generation values for the receiver 
elements and repeat for 0,25,50,75 and 100% heat loss.
5. Write alternative elemental receiver energy loss values to 
data file.
In order to perform the conversion the following factors must bec _2
derived. If the insolation beam is E wm and the collector is
s metres wide then Q the power incident on the collector per 
unit length is:-
Q = Es W
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If P is the percentage of energy absorbed in each element and
") "3
the volume of each element is L m then g the energy 
generation rate per unit volume in each element is:-
g = P E s / 100 L 2 Wm~ 3
If both L and s are given in centimetres the equation becomes:-
g = P E s / L 2 Wm~ 3
The insolation levels are to be included at a latter stage so the 
new data file ENGEN.DAT will contain unit energy generation rate 
per unit volume per unit insolation giving:-
g' - g/E . P s / L 2
The procedures and actions required to perform this conversion 
are described by the structure diagram of Fig.3.10.
3.4 THE THERMAL RESISTANCE SYSTEM
Before the finite difference model can be implimented it is 
necessary to evaluate the thermal resistances between the nodes 
of the elemental mesh. Whereas thermal conductivity is a measure 
of the heat flow rate within a material thermal resistance is a 
measure of resistance to heat flow and is defined as :-
R - L/kA CW" 1
Where k is the thermal conductivity, L the length and A the 
cross sectional area.
As in the case of the electrical analogy, thermal resistances in
series may be added to give the total resistance while in
parallel the method of reciprical addition is used.
The thermal resistances required can be divided into two sets
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STRUCTURE DIAGRAM FOR PROGRAM (ENGEN.FOR) 








































those that are horizontal and those that are vertical. Therfore 
associated with each node (m,n) are two thermal resistances 
R(m,n,l) horizontal and R(m,n,2) vertical as shown in Fig. 3.11. 
Although both are independant of each other they both share the 
same symmetry about the y axis which can be refered to as a 
reflection at m=0. Therefore it can be expressed mathematically 
by the equations:-
R(m,n,l) = R(-m-2,n,l) 
R(m,n,2) = R(-m-l,n,2)
The shift is required because the resistance R(m,n,l) represents 
the resistance between nodes (m,n) and (m+l,n) as shown in 
Fig.3.11. Using this symmetry the resistances at the positive 
nodes can be mapped onto their symmetrical counterparts while 
those below the receiver all have the value for insulation. The 
elemental values for the receiver can then be superimposed onto 
the existing grid.
It is therefore necessary to write a program that is capable of 
creating a data file containing all the horizontal and vertical 
thermal resistances required by either of the finite difference 
meshes, for the boundaries of the solar collector.
Many of the elements in the mesh contain a composite of 
different materials, which are treated as a combination of 
either series or parallel thermal resistances. The elemental 
composite thermal resistance cases that are encountered within 
the collector are as follows:-
1. Composite in series.
2. Node outside boundary (vertical).
3. Composite in series and parallel combined (vertical).
4. Unchanging material (vertical).
5. Composite in parallel (vertical).
6. Composite in series (horizontal).
7. Unchanging material (horizontal).
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THE THERMAL RESISTANCE MESH
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The proceedures required to perform this program are set out in 
the structure diagram of Fig.3.12. While below is a detailed 
evaluation for each of the composite cases listed above.
THE CASES OF COMPOSITE THERMAL RESISTANCES; 
Where thermal resistance is defined as:- 
R - L/kA
and since for any element of either mesh MOD(L) - MOD(A) the 
equation can be simplifies to:-
1/k
CASE 1
The series thermal resistance between Hyvis and glass 
or insulation and glass.
Ihg. For Hyvis and glass.
R(m,n,2) -(L/2)/(Lkh) + (L/2)/(Lkg) = (kh+kg)/2khkg
lig. For insulation and glass.















STRUCTURE DIAGRAM FOR THERMAL RESISTANCES PROGRAM (THMRES.FOR)
This program creates the datafile THERMRES.DAT which contains 


































Node outside boundary between glass and air or 
insulation and air for the vertical case.
2g. For glass and air.
R(m,n,2) - (L/2)/Lkg = l/2kg
2i. For insulation and air.
R(m,n,2) = (L/2)/Lki = l/2ki
(M.N+,1)
GLASS Kg 




Composite in both series and parallel for the 
vertical resistance at the junction between the 
Hyvis, insulation and the glass top.
R(m,n,2) = (l/2)/lkg + (1/2)/(xkh+(1-x)ki 
= l/2kg + l/2(xkh+(l-x)ki)
note x is the distance from the grid wall not the node.
(M.N+1)N = 15.5 cm (M.NH
'
Kg












Unchanging material between two vertical nodes,
4h. For Hyvis.
R(m,n,2) = L/Lkh = 1/kh
4i. For insulation.
R(m,n,2) = L/Lki = 1/ki
4g. For glass.
R(m,n,2) » L/Lkg = I/kg
4r. For receiver (copper).





The parallel thermal resistance between Hyvis and 
glass for two vertical nodes.
l/R(m,n,2) = xkh/L + (L-x)ki/L 
R(m,n,2) = L/(xkh +(L-x)ki)









The series thermal resistance between Hyvis and 
insulation for two horizontal nodes.
R(m,n,l) = x/Lkh + (L-x)/Lki
- (xki+(L-x)kh)/Lkhki 





unchanging material for two horizontal nodes
7h. For Hyvis.
R(m,n,l) = L/Lkh = 1/kh 
7g. For Glass.
R(m,n,l) - L/Lkg - I/kg 
7i. For insulation.
R(m,n,l) - L/Lki - 1/ki
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3.5 THE STEADY STATE COLLECTOR TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
Once the elemental heat generation and thermal resistances have 
been evaluated it is possible to evaluate the temperature 
distribution throughout the collector for various collector 
efficiencies under steady state conditions. Using the equation 
defined at section 3.2 for each element, results in a set of n 
algebraic equations where n is the number of temperatures nodes. 
The solution of these can be found using matrices. There are 
therefore two parts to the solution of the temperature 
distribution by the finite difference method, creating the 
energy balance linear equations for each element of the network 
and solving the resulting matrices. The construction of the 
equations has been carried out by the program FINDIF.FOR while 
their solution has been found using the subroutine SOLMAT.FOR 
which makes use of NAG Library routine F04ATF to solve the 
matrix equation and then writes the resulting temperature 
distribution to the data file MATTEMP.DAT.
The set of temperature distributions for normal radiation with 
an insolation of 900 Wm~ are shown in TABLE 3.1-3.5. From 
them it can be seen that the stagnation temperature for these 
conditions is approximately 410C.
The objective is therefore to write the program FINDIF.FOR which 
will for various efficiencies and insolations produce an array 
of the finite difference equations that can be filed for further 
evaluation and processing. Then construct the routine SOLMAT.FOR 
that will solve the resulting matrix equation and produce the 
required temperature distribution. The program FINDIF.FOR can be 
simplified by considering each of the following steps:-
1. Define the mesh size and boundaries.
2. Read the data file of thermal resistances.
3. Repeat for the various insolation values to be used.
4. Repeat for different incidence values.
5. Read the data file of elemental heat generation.
95
ffiEAFD-E: TtE SIEAPY SPOE TEMPEE/aiBE EUSTRIHjnON
Ths angle of the incident radiation is 0 degrees with insolation of 
The efficiency of the collector is 64.50% and the aibient tenperature












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 degrees with inaolaticii of 900 Vfeitts DST metre aiuared.





















































































































































































































































20.34 20.33 20.31 20.28 20.29
23.06 22.97 22.79 22.31 20.77
27.61 27.45 27.16 26.63 25.71
32.04 31.85 31.54 31.12 29.95
36.42 36.21 35.88 35.43 34.59
40.77 40.55 40.21 39.71 39.42
45.13 44.91 44.55 44.00 43.90
49.52 49.30 48.97 48.21 48.30
53.93 53.72 53.43 52.33 52.73
53.36 58.13 57.77 57.40 57.43
62.84 62.59 62.21 62.11 62.10
67.38 67.12 66.72 66.72 66.73
71.98 71.73 71.27 71.31 71.35
76.66 76.44 75.73 75.90 75.99
81.39 81.22 80.30 80.57 80.63
86.16 86.01 85.37 85.42 85.43
90.94 90.84 90.52 90.31 90.19
95.73 95.64 95.37 95.10 94.92
100.52 100.45 100.13 99.82 99.57
105.30 105.24 104.84 104.46 104.15
110.07 110.03 109.51 109.03 103.63
114.82 114.90 114.15 113.51 112.99
119.51 119.63 118.68 117.85 117.20
124.13 124.26 123.07 122.03 121.21
128.69 128.87 127.32 126.00 124.%
133.18 133.35 131.36 129.68 128.38
137.61 137.60 135.07 132.98 131.39
142.01 141.69 138.36 135.76 133.87
146.41 145.07 140.90 137.85 135.69
148.73 146.88 142.34 139.05 136.73
148.73 146.60 142.52 139.29 136.95
148.73 146.14 141.87 138.63 136.34
148.73 144.79 140.16 137.04 134.90
143.90 140.19 136.% 134.47 132.68
137.06 135.10 133.02 131.21 129.82
131.30 130.14 128.79 127.53 126.51
126.09 125.36 124.48 123.62 122.89
121.21 120.74 120.16 119.57 119.06
116.54 116.23 115.85 115.44 115.09
112.01 111.80 111.54 111.27 111.03
107.56 107.43 107.25 107.07 106.90
103.18 103.09 102.96 102.85 102.74
98.85 98.78 96.70 98.62 98.54
94.53 94.49 94.44 94.38 94.33
90.24 90.22 90.18 90.14 90.10
85.% 85.95 85.92 85.89 85.87
81.69 81.68 81.66 81.65 81.63
77.43 77.42 77.41 77.40 77.39
73.17 73.16 73.16 73.15 73.14
63.91 63.91 68.90 68.90 68.89
64.66 64.65 64.65 64.65 64.64
60.40 60.40 60.40 60.39 60.39
56.15 56.15 56.14 56.14 56.14
51.89 51.89 51.89 51.89 51.89
47.64 47.64 47.64 47.64 47.64
43.39 43.39 43.39 43.39 43.39
39.14 39.13 39.13 39.13 39.13
34.88 34.88 34.88 34.88 34.88
39.63 30.63 30.63 30.63 30.63
26.38 26.38 26.38 26.38 26.38





























































































































HfiTHMP.DOT THE SIEADY SlfflE TOEER/OIKE EUSIRIHJIION
The angle of the incident radiaticn is 0 degrees with insolation of 
The efficiency of the collector is 32.25% and the anbient tsiperature 
DT/E= 0.240

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































20.33 20.38 20.13 20.07
23.18 21.04 22.44 22.87
29.31 27.95 28.47 28.78
35.78 34.04 34.72 35.02
42.03 40.93 41.35 41.55
48.42 48.15 48.21 48.29
54.83 54.93 55.04 55.12
61.26 61.65 61.90 62.02
67.64 68.51 68.89 69.04
75.65 75.88 76.10 76.21
83.10 83.26 83.41 83.50
90.43 90.64 90.79 90.88
97.79 98.06 98.25 98.34
105.21 105.58 105.79 105.89
112.84 113.24 1D.45 113.54
120.85 121.09 121.22 121.28
128.99 129.03 129.07 129.09
137.06 136.98 136.94 136.92
145.03 144.90 144.78 144.72
153.06 152.77 152.57 152.46
160.99 160.57 160.26 160.10
168.86 168.24 167.80 167.57
176.60 175.74 175.13 174.81
184.16 182.99 182.17 181.74
191.45 189.89 188.80 188.25
196.35 196.30 194.91 194.20
204.69 202.07 200.32 199.44
210.21 206.96 204.86 203.81
214.56 210.76 203.32 207.13
217.34 213.19 210.54 209.25
218.35 214.12 211.41 210.03
217.69 213.53 210.88 209.59
215.30 211.44 209.00 207.80
211.16 207.95 205.86 204.83
205.80 203.32 201.66 200.82
199.71 197.89 196.62 195.96
193.19 191.90 190.97 190.49
186.44 185.53 184.87 184.53
179.55 178.92 178.46 178.21
172.53 172.15 171.83 171.65
165.56 165.27 165.04 164.92
153.51 158.31 153.16 158.07
151.44 151.30 151.20 151.14
144.36 144.26 144.19 144.15
137.27 137.20 137.15 137.13
130.17 130.12 130.09 130.07
123.07 123.04 123.01 123.00
115.% 115.% 115.93 115.92
106.86 103.84 103.83 103.83
101.75 101.74 101.73 101.73
94.64 94.64 94.63 94.63
87.53 87.53 87.53 87.53
80.43 80.42 80.42 80.42
73.32 73.32 73.31 73.31
66.21 66.21 66.21 66.21
59.10 59.10 59.10 59.10
51.99 51.99 51.99 51.99
44.88 44.88 44.88 44.88
37.77 37.77 37.77 37.77
30.66 30.66 30.66 30.66
23.55 23.55 23.55 23.55
TABLE 3.3
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DflA FILE: THE STEADY SmiE TEMEEMKFE DISIRIBmifN
The angle of tlie incident radiation is 0 degrees with irsolatioi of 
The efficiency of the collector is 16.13% and the anbient taiperature 
DT/E = 0.337




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IKEAH1E: THE STEAD? STfflE •gHTCMUBE
The angle of the incident radiation is 0 degrees with insolation of 900 Watts per metre squared. 
BE efficiency of the collector is 0.00% and the anbient tsiperature is 20.00degrees centigrade 






























































20.20 20.56 20.56 20.63 20.68
23.86 21.57 24.93 26.03 26.48
33.47 32.41 34.65 35.% 36.73
43.58 42.16 45.06 46.23 47.09
54.48 53.56 55.32 56.65 57.61
65.87 65.55 65.78 67.28 68.35
77.31 76.91 76.55 78.22 79.35
88.92 88.28 87.28 89.59 90.65
100.85 100.01 96.18 101.24 102.22
113.27 112.72 112.03 112.75 113.%
125.95 125.52 125.01 124.77 126.04
138.83 138.39 137.79 137.16 138.50
151.91 151.42 150.69 149.80 151.36
165.24 164.68 163.77 162.37 164.71
178.86 178.30 177.32 175.54 178.33
192.78 192.35 191.66 190.65 192.03
206.92 206.67 206.32 206.02 206.20
221.19 221.09 220.94 220.79 220.67
235.51 235.54 235.57 235.56 235.46
249.82 250.00 250.22 250.44 250.54
264.05 264.41 264.90 265.41 265.84
278.10 278.71 279.54 280.48 281.40
291.87 292.80 294.07 295.56 297.09
305.20 306.53 308.39 310.61 312.%
317.89 319.72 322.34 325.55 329.06
329.69 332.13 335.69 340.18 345.29
340.28 343.42 348.10 354.21 361.40
349.31 353.18 359.10 367.14 377.29
356.37 360.90 367.% 377.95 391.63
361.13 366.10 373.90 385.07 400.71
363.33 368.45 376.47 387.73 402.44
362.91 367.92 375.79 386.94 401.85
359.91 364.53 371.82 382.40 397.%
354.55 358.49 364.54 372.89 383.62
347.18 350.32 354.96 361.01 367.91
338.26 340.63 344.05 348.24 352.70
328.16 329.90 332.33 335.21 338.12
317.24 318.48 320.18 322.14 324.07
305.72 306.59 307.77 309.10 310.38
293.79 294.39 295.21 2%. 11 2%.97
281.53 281.99 282.55 283.16 283.74
269.17 269.46 269.84 270.25 270.64
256.63 256.83 257.03 257.37 257.63
244.00 244.13 244.31 244.50 244.68
231.31 231.40 231.52 231.65 231.77
218.57 218.63 218.72 218.80 21B.89
205.81 205.85 205.91 205.97 206.02
193.03 193.06 193.09 193.13 193.17
180.23 180.25 180.28 180.30 180.33
167.43 167.44 167.46 167.48 167.49
154.62 154.63 154.64 154.65 154.66
141.80 141.81 141.82 141.83 141.83
128.99 128.99 128.99 129.00 129.01
116.17 116.17 116.17 116.18 116.18
103.35 103.35 103.35 103.35 103.35
90.52 90.53 90.53 90.53 90.53
77.70 77.70 77.70 77.71 77.71
64.88 64.88 64.88 64.88 64.88
52.06 52.06 52.06 52.06 52.06
39.23 39.23 39.23 39.23 39.24





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6. Repeat for different heat losses.
7. Create the required matrices.
8. Create the finite difference equations.
9. Write the matrices out to file for futher processing.
10. Call the subroutine SOLMAT.FOR to solve and output the 
temperature distribution.
The structure diagram for this program is shown at Fig.3.13. 
The subroutine SOLMAT.FOR can likewise be itemized as follows:-
1. Read the matrices in the data files MATA.DAT and MATE.DAT.
2. Evaluate the temperature distribution using F04ATF.
3. Write the solution array to data file MATTEMP.DAT.
During the development of these programs it was necessary to 
construct a program that could analyse the contents of the 
matrices. The program INSPEC_MAT.FOR was written which could 
diplay any row of the coeffient matrices.
There are two procedures required for this routine namely:-
1. Read the data files MATA.DAT and MATE.DAT.
2. Write the requested row to data file TEMP.DAT.
To help clarify the program sequence required to simulate th
e 
steady state temperature distribution the operations flowchar
t 
is shown at Fig.3.14.
THE FINITE DIFFERENCE LINEAR EQUATIONS:
To evaluate the finite difference equations it will be assumed 
that the top and bottom of the collector are prescribed 
temperature boundaries and the left and right sides are 
prescribed heat flux boundaries where by symmetry it is assumed 
that there is no heat flow because nodes on either side of the 
boundary are at the same temperature. There are therefore five 
cases to consider, the four exterior node cases plus the case of 
an internal node. The general form of the finite difference
101
STRUCTURE DIAGRAM FOR FINITE DIFFERENCES PROGRAM (FINDIF.FOR)
This program creates the finite difference linear equations 
























































equation in terms of thermal resistances was given in section 
3.2 and is rearranged for the mesh coordinate system for the
element with the temperature node T, > as follows:-\ m, n )
THE ELEMENT (m,n) WITH ITS FOUR NEIGHBOURING NODES
T(m,n+1)
T(m-1 ,n) • » T(m+1 ,n)
J T(m,n-1) 
,n) - T <*,n) J/R(m- 1 ' n ' 1)
t T (m,n-l)
L G(m,n)
This must be slightly modified for the four boundary cases
CASE 1
Where MI is the initial horizontal boundary




Where MF is the final horizonal boundary
IF M+l > MF THEN
104
n) - T (m f n) 1 /R(m ' n ' 1 > = °
CASE 3
Where NI is the initial vertical boundary and TAM the 
ambient temperature.
IF N-l < NI THEN
^ T (m,n-l) ~ T (m,n) ^ //R(m ' n ~ 1 ' 2 ) is repiaced with 
[TAM - T (m>n) ]/R(m,n-l,2)
CASE 4
Where NF is the final vertical boundary
IF N+l > NF THEN
[T (m,n+l) - T (m,n) ]/R(m ' n ' 2) is "placed with 
[TAM - T, ,]/R(m,n,2)
V in t u ;
To enable the coeffients of the temperature nodes to be located 
in the correct position in the coefficient matrix it is 
necessary to map the elemental coordinate system onto the rows 
and columns of the matrix. This can be achieved once the number 
of elements has been decided therefore where the number of 
horizontal and vertical nodes are MF and NF respectively the 
corresponding row T and the position T in each row of the 
coefficient of T (m , is given by:-
T = (n-NI)*MF+m
therefore C(m,n) the coefficient of the node T(m,n) when 
considering the element (m,n) is mapped onto A(T,T) of the 







3.5.1 THE SIMULATION OF EFFICIENCY VERSUS DIFERENTIAL
TEMPERATURE PER UNIT INSOLATION
From the steady state temperature distributions it is possible 
to plot the graphs of efficiency against the temperature rise 
per unit insolation for various angles of incident radiation. 
GRAPH 3.1 shows the graph for normal beam radiation on the 
collector. The effect of off normal radiation is demonstrated by 
GRAPH 3.2, the six graphs shown are for angles of incidence of 
between 5° and 30° in 5° increments. The fall off of 
efficiency becoming more apparent as the incidence angle 
increases. This choice of graph demonstrates meaningful 
efficiencies unaffected by varying insolation levels.
These results predict excellent efficiencies for the chosen 
collector. They are interesting in that they show the order of 
magnitude of efficiencies for a collector with the same physical 
properties as that used in the simulation. ( A more involved 
disscussion on collector efficiencies will be dealt with in 
chapter 5.)
Of particular interest is the shallow slope of the graphs which 
correspond to the heat loss coefficient determined in section 
2.3. The prediction on that simplistic model was 0.224 but here 
where heat loss through the insulation and the Hyvis are 
considered, besides heat generation, the value is some seven 
times greater at 1.655. However it was pointed out then and 
justifiably that the earlier heat loss prediction was only to 











































































































































































































































3.6 THE UNSTEADY HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
3.6.1 INTRODUCTION
Unsteady heat conduction can be solved numerically by 
transforming the partial differential equation of heat 
conduction into finite difference equations in both space and 
time. There are numerous ways of constructing the finite 
difference equations and to investigate this aspect of the 
simulation the explicit method has been adopted with a forward 
finite difference formulation of the change in temperature with 
time rather than the implicit method which involves the use of 
backward difference formulation in time {ref.3.1}. The explicit 
method leads to a set of uncoupled algebraic equations which are 
relatively easy to solve however the method can predict unstable 
results if the time step exceeds a certain value called the 
stability criterion. This however is not inherent in the 
implicit scheme but suffers from a set of coupled algebraic 
equations which for large networks are difficult and tedious to 
solve.
3.6.2 THE TWO DIMENSIONAL FINITE DIFFERENCE REPRESENTATION OF 
THE TIME DEPENDANT HEAT CONDUCTION EQUATION
Consider the Fourier two dimensional time dependant heat 
conduction equation {ref.3.1} with heat generation given in the 
f orm:-
k[d 2 T + d Z T] + g(x,y) = p C dr 
dx 2 dy 2 dt
where
k = thermal conductivity
g(x,y) = the energy generation at the position (x, y :
109
p = the density
C = the capacitance
T = the temperature
For the finite difference method it is possible to include the 
effects of heat capacitance by considering a time dependant 
energy balance equation for the volume element associated with 
the temperature node under consideration. This equation can be 
stated as:-
{Rate of heat + {Rate of energy = {Rate of
entering DV from generation in increase of
all its surfaces DV at time internal
at time step i } step i } energy of DV }
In terms of thermal resistances and using forward difference 
formulation with time the energy balance equation becomes:-
for j=l to 4 and for the element with temperature node T
Rjz Dt
This equation can be rearranged to give the explicit form of the
n'zforward temperature node T 1+ as follows:-
for j = 1 to 4
T z = —PJL-nij^z] + V z g z } + T z 
Mz C z Rjz
where the elemental side is l> and
R. = fL/KA}. the thermal resistance between nodes j and z
JZ l J Z
V the volume of the element about node z 
z
110
g z the energy generation rate per unit volume at node z
The boundary conditions required for the collector are 
prescribed temperature for the top and bottom surfaces and 
adiabatic for the sides. At a prescribed temperature boundary the 
actual temperature of the neighbouring node is substituted into 
the equation while at an adiabatic boundary the temperature of 
the neighbouring node is given the same temperature as the 
elemental node.
Using the scarbough criterion {ref.3.3} for the time step where 
Dt < MC/4R
the elements of the 0.5cm mesh give the maximum time steps that
can be used in the above equations for the materials used for
the collector as:-
for the insulation < 22.5 sec
for the Hyvis < 75.0 sec
for the receiver < 0.019 sec
This means that a very small time step must be used in order to 
achieve stable matrix solutions and since the overall time 
constant of the system is quite large the routine will have to 
be repeated over a considerable length of time which makes the 
solution long winded and tedious.
Before the temperature distributions with respect to time can 
be evaluated it is necessary to construct a mesh of elemental 
mass capacitances over the whole region and this with the 
elemental energy generation and thermal resistance networks 
already available will enable the uncoupled linear equations to 
be formulated.
Ill
3.7 THE THERMAL CAPACITANCE SYSTEM 
3.7.1. INTRODUCTION
As the collector absorbs energy from the sun the temperature of 
the collector will rise with time and subsequently alter the 
energy balance within the collector. It is therefore of interest 
to predict how the temperature of the collector will change with 
time so as to evaluate the time constant of the collector. To 
enable this it is necessary to obtain the combined mass 
capacitance values of each element of the grid and this will be 
achieved by the program MASCAP.FOR. The thermal properties of 
all the materials are listed in TABLE 3.6. Once this has been 
completed the finite difference equations of temperature with 
time can be obtained.
3.7.2 THE ELEMENTAL MASS CAPACITANCE PROGRAM
The objective is to write a program (MASCAP.FOR) that will 
evaluate the energy required to raise each element of the mesh 
through 1C.
The precedures required to complete the program are itemized as 
follows:-
1. Initialize all the boundaries and mesh size.
2. Read all the thermal capacitances and densities of the 
	materials used in the system.
3. Evaluate all the positive mass capacitances.
4. Map onto symmetrical elements.
5. Evaluate all negative elements.
6. Overwrite for receiver thermal masses.
7. Write to data file. (EJPDC.DAT)
The structure diagram for this program is shown at fig.3.15.
Using the same notation as that used for the energy generation 















































































































































































































The mass capacitance MC for an internal element,
lg. For glass.
MC = L 2 p C 
*9 9
Ih. For Hyvis.
MC = L 2 ph C h 
li. For insulation.
MC = L 2 Pi C..
NO BOUNDARIES WITHIN ELEMENT 
Ir. The mass capacitance of the receiver.
The mass capacitance of each element of the receiver was 
calculated by dividing its total mass capacitance by the number 
of elements cotained within the receiver. The cross sectional 
area of each material in the receiver was calculated as:-
Air (inside inner tube) = 154.0 mm
2 
Copper (internal) = 22.8 mm
Water = 43 - 8 mra
2 
Copper (external) = 66.0 mm
Insulation = 19 - 9 mm
114
The mass capacitances for each of these materials per unit 














The mass capacitance MC on a glass air boundary.





The mass capacitance MC on a vertical Hyvis to 
insulation boundary.








JKg 1 C Kgm
THERMAL THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY DIFFUSIVITY 

































3.8 THE TEMPERATURE VERSUS TIME SIMULATION
3.8.1 THE EXPLICIT TIME DEPENDANT HEAT CONDUCTION EQUATION
Once the elemental mass capacitances have been evaluated it is 
possible to construct the uncoupled linear equations for the 
explicit time dependant heat conduction scheme. Here the 
temperature at time i + 1 is evaluated knowing its value at i. The 
program HETCAP.FOR has been constructed to evaluate the 
temperature at each node of the network with respect to time.
The procedures required in constructing this program can be 
itemized as follows:-
1. Define the boundaries,mesh size and time step.
2. Read the data files of energy generation, thermal 
	resistances and mass capacitances.
3. Select stagnation heat loss conditions.
4. Repeat for the required elapsed time.
5. Construct the forward difference linear equations.
6. Create new temperature distribution.
7. Write to data file (TIMETEMP.DAT).
The structure diagram for this program is shown at Fig.3.16.
The output from this program shows the temperature distribution 
at half hourly intervals. TABLES 3.7-3.9 show the temperatures 
throughout the collector at 1,3 and 6 hours after being at the 
ambient temperature. GRAPH 3.3 shows the variation of the 
receiver temperature over a 12 hour period using a time step of 
0.01 seconds. In order to reduce the number of iterations the 
receiver was removed from the collector thereby allowing a much 
larger time step. GRAPH 3.4 and 3.5 show the same temperature 
distributions for a 5 second and 2 second time step for the 
resulting collector. The time constant for this distribution is 
5.25 hours.
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DATA FILE: TIMETEMP.DAT 
The a^lfi of incident radiation is 0 degrees 
Uith insolation of 900 U/m1 . 
The efficiency of the collector is O.OCK 
The aibient tarperature is 20.00 
After 1.00 Hrs the tenperature distribution is:



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA FILL: TTINETLMP.DAT 
Tie agle ot incident radiation is 0 degrees 
With ii*»taticn of 900 W/ra ! . 
Tie efficiency of the collector Is O.OCK 
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DATA FILE: TIMETEMP.UAT 
the argle of incidait radiation is 0 ^=^0=, —————————— _ _____
THE UNSTEADY STATE TEMPERATURE DI STRIP, UTION
With insolation of 900 U/m 1 . 
The efficiency of the collector is O.OCK 
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THE EXPLICIT FINITE DIFFERENCE LINEAR EQUATIONS:
The general form of the linear equation for the energy balance 
of an element was given in section 3.6.2 and can be rearranged 
for the mesh coordinate system for the element with the 
temperature node T(m,n,z). where T(m,n,l) is the known present 
temperature of the element (m,n) and T(m,n,2) is the required 
predicted temperature after the next time step. Dt the time 
step, MC(m,n) the mass capacitance of the element (m,n), 
R(m,n,z) the thermal resistance between the nodes under 
consideration, G(m,n) the energy generation per unit volume at 
the element (m,n) and L the length of side of the elements in 
the network.
T(m,n,2) = Dt { [T(m-l,n,l) - T( m, n, 1 ) ]/R(m-l , n, 1 ) 
MC(m,n)
+ [ T ( m+ 1 , n , 1 ) - T(m,n,l)]/R(m,n,l)
+ [T(m,n-l,l) - T(m,n,l ) ]/R(m,n-l,2)
l) - T(m,n,l) ]/R(m,n,2)
+ L G(m,n) } + T(m,n,l )
As with the steady state finite difference equations it will be 
assumed that the top and bottom of the collector are prescribed 
temperature boundaries and the left and right sides are 
prescribed heat flux boundaries where by symmetry it is assumed 
that there is no heat flow because nodes on either side of the 
boundary are at the same temperature. There are therefore five 
cases to consider, the four exterior node cases plus the case of 
an internal node.
This equation must be slightly modified for the four boundary 
cases.
CASE 1
Where MI is the initial horizontal boundary
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IF M-l < MI THEN
[T(m-l,n,l) - T(m,n,l)]/R(m-l,n,l) = 0
CASE 2
Where MF is the final horizontal boundary
IF M+l > MF THEN
n,l) - T(m,n,l) ]/R(m,n,l) = 0 
CASE 3
Where NI is the initial vertical boundary and TAM the 
ambient temperature.
IF N-l < NI THEN
[T(m,n-l,l) - T(m,n,l) ]/R(m,n-l,2) is replaced with
[TAM - T(m,n,l) ]/R(m,n-l,2)
CASE 4
Where NF is the final vertical boundary
IF N+l > NF THEN
[T(m,n+l,l) - T(m,n, 1 ) ]/R(m,n,2 ) is replaced with 
[TAM - T(m,n,l) ]/R(m,n,2)
The time step used to predict the temperature time variation 
with this model was 0.01 seconds (see section 3.6.2) because of 
the influence of the receiver.
If the receiver is removed from the evaluation leaving just the 
trap then a much more realistic time step could be considered 
for the subsequent solar trap. Its maximum steady state 
temperature using FINDIF.FOR has been evaluated as 452C. GRAPH 
3.4 shows how the maximum temperature at the bottom of the solar
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trap increases over a 24 hour period using a 5 second time 




3.1 M.Necati Ozisik, Heat Transfer. A Basic Approach.
3.2 J.F.Duffie and W.A.Beckman, Solar Energy Thermal Processes 
(1974) .




COLLECTOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
INTRODUCTION
From the collector optimisation a shape with a flat top and 
cylindrical reflecting side surfaces has been chosen. This, with the 
combination of a continuous fluid flow receiver, a Hyvis leak proof 
container and the necessity for good insulation qualities has lead to 
a careful and methodical design and construction.
It is reasonable to assume that the working temperature of the water 
passing through the collector should never reach 100C and that in 
general it would never require to go above 80C, this to some extent 
depends on the storage tank capacity and the available insolation. 
However during the collector filling process the Hyvis is heated to 
reduce its viscosity, temperatures in the region of 120C could be 
reached during this pumping operation. We shall neglect the 
theoretical stagnation temperature of 410C as it is impractical that 
the Hyvis would exhibit the same physical properties above 140C 
because of lower viscosity and consequently high convective losses. It 
is however worth noting that under extreme conditions the collector 
could reach this temperature after 6 hours of direct insolation. It 
will therefore be assumed that the maximum temperature required of 
the manufacturing materials of the collector shall be 140C.
It is further assumed that the transfer fluid will be water and that 
all pipework for the receiver is copper (see receiver design for more 
information) .
The initial construction and choice of materials for the collector 
focussed on the side reflecting surfaces. These surfaces need to be 
highly mirrored, of low thermal conductivity and able to form the 
required curves. It is envisaged that under mass production a form of 
induction moulding would be possible
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but for a single collector under experimental conditions this would 
be too expensive and time consumming. Stainless steel was also 
considered for it would form the curved surfaces easily without 
much need of support, however because of its low reflectance, 
which after repeated heating and cooling could drop to 0.5, and 
relatively high thermal conductivity which would halve the 
collector efficiency, it to was rejected. Aluminium foil also 
falls short of the limitations because of its high thermal 
conductivity,even if the foil is very thin the heat loss would 
still be significant. Ni-chrome could possibly be the best of 
these choices with a lower thermal conductivity than stainless 
steel and reflectivity of about 0.7 to solar radiation but even 
though the heat loss could of been tolerable the cost of the 
ni-chrome was self prohibiting.
Vacuum metallised surfaces overcome these problems and are also 
highly reflective. Of those available, polyester or nylon have 
the highest working temperatures of 160C and 190C respectively, 
have low thermal conductivities and compared to the metal foil 
are much cheaper. The availability of these films 1200mm wide 
solved the problem of the side surfaces. The metalised-polyester 
film and all the service pipework will need to be supported. An 
expanding polyurethane foam which is serviceable up to 150C 
would amply fill this requirment. The whole collector being 
contained in a weather proof wooden box. This was constructed of 
marine ply as it is weather resistant and durable, thermally 
less conducting and cheaper than metal. Fig.4.1.
The end plates of each channel Fig.4.2 could of been made of 
PTFE sheet this would of amply satisfied the operational 
conditions but was overcome much cheaper by using nylon sheet 
10mm thick to which the receiver pipe and the side surfaces can 
be sealed.
The number of channels in the test collector was limited to 
three, this limits the amount of energy being collected but also 
reduces manufacturing costs and construction time. Fig.4.1. The 










































































































































































SOLAR COLLECTOR END PLATES





channels or just the central one which does not exhibit edge 
losses. It has been estimated that for a flow rate of 1ml per 
second a temperature rise of 20C across the collector should be 
possible.
4.2 THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE COLLECTOR
Once the choice of using metalised polyester film for the side 
reflecting surfaces had been made. The channel length was chosen 
to be 1m making the overall length of the collector 1.4m. It is 
advantageous to make them as long as possible (within reason) as 
this reduces the pipework and end losses but can make the 
collector cumbersome to handle.
The method of manufacturing the curved side surfaces had to take 
into account the end plates and the receiver. The end plates, as 
shown in Fig.4.1 and 4.2, were relatively easy to produce with 
their curvatures being machined on a CNC milling machine.
The receiver plate or pipe presented more of a choice, whether 
it should be micro-bore with a fin covering the 20mm width of 
the receiver or a large 22mm general purpose pipe. The 22mm pipe 
was prefered because the film could wrap around it with no 
joining necessary. For efficient operation the fluid temperature 
should be as close as possible to the receiver temperature. By 
using a 22mm diameter copper tube on its own where only the 
upper part of the tube receives radiation introduces two 
questions which need to be answered, namely what is the 
temperature difference around the section of the tube wall and 
what is it within the transfer fluid itself. A simple 
calculation shows that the temperature at the base of the pipe 
would be approx. 0.9C less than that at the top, which gives a 
large heat transfer area to the transfer fluid. However in a 
fully developed laminar flow which would undoubtedly be the case 
for flow rates of the order of Imls' 1 , assumming an insolation 
level of 900Wm~ 2 and 55% efficiency, the temperature 
difference across the fluid, could be another 3.5C. This large
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temperature difference is not acceptable so a central tube as 
shown in Fig.4.3 was placed inside the receiver tube giving an 
estimated temperature differential of 0.7C across the fluid. 
This also reduced the thermal mass of the receiver by a factor 
of 4.5. A wire was coiled around the inner pipe to increase the 
path length of the fluid and to encourage turbulence. The 
connecting pipes which pass through the end plates were kept as 
close to the top of the receiver pipe as possible to discourage 
air locks in the receiver and to allow the use of fixing screws 
around the edge of the end plates. Using the same flow and 
insolation level as above for working out the temperature 
difference across the fluid it is estimated that approximately 
30 Watts of power reaches the transfer fluid which would produce 
a temperature rise of 20C over the 3m of the collector.
The receiver should have as large an absorption coefficient as 
possible to illiminate any energy being reflected from the 
receiver surface, this was achieved by coating the copper pipe 
with a highly absorbing black paint which once baked onto the 
pipe becomes resistant to oils. The paint was applied using an 
air brush to produce a thin and even coating, allowed to dry 
naturally and then baked in an oven for three hours at 140C. The 
copper pipes were prepared using a hydrochloric acid (20%) 
etchant then washed in clean water and dried in hot air.
A former was required to hold the pipe work, film and end plates 
while the foam cured. Temperatures during the curing could reach 
140C, therefore possible materials considered for the former 
were metals, plaster and wood. Metal formers were not possible 
to produce easily because of the length involved. Plaster of 
paris would have been expensive and required a mould, and one 
coat plaster produced shrinkage cracks under test. The choice 
was then narrowed to solid or hollow wooden formers. It was 
possible to manufacture either but hollow formers were produced 
because they were cheaper. The curved surface was made out of 
4mm birch plywood glued onto a softwood base with 200mm spacers. 
The plywood was moulded into a hard wood top which was specially 




























































































that the finish of the former needed to be highly polished to 
enable easy releasing. The completed formers are shown in 
Fig.4.4.
The Hyvis in the collector will be subjected to heating and 
cooling, which leads to the need of an expansion chamber. 
Calculations have shown that a volume of 288cm 3 per channel 
would be required for a temperature increase of 80C and that a 
cylindrical reservoir at one end of the collector would have to 
be approx. 8cm in diameter, would require connecting pipes to 
the main channel and have to be above the glass level of the 
collector. Due to the tilt of the collector this was discarded 
for a solution that does not require any pipework or extra 
manufacturing requirements. A system that gives a suitably sized 
reservoir over the top of the Hyvis with a large cross section 
for easy movement and very low internal pressure within the
Hyvis. This reservoir, as shown in Fig.4.1 and 4.2, is 1m in 
length with a vo 
all three channels.
lume of 2.4x10 m which is large enough for
The receiver pipe is also subject to expansion from the same 
temperature changes, so to compensate for this the receiver 
stops short of the end plates by 1mm at each end. The micro bore 
tube through the nyloil ends is kept hyvis tight by the use of 
high temperature sealing rings held in position with brass caps.
It is necessary to insulate all the service pipework of the 
collector in order to reduce the heat loss to a minimum. The 
heat loss through the Hyvis is about 1 watt per unit length for 
a temperature gradient of 60C, it would therefore be appropriate 
to keep all other heat losses to the same order of magnitude. To 
achieve this requires a rigid foam with at least the same 
thickness as the depth of Hyvis, so insulation of 15cm was used 
on all receiver pipework which is the same insulation thickness 
as that used throughout chapter 3.
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A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE HOLLOW WOODEN FORMERS PLACED IN POSITION ———————————————IN THE COLLECTOR BOX
Fig. 4.4
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4.3 THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIALS
HYVIS
(Technical Information supplied by B.P. see ref.4.1.)
Hyvis polybutenes are polymers of C 4 hydrocarbons consisting 
essentially of isobutene. Within each grade of Hyvis a range of 
polymer molecular weights is present. Polybutenes differ from 
most other oils in decomposing by depolymerisation to give 
fragments which are considerably lower molecular weight than the 
average molecular weight of the grade itself. Depolymerisation 
does not proceed at a fast rate below temperatures of around 
300C, losses measured at much lower temperatures are mainly due 
to true evaporation but depolymerisation has been detected at 
temperatures of 100C. Polybutenes which are stored hot for any 
length of time should be stored under an inert gas atmosphere in 
order to prevent the formation of explosive mixtures over the 
liquid. Evaporation rates at constant temperature and vapour 
pressure over a range of temperatures have been supplied by B.P. 
and are given in GRAPH.4.1 and GRAPH.4.2 respectfully. 
Polybutenes are chemically stable and not subject to atmospheric 
oxidation under ambient conditions. Their chemical stability is 
demonstrated by their retention of viscosity, tackiness and 
failure to harden, to become waxy, or to show any deterioration 
of colour on prolonged ageing at ambient temperatures.
PROPERTIES OF HYVIS:
Stable to light and air.
Permanently non drying.
Essentially water white and non staining.
High Viscosity Indices.
Compatible with a wide range of organic materials.
Completely hydrophobic.
Highly impermeable to gases and vapours.
Negligible evapouration losses at ambient temperatures.





Evaporation loss on 
Hyvis Polybutenes by 
ASTM D972-56 












Vapour pressure vs. 








Polybutenes are used in a range of applications including oil 
additives, adhesives, sealants, lubricants, electrical 
insulation plastics, rubber, bitumen and agriculture.
Typical physical properties are given in TABLE.4.1 and viscosity 
v temperature by GRAPH.4.3.
The measurement of solar transmittance which is not available 
has lead to the following experimentation in section 4.4.
POLYURETHANE FOAM (ISOFOAM RM606)
(For technical information see ref.4.2.)
This is a two component modified isocyanurate system producing 
Polyisocyanurate rigid (PIR) foam capable of withstanding 
temperatures up to 180C. Isofoam systems can be batched mixed 
using an electric drill giving at least 2000 rpm. Allow SOmins 
between batches to ensure first layer is hard. This PIR foam is 
an organic, combustible material and may present a fire risk in 
certain applications if exposed to fire and/or heat.
COMPONENT I (ISO):
This is a dark brown coloured low viscosity polymeric 
isocyanate composition based on undistilled diphenyl 
methane di-isocyanate (MDI). It is a highly reactive 
chemical, but of low vapour pressure. Avoid contact with 
skin and eyes.
COMPONENT R (RES):
This is a blend of polyols, R-ll blowing agent catalysts.
Roll drum before use.
MIX RATIO:
RM606 ISO component : 60% by weight.
RM606 RES component : 40% by weight. 
TYPICAL REACTION TIME & DENSITY (Both components at 20C.)
Cream time 12 ~ 1Q secs '







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tack free time approx 110 sees
Time between layers 30 mins.
Moulded, overall density 64 kgm~ 3 .
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY Wm~ 1 k~ 1 :
Initial 0.017
aged 14 days @ 180C 0.022
aged 140 days @ 180C 0.026
NYLOIL
(For technical information see ref. 4.3).
Nyloil has free machining properties, is resistant to creep and 
can is supplied in sheet form.
Thermal expansion 10~ 
Thermal conductivity 0.5Wm~ C~
RELEASE AGENT CR180
(For technical information see ref.4.4)
This is a high temperature resistant paste release agent which 
in addition to conventional release of low desity insulation is 
also used for mould sealing/conditioning and therefore suitable 
for sealing off the wooden formers. The wax has proven itself 
resistant up to temperatures of 150C. Three coats were applied 




RELEASE AGENT SUPER S AEROSOL
(For technical information see ref.4.4)
This is a very versatile system for many types of solid






(For technical information see ref.4.5)
Glass is toughtened by subjecting it to a heating and cooling 
process whereby high compressive stresses are set up at the 
surfaces with balancing tensile stresses in the centre. These 
balencing stresses gives the glass its increased strenght. It 
will only break under extreme loads by bending or by severe 
impact with a sharp object. Toughtened glass is up to five times 
stronger than ordinary glass and if broken disintegrates into 
small relatively harmless pieces which are neither large enough 
or sharp enough to cause serious injury. The glass is also 
capable of withstanding extremes of heat and cold.At 250C it can 
be sprayed with ice water.
Thermal conductivity 1.4 Wm C 
Thermal capacitance 0.75 KJkg C
VACUUM METALLISED-POLYESTER SURFACE 
(For technical information see ref.4.6)
Very low permeability to oxygen and moisture vapour. High 
reflectivity to light with decorative appearance.
Polyester can withstand temperatures up to 160C but a tarnishing 
effect is noticable with prolonged heating at 150C.
SPECIFICATION:
Maximum reel width 1200mm 
Thickness 400 gauge (lOOura) 
Density. 1. OBxlO- 
thermal expansion. 25x10 C^ 
thermal conductivity. 0.17 Wm
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HERMETITE POT BLACK
(For technical information see ref.4.7)
This is a heat curing satin black paint that withstands up to 
450C. It is not prone to cracking or flaking. Surfaces to be 
painted must be clean, dry, free from rust, dirt, grease and 
loose or flaking paint.
APPLICATION:
Stir the paint thoroughly and apply thinly with a soft 
paint brush preferably to bare metal. Allow to dry 
naturally for 12 hours. Full cure is acheived when 
subjected to heat in service. Once cured, Pot Black is 
resistant to petrol, oils and anti-freeze. Pot Black is an 
xylene based paint and can be harmful until dry.
PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene)
PTFE resins are high molecular weight polymers and do not melt 
as do most thermoplastics. PTFE is tough and ductile, offering 
excellent properties from -450°F to 500°F.
Thermal expansion 73-140°F 10xlO~ 5 C~ 1 . 
Thermal conductivity 0.35 Wm C
Non-flammable. 
RESISTANT TO:
Mineral acids, alkalis, solvents (alcohols, ketones,
aromatic, hydrocarbons, chlorinated hydrocarbons),
detergents, Greases and oils.
SILICON RUBBER
(For technical information see ref.4.8)
A translucent, one component, room temperature curing silicone 
elastomer. Cross linking takes place in the presence of moisture 
in the air to form a flexible resilient silicone rubber. During 
cure the material liberates acetic acid.
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USES:
Will bond to most clean surfaces. 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:
Cure time 24hr for 3mm bead.
Temp, range -50c to 250C.
Tensile strenght l.VMPa.
Elongation 400%.
4.4______THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR TRANSMITTANCE
THROUGH HYVIS
The transmittance of solar radiation through Hyvis is required 
to predict the amount of energy absorbed in the Hyvis and 
conseqently the amount of energy reaching the collector.
S.Brown (1980) reports on the transmittance of Hyvis to solar 
radiation. His results are presented in the log(l/l ) versus 
depth graph given in GRAPH 4.4. The transmittance versus depth 
of Hyvis of GRAPH 4.5 has been approximated to a straight line, 
and it is this relationship that has been used throughout the 
simuation. Unfortuneately S.Brown's results were confined to a 
maximum path length of 75mm, hence longer paths had to be 
extrapolated.
Following a comparison between collector theoretical and 
experimental performance it became evident that the transmission 
within Hyvis is considerably lower than that reported by Brown 
especially for longer paths, consequently it was decided to 
repeat the transmission experiments. This was carried out using 
number of different depth Hyvis cells of 2, 10, 20 and SOcms in 
depth and approximately 100cm2 in cross section. The cross 
section needed to be substantially greater than the beam of 
light used, so as to avoid reflections from the cell walls. The 
first experiment consisted of a high temperature light source 
(24V Quartz Hallogen bulb with an emitting temperature of 
approximately 3400C). This was required to try and emulate the 































































































































24V voltage stabilizied light source and lens system arranged so 
as to produce parallel light through the cell and onto a 
solarimeter detector. This proved to be the better of the 
systems tried but inconsistency in the results eventually lead 
to abandoning this method. it was believed that the apparent 
focussing of the Hyvis in the larger cells caused a slight 
change in the image of the bulb filliment on the detector and 
was the major influence of the inconsistency. This could be 
demonstrated by slightly moving the detector with no cell 
present.
It therefore seemed appropriate to use the sun itself for the 
measurements. The apparatus consisted of a vertical system as 
before but with a swivelled mirror to reflect the sun beam 
vertically through the Hyvis cell. Using the perfectly parallel 
beam of the sun through the cell gave reasonably consistent 
results. Any slight variation in insolation was minimised by 
averaging the results over a 30 second interval for both with 
and without cell readings. The experiment was conducted on a 
clear day when intensity levels are consistent. GRAPH 4.6 shows 
the results from this experiment. It can be seen from this graph 
that if the shallow depths are ignored that Beer's law holds 
true and the log-linear relationship could be used for the 
simulation in future.
Compared with the results of S.Brown it can be seen from GRAPH 
4.7 that there is good similarity for the 2cm cell but for the 
larger cells the transmittance is not as favourable as 
previously predicted. It seems evident from these results that 
the predicted computer simulation which was based on the 
original results is approximately 20% better than is now thought 
possible. This will be apparent when the simulated results are 
compared with the experimental results in chapter 6.
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Q THESE ARE THE ORIGINAL EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS OF S. BROWN. (1980).










TRflMSMITTANCE OF SOLAR ENERGY IN HYVIS 2000
Graph 4.6
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TRAtiSMITTANCE OF SULAR ENERGY IN HYVIS
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10 Thickness of H>vis (mm) 100
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4.5 THE PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE COLLECTOR
The fist step in the construction was the production of six 
wooden formers each identical and 1 metre in length as shown 
previously in Fig.4.4. They were then coated with the special 
high temperature wax residue CR 180C to aid their easy release.
The collector box was then made from 20mm marine plywood, its 
overall measurements being 1.4x0.8x0.3 m~ 3 , the lid in the top 
being used to secure the three formers and the wooden mold of 
the reservoir. The lid was then replaced and secured to the box.
Before the construction of the collector could continue the 
receiver pipes had to be assembled and painted, (see section 
4.2).
Once these were ready the bottom of the box was removed and the 
blackened receiver pipes were laid on the formers and the nyloil 
ends of the collector screwed to the top of the box in position. 
The '0' ring seals of the receiver pipe were then fixed in place 
with a brass plate screwed to the nyloil as shown in Fig.4.5.
The Four (type K) thermocouples to record the temperature 
gradient of the Hyvis were fixed to the central nyloil end at 
2.0,4.0,8.0 and 12.0 cm normal to the receiver, by placing the 
thermocouple wire through a small countersunk hole which was 
sealed with araldite.
The receiver pipes were joined to make one continuous conduit, 
see Fig.4.6. At these joins platinium resistance thermometers 
were attached to the pipe so as to accurately record the water 
temperatures at either end of the central channel. The system 
was then tested with water to check for leaks.
The polyester film was then laid over the formers and fastened 
on either side and between each channel with wooden battens 
these kept the film tight over the formers Fig.4.6. The film was
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A PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING THE RECEIVER PIPES AND POLYESTER 
———FILM DURING THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE COLLECTOR
Fig. 4.5
A PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING A PLATINUM RESISTANCE THERMOMETER 
ATTACHED TO THE RECEIVER PIPE OF THE COLLECTOR
Fig. 4.6
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then sealed to the nyloil ends using silicon rubber and strips 
of PTFE and aluminium bolted horizontally through the nyloil. 
Once the film was secure, the formers were removed, sprayed with 
the mold release 'Super Release S' and replaced. The whole 
system was then tested once again for leaks.
The collector was then ready for the insulation foam. This 
required mechanically mixing the two components using a high 
speed drill fitted with an agitator and quickly pooring the 
batch into the box as evenly as possible within the 20 sees 
available before frothing. Experience with preliminary testing 
had indicated that the foam would adhere to the film better if 
it was damp and would be best cured in layers, however this was 
not successful, was difficult to control and created air pockets 
within the foam. Once complete the surplus foam was cut off and 
the lid replaced.
The formers were removed and the process of filling the 
collector with Hyvis started. To reduce its viscosity the Hyvis 
was preheated in its drum to 80C using heating bandages. To 
increase the flow rate the outlet pipe was wrapped in a 
heating bandage and the drum pressurised to force the Hyvis 
through the pipe. After 30 hours the filling was complete, it 
only remained to seal the glass top with silicon rubber and fix 
in position with aluminium strips. The collector was then placed 
upright and to inhibit condensation within the reservoir a 
breather tube of silica gel (self indicating) was fitted as 
shown in Fig.4.7. The collector was left for the Hyvis to settle 
its construction being complete.
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4.1. BP Chemicals Limited. BP Technical note: BP 104
4.2. Baxenden Chemicals Limited. RM606.
4.3. Granby Plastics Ltd. Leicester. LE4 7JD.
4.4. Marbo Italia. S.p.A.
4.5. Walterton Toughened Glass Ltd. Llantrisant.
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Once the collector had been commissioned it was possible to 
begin the transient testing of the collector for typical weather 
conditions. From the experimentation it should be possible to 
produce a graph of efficiency (n) against differential 
temperature, the temperature difference between mean receiver 
and ambient temperatures, per unit incident energy (DT/E), so 
that the practical and theoretical results can be compared. It 
should also be possible to determine the time constant of the 
collector from the experimental results although this will 
require special operating conditions. The ultimate objective, 
however is the ability to accurately predict system performance 
for all climatic conditions.
A currently available test system based on the transient 
collector test method {ref.5.1} was used to perform the 
experiment. This system, outlined in section 5.2 is capable of 
recording all the temperatures and insolation levels required 
for the operating analysis of the collector. All measurements 
were taken using a microcomputer-controlled acquisition system 
which stored data on flexible disks at one minute intervals for 
final data reduction and analysis. It can be seen from the test 
equipment that care has been taken to minimise experimental 
error especially for the transfer fluid flow rate and 
temperature readings. Insolation levels were recorded with the 
use of an epply pyranometer placed on the collector surface to 
ensure readings for the plane of the collector. From the 
recorded data the efficiency and energy gained by the collector 
has been evaluated and presented in graphical form.
The angle between the collector's optic axis and the transverse 
or radial component of the solar beam, the radial angle, can be
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minimized by tilting the collector and by taking results when 
the sun is .axially overhead. For the testing it was convenient 
to place the collector on a low roof that faces the south east 
and inclined at an angle of 35° to the horizontal. This 
inclination as can be seen from the graphs in section 5.4 
minimises the radial angle throughout the recording period. 
Results taken when either the radial or axial angles are large 
should be ignored since the optical efficiency of the collector 
falls off for either angle above 20° {ref.5.2}. (Both these 
angles are defined by the solar trajectory and are explained in 
section 5.5.2. )
The majority of the experiments results were taken between 
7:00am and 12:00 noon solar time because of the south easterly 
direction of the collector. From the data several graphs of the 
instantaneous parameters have been plotted and are shown in 
section 5.5.5. These graphs have then been used to estimate the 
collector's steady state performance from which the required 
efficiency graph has been constructed.
5.2 AN OUTLINE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
5.2.1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of the experiment is to obtain the collector's 
efficiency at steady state conditions for various operating 
conditions. However with so many parameters it is more realistic 
to obtain the efficiency under transient conditions from which 
the steady state values can be derived. Such a method requires a 
continuous evaluation of collector power and insolation level. 
The method used to determine the rate of energy gained by the 
transfer fluid uses a comparison with a water heater to evaluate 
the power output from the collector» The efficiency as 
predicted in chapters 2 & 3 varies with the differential 
temperature of the collector, and so it is also important that 
the apparatus can accurately control both a constant transfer 
fluid flow as well as maintaining a uniform input temperature in 
order to keep the temperature differential of the collector as
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steady as possible. The equipment or interface shown in fig.5.1 
is currently available at the Polytechnic of Wales for testing 
the thermal performance of solar collectors in variable 
conditions. Water at a constant temperature is pumped through an 
electrical heater before it enters the collector. Once its 
passed through the collector the water cools as it returns to 
the constant temperature bath. From the temperatures of the 
water as it passes around the system the transient efficiency of 
the collector can be evaluated and is discussed fully in section 
5.2.2. From the information recorded by this instrumentation it 
was possible to plot the graphs of insolation, efficiency, 
differential temperature per unit insolation, energy gain, 
initial water temperature and average receiver temperature. The 
analysis of these graphs form the basis of all the collector 
performance predictions and is therefore fundumental to the 
conclusions that follows in chapter 6.
5.2.2. THE TEST SYSTEM FOR THE SOLAR COLLECTORS 
The collector efficiency is given by:-
n = output power_____________________ = Q
incident irradiance x collector area EA
Q is the rate of energy gain, E is the insolation determined by 
the solarimeter or pyranometer and A is the collector surface 
area. Then from Fig.5.1 Q is given by:-
Q = C dm (T 3 - T 2 ) 
dt
where C is the fluid heat capacity and dm/dt is the mass flow 
rate.
During the building of the collector the number of channels were 
reduced to three to minimise fabrication time, consequently the 
effective area of the collector was only 0.18 m2 . To obtain 


































































































rate needed to be set at approximately Imls * which is 
dangerously close to the lower limit of the peristatic pump. 
This assumes T 3-T2-10°C, for an output power 30W.
Measuring such low rates of flow to within 1% other than by 
manual methods presents obvious difficulties so a comparison 
method was used where an electrical heater is used to increase 
the temperature of the inlet fluid. If p is the electrical 
heater power then
dm
dt C(T2 - T x ) 
and since C is approximately independent of temperature
Q = P(T 3 - T2 )
(T 2 ~ T l )
and the efficiency becomes:-
n = P(T 3 - T 2 )
The differential temperature per unit insolation is evaluated 
from the equation:-
DT - { T 2 + T 3 - T 4 }/E 
E 2
5.3 THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
The accuracy of the experiments depends primarily on the 
measurements of temperature differences, P and E. In order that 
the overall accuracy of n and DT/E is less than 5% the 
instrumentation should be designed so that P, E, T^, 
T -T , T , T and T 4 can be determined to within 1%.




The temperature of the receiver plate is kept constant 
throughout the experiment by the use of a thermastatically 
controlled water bath while the temperature rise of the transfer 
fluid is kept to approximately 10°C by adjustment of the flow 
rate. This adjustment is necessary because the instrumentation 
is only designed to record temperature differences of up to 
15 C, while values less than 10°C would reduce the accuracy 
of the temperature measurement. Similarly T 2 -T., should be 
kept to approximately the same value to reduce experimental 
errors. The two temperature differences were determined using 
platinum resistance thermometers in a bridge arrangement as 
shown in Fig.5.2. The output from the bridge being processed by 
amplifiers and switches to give the required input voltages to 
the computer for recording.
HEATER POWER:
The power P can be determined from values of Voltage Vp and 
current Ip of the supply into the electrical heater, as shown in 
Fig.5.2. These parameters are sensed and converted into DC 
voltages by means of the fixed resistors and the two AC/DC 
converters.
ANALOGUE SWITCHES AND COMPUTER INTERFACE:
The BBC computer has one parallel input/output port but can 
handle four input channels through its analogue input port which 
it can sample at 10 ms intervals. So far eight parameters have 
been mentioned which need to be recorded. These are (T 2 -T 1 ), 
(T -T ), T~, T., the bridge supply voltage (IBVmax), E, 
Vp and Ip. With so many inputs it is necessary to incorporate 
analog switches to change from one input parameter to another. 
The design of these switches is such that (T^T^) and 
(T,-T ? ) are sequentially directed by analogue switch (a) to 
one analog input, while T 2 and T 4 are sequentially 
directed to analog switch (b) in the same way. A third analog 
multiplexer switch (c) is used to sequentially sample E, V Q , 
Vp and Ip.These switches are all controlled by the parallel 


























































































Fig.5.2. The complete sampling cycle, discussed in section 
5.4.2, being repeated every 5 sees.
5.4 THE EXPERIMENTAL RECORDING
5.4.1. INTRODUCTION
Once the collector and recording apparatus was operational the 
experimental recording could be undertaken. The experiment was 
repeated for different input fluid temperatures (20°-80°) so 
pro_ir to each run the water reservoir bath was preheated to the 
correct temperature. The results were then recorded and filed on 
disc using a BBC computer. The recorded data consisted of the 
starting time, the time relative to the start, the differences 
in temperature T2 -T i and T 3~ T2' the actual temperatures 
T2 and T^ , the insolation and the power of the heater. These 
results were then analysed and plotted on three different 
graphs. The first graph plots the incident angle that the solar 
beam makes with the normal to the collector (optic axis) in the 
axial (Ix) and radial (Iy) directions as shown in Fig.5.4. The 
second graph shows how the efficiency and DT/E alter with 
insolation while the third graph shows the variation in input 
temperature, collector average temperature, and how the energy 
gained by the collector changes with the insolation, throughout 
the experimental run. The steady state graph of efficiency 
against DT/E was then constructed from data taken from these 
graphs. This was difficult to assess as the collector never 
reached a truely steady state which could only be summized from 
information gained from the graphs of the transient conditions.
5.4.2. THE PROGRAM THAT RECORDS THE DATA (SOL)
The experimental data as defined in section 5.3 can be sampled 
periodically by the BBC analog port in conjunction with the 
parallel input/output port. The objective of recording the data 
was therfore a two part procedure, of setting the parallel port 
to obtain the correct switching sequence before sampling the 
three inputs of the analog port and converting the analog
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readings to calibrate values before recording the required 
information on disc. This was performed by the test equipment 
recording program (SOL) which is capable of carrying out repeated 
sampling over an indefinite period, although in practice a run of 
6 hours was found to be sufficient.
The order in which the readings were taken was as follows:-
FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH 
INPUT 1. T3-T2 T2-T1 T3-T2 T2-T1 
INPUT 2. T4 T2 T4 T2 
INPUT 3. Vp Ip Vo E
The calibration of the recording equipment was carried out under 
experimental conditions. The bridge supply voltage and heater 
voltage and current were compared with readings from a 
multi-meter which gave an accuracy of 0.5%. All the temperatures 
were calibrated using mercury in glass thermometers incremented 
in tenths of a degree, this was achieved by measuring the inlet 
and outlet water temperatures in a closed system using the 
constant water bath. The solarimeter had previously been factory 
calibrated. Therefore the calibrations used for the recording of 
the results were as follows:-
T2-T1 3.30 Cv"1 -
T3-T2 3.30 Cv"1 -





A cycle of results, including pauses before each reading to 
obviate any switching fluctuations, takes in the region of four 
seconds. These readings are then averaged over 20 cycles before 
being written to disc. Therefore a set of readings is recorded 
on disc approximately once every eighty seconds.
The program SOL can be found in appendix D. 
5.5 THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.5.1 INTRODUCTION
Once the results were on disc consideration was given to the 
method of presentation. The program RESOUT was compiled which 
could list the recorded values for any of the recorded data 
sets. From these listings an appreciation of the fluctuation and 
range of values could be obtained. An example of a set of 
results (RES8) from an experimental run can be found in appendix 
D. The data being rather cumbersome to assess has been presented 
in a graphical form. The data was used to compile two graphs of 
related interest, the first demonstrates the changing nature of 
efficiency with heat loss, and the second the effect of 
insolation on the energy gained by the collector. Since all the 
sets of results are of such a repetitive nature computer 
programs have been written to graphically portray the results. 
Also included is an evaluation of the radial and axial solar 
beam incident angles so as to monitor their effect on collector 
performance.
5.5.2 THE SOLAR INCIDENCE ANGLE
As the sun moves across the sky the incident angle the sun makes 
with the collector changes both radially and axially. These 
angles {ref.5.2} can be calculated by knowing the time of day, 
direction and tilt of the collector, as shown in Fig.5.3.
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COLLECTOR INCLINATION





The radial angle Ix and the axial angle Iz, as defined in 
Fig.5.4, can be evaluated once the tilt and azimuth angles of 
the collector have been set. The angles used for this evaluation 
are defined as:-
L latitude (north positive). The latitude for Cardiff 
Britain is approximately 50°.
D declination. The angular position of the sun at solar noon 
with respect to the plane of the equator (north positive).
G Surface azimuth angle. (South East in this case: +45°).
Q Zenith angle. The angle between the solar beam and the 
vertical, shown as angle (bon).
H Hour angle. Solar noon being zero and each hour equaling
15°.
W Relative surface azimuth angle. The angle between the 
solar beam and the transverse plane (cross section of the 
collector) shown as angle (fog).
W=H-G=H-45
The declination D can be found from the following equation 
{ref.5.2} where N is the day in the year:-
D = 23.45 sin[360(284 + N)/365]
This was found to be ^22° for June 1st. and the zenith angle 
is defined as:-
cosQ = sinD sinL + cosD cosL cosH
The tilt of the collector was arranged so as to give the least 
radial angle whilst the results were taken. The axial angle 




































since the collector is facing in a south easterly direction this 
occurs at 0900 hours. This suggests that experimental recording 
should be carried out at around this time in the morning to 
reduce 'end effects' {ref.5.3} on the performance of the 
collector. For instance if the axial angle reaches +45° (3 
hours from its zero position) the subsequent end losses are 30% 
of the collector area while the increased path length of the 
solar beam causes an extra 10% absorption in the Hyvis.
The zenith angle at 0900 hours and at solar noon on June 1st 
was calculated to be 44° and 28° respectively from the 
vertical, therefore the collector tilt was set at 35°.
By considering Fig.5.4 the radial and axial solar incident 
angles can be evaluated from the following derived equations:-
If 'ob' is considered to be of unit length then:- 
on = cosQ 
bn = sinQ
og = of * cosW = bn * cosW = sinQ cosW 
gf = of * sinW = bn * sinW = sinQ sinW 
gd' = eg * cot35 = on * cot35 = cosQ cot35 
od , _ og + gd' = sinQ cosW + cosQ cot35 
od = od' * sin35 = sinQ cosW sin35 + cosQ cos35
Also:-
tan(con) = en/on = og/on = sinQ cosW /cosQ = tanQ cosW
tan(aod) = ad/od = gf/od
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- sinQ sinw /(sinQ cosW sin35 +cosQ cos35) 
and where:-
Ix = 35 - angle(con)
Iz = angle(aod) 
we have:-
Ix =MOD[ 35° - tan~ 1 [tanQ cosW]
Iz =MOD[tan~ (sinQ sinW /(sinQ cosW sin35 +cosQ cos35))]
From the subsequent graphs of radial and axial angles for the 
above collector position it can be seen that the radial angle is 
decreasing from 20 at 0745 to a zero at about 1005 and then 
increases but remains under 20° for the rest of the morning. 
From consideration of both radial and axial angles the recording 
period should be limited to between 0830 and 1030 solar time.
5.5.3 THE COLLECTOR PERFORMANCE
The collector efficiency n and the unit temperature differential 
with respect to insolation (DT/E) can be evaluated from the 
recorded data as defined in section 5.2.2. A graph of the 
variation of these quantities has been charted for each 
experimental run. To give an idea of the responce time of the 
collector to changes in insolation its level was also plotted 
on the same graph. An estimate of the collectors steady state 
values was then obtained by a careful consideration of these 
three functions. The program EFFY (appendix D) was written to 
necessitate this objective. To smooth out the oscillatory nature 
of the graph it was necessary to average the recorded data over 
a twenty minute intervals.
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5.5.4 ENERGY GAINED BY THE SYSTEM
The energy gained by the transfer fluid is related to the amount 
of energy that is incident on the collector. It was therefore 
necessary to evaluate how these two important variables are 
related, and in particular how the time constant of the 
collector effects the time lag between them. A graph of energy 
gain and insolation was plotted against time, with both the 
inlet and average receiver temperatures superimposed on the 
graph. From this graph the performance of the collector can then 
be assessed for different input temperatures. The program AGAIN 
which plots these functions, defined in section 5.5.2 can be 
found in appendix D which as before are averaged over twenty 
minute intervals.
5.5.5 GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The graphs depicted in sections 5.5.2, 5.5.3 and 5.5.4 have been 
plotted for data sets from experimental runs and are shown in 
GRAPH 5.1 - GRAPH 5.5. From these graphs values of efficiency 
and unit temperature rise with respect to insolation (DT/E) have 
been chosen at points were the collector best demonstrates a 
steady state. To assist in its detection the following 
assumption has been used:-
Since the receiver and ambient temperatures are 
approximately constant throughout an experimental run the 
temperature gradient at the receiver can never be less 
than when at the steady state. Therefore its heat loss is 
smallest and efficiency greatest for the steady state 
condition. This implies that a steady state for the 
collector is best demonstrated at its maximum efficiency 
positions. However for a collector with a long time 
constant this condition is rarely achieved and its 
efficiency is always less than what it would be for a 
steady state. Also, values chosen at times of falling 
insolation levels could have a proportion of their energy 
























































































































































































































































































































































































to direct insolation. This could cause a large error 
between the recorded efficiency and the steady state value 
if the Hyvis was not in a steady state. This is of 
particular importance at low input temperature where the 
thermal mass effect could produce inflated efficiencies.
It is also worth considering the beam incident angle as outlined 
in section 5.5.2 as this also effects the efficiency.
The values obtained from the data sets are as follows:-






From these coordinates the graph of efficiency against 
temperature differential per unit insolation (DT/E) has been 
constructed and is shown in GRAPH 5.6.
The time constant of the collector has been experimentally 
evaluated using the same apparatus working under different 
operating conditions. The collector was preheated by the transfer 
fluid circulating at 60C for 24 hours prior to recording. The 
bath water was then changed and held at 15C throughout the 
experiment. By evaluating the rate at which the collector cooled 
during the night it was possible from newtons law of cooling to 
obtain the time constant being the rate of logorithmic change in 
temperture with respect to time as demonstrated by GRAPH 5.7. 
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION
It is now possible to set out the findings of this project and 
to compare the results of the numerical analysis with those 
derived from the experimentation. it will be seen from the 
following information that in some aspects the simulation and 
the experimentation are in close agreement while in others an 
explaination for the variation between the two methods is 
offered. It is important to realise that the two elements of 
this investigation have been carried out to assist in the 
overall development of the collector and in many aspects do not 
overlay. It is therefore only appropriate to compare those 
aspects which are common to both sections. From these 
comparisons there is much to be gained with a vue to future 
developments and optimisations as well as a greater depth of 
understanding of the inherent problems of collector design and 
construction. The most relevent parameters for which comparisons 
are offered are maximum efficiency, the thermal loss coefficient 
and the time constant of the collector. Included also is a 
comparison with other commercial collectors which attempts to 
put into perspective the significance of this new family of 
concentrating solar traps. Finally there is an appraisal of the 
project which analyses whether the original aspirations of the 
system have been achieved with suggestions for further 
improvements which could be undertaken.
6.2 CONCLUSIONS OF THE OPTICAL EFFICIENCY
It is perhaps worthwhile comparing the ray tracking simulation 
with another commonly used collector geometry, the 'Ideal' 
Compound Parabolic Collector (CPC) {ref.6.1}. From the results 
of the simulation for the optimised Concentrating Solar Trap
1 <") A
(CST) Collector it is apparent that the title of 'Ideal' for the 
CPC is misleading. For a CPC with a concentration ratio of C the 
collection of diffuse radiation is 1/C for isotropic radiation, 
this does not compare favourably with the CST. An 'Ideal' CPC 
with the same magnification of 2.97 {ref.6.6} would accept 
33.70% of diffuse radiation whereas the CST accepts 38.12% at 
the receiver. Also, refering to beam insolation on a CPC 
{ref.6.2}, 'for which no beam radiation is assumed to be 
accepted at angles greater than the acceptance angle', is again 
less than for the CST. The simulation predicting rays of up to 
50 to the optic axis still reaching the receiver, some 20° 
more than the acceptance half angle for the CPC. However this is 
merely a comparison of the optimised collector's parameters and 
may not reflect the same conclusion for other geometric ratios. 
It is however apparent that a more detailed comparison, without 
the trap, may reveal a new class of concentrating collector that 
out performs the CPC. Any new simulation should also include 
other types of curvature, such as a 'Trumpet' PCST from which I 
would expected a better efficiency than is possible from this 
cylindrical design.
6.3 A COMPARISON OF THE SIMULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
From the simulation carried out in chapters 2 and 3 predictions 
for both the steady and unsteady state conditions have been 
evaluated. From the steady state results values of the maximum 
efficiency and thermal loss coefficient have been determined 
whilst the time constant of the collector has been found from 
the unsteady state simulation.




Thermal loss coefficient 1.655 m CW
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Time constant 13 hours.
The experimental results set out in chapter 5 conclude the 
following results:-
Maximum efficiency 36%
Thermal loss coefficient 1.376 m2 CW~ 1
Time constant 10 hours.
It could be gathered from these results that the two sets have 
very little in common especially when the experimental maximum 
efficiency is exactly half of the simulated value. This however 
can be partially explained by the inherent assumptions made in 
the simulation. The reduced efficiency is the direct result of 
the following factors.
1. The simulation of optical efficiency did not account for 
any absorption of the glass cover. This was not a serious 
ommission of the simulation as it would be approximately 
constant for all collector shapes considered. However it 
has been found experimentally that the plate glass used in 
the collector construction has a transmittance of 82% with 
two reflections. When used on the collector there will 
only be one reflection and therefore it can be assumed to 
have a transmittance of 86%.
2. The simulation uses an inaccurate value for the solar 
transmittance in Hyvis, as has been previously explained 
in chapter 4. Since the average path length of a ray as it 
passes through the Hyvis is 0.2m, then from GRAPH 4.7, the 
experimental results of transmittance of Hyvis, it can be 
deduced that an extra 20% of the solar energy is absorbed 
in the Hyvis that in the simulation reached the receiver.
3. The simulation did not account for solar intensity 
components in the sagital (z) axis which has the effect of
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increasing the length of the solar path through the Hyvis.
This has the effect of reducing the transmittance by a
maximum of 2% during the recording periods.
4. The simulation does not account for 'end-effects' 
{ref.6.3} due to solar intensity components in the sagital 
axis. If the end plates are non-reflecting this occurs at 
both ends of the collector. However there is absorption in 
the Hyvis at the end furthest from the sun but this has an 
insignificant effect on the overall performance. 
End-effects or shading can cause a considerable reduction 
in the effective collector area. It is estimated that this 
effect accounts for a 11% reduction of the incident solar 
energy at 1100 when most of the steady state efficiencies 
were recorded.
Therefore the maximum efficiency prediction for the simulation 
should be modified as follows. Only 89% of the incident 
radiation can be considered because of 'end effects', of this 
86% penetrated the glass cover. Of the 76% remaining 50% 
(72-20-2) reaches the receiver, giving a maximum efficiency of 
38 %. The difference between the experimental and simulated 
values is now considerably reduced. The remaining 2% variation 
is well within the expected experimental tolerance but will 
include errors in the collector geometry caused in construction 
and for the approximate psuedo-steady state values used for the 
graph.
The comparisons of the Thermal loss coefficient is not as 
critical on energy generation as the optical efficiency is on 
Transmittance and therefore much closer values are to be 
expected. The value of 1.376 m2 CW~ 1 for the experimental 
thermal loss coefficient compared to 1.655 m CW for the 
simulation is exceptable because of the greater energy 
absorption in the Hyvis for the experiment.
These results demonstrate a very favourable aspect that is 
enjoyed by the collector and was an original requirment of the
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design, that the collector would be able to operate in less 
favourable conditions Unfortuneately this has been at the 
expense of the transmittance absorptance product, a price to 
high to pay.
The simulation method of determining the time constant has an 
inherent error due to the shear number of calculations required 
with such a small time step, the emormous length of time 
required for its execution has mean't that this value has not 
been checked for convergence. Likewise, the experiment used for 
recording the cooling of the collector incurred larger 
experimental errors than is normally the case because of the low 
temperature rise of the transfer fluid. However it can be 
infered that the time constant of the collector is of the order 
of 10 hours.
The method of determining the steady state values for the 
collector could be improved by using the transient collector 
performance test method {ref.6.4} defined in the British 
Standards Institution Draft For Development DD77:1982 but this 
seemed in appropriate for this initial investigation, however 
this should be considered in any subsequent evaluation.
6.4 A COMPARISON WITH OTHER COLLECTORS
Although it may be possible to improve the collector efficiency 
by changing the trap material or glass cover, this comparison 
must direct itself to the actual collector built and does not 
consider the collector potential which is dealt with in section 
6.5.
GRAPH 6.1 {ref.6.5} shows the comparison with two commercially 
available collectors, the Philips Evacuated Tublar Collector and 
the Heywood Single Glazed Collector. It is not difficult to 
conclude which is the best system from these steady state 
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It can be seen that the Philips collector, which is only one of 
a number of evacuated tube type collectors, is by far the most 
efficient and may only be challenged with regards to low grade 
heat and cost per unit energy gained. At the low grade end of 
the market the single glazed unit is by far the most efficient 
and cheapest. From this graph the CST is only comparable with 
the Flat Plate Collector at the higher grade end of the graph, 
the cross over point coming at about 0.065 m2 CW~ 1 which for 
a temperature differential of 35C relates to a solar intensity 
of anything less than 500Wm~ 2 . Although on cost the single 
glazed unit would be cheapest. This review although somewhat 
light hearted does suggest that from the original specifications 
for the collector there is scope for the collector especially in 
less favourable climatic conditions.
This comparison has only dealt with the steady state conditions 
of three vastly different collectors. It could be argued that a 
better comparison would be the energy output from equal 
apperature collectors operating in parallel over a long period 
of time. This with cost considerations could provide a more 
realistic picture of the overall performance characteristics of 
the collectors. Unfortuneately this has not been possible 
although the CST would be expected to do slightly better under 
long term testing due to its thermal storage capabilities.
6.5 IMPLICATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE COLLECTOR
This study has undertaken the task of optimising the efficiency 
of a CST and although the resulting collector has not broken 
through any new barriers of collector performance there are many 
relavent facts and figures that have been gained from this 
study.
The performance of the CST is in close agreement with the 
simulation which showed promising results for a trap with a 
better transmittance. In this respect the collector does have 
potential although at the moment is propably not worth any
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commercial venture. The collector has shown however that 
collectors with low thermal loss are possible without the 
necessity of evacuation.
Before the status of this collector can be fully analysed a more 
detailed study of collector design and construction should be 
carried out. This development should address itself to the 
fundumental parameters highlighted by this initial study. It may 
be possible to improve the transmittance of the trap material or 
replace it with some form of transparent gel which is capable of 
withstanding the temperature range of the required collector.
There is also scope for the collector optimisation to be 
improved. An optimisation with more emphasis on optimum 
collector depth and a more detailed study of boundary curvatures 
would propably reveal a more efficient geometry. For example, if 
the collector used a high transmittance cover and reduced the 
depth of the collector to 10cm the maximum efficiency would 
increase to 49%.
In the overall concept of CST's it must be remembered that other 
types of geometries could be studied which could provide a 
better performance such as parabolic curves.
I therefore conclude that this study has only highlighted the 
need for further investigation.
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DOLBLE PRH2SICN A,B,C,G,F,X,Y,X1,X2,Y1,Y2,YT,XI,XX,CK,Z ITHESE VARIABLES USE VERY HIGH ACCURACY SO AS TO
DOLBLE PRECISION DIS,R2,RI,RI,RR,rw,TO,FSW,RFFM,RFFC (OVERCOME THE PROBLEM OF RAYS WHICH PASS t€AR
DCIBLE FraOSION OOTO,ASIN,SDO,TAMD,I>a^,DeCPr,Q^,RAYR,D6IN,Da)S IBOLNWOES OR IWDARY DOTH3PIS.
DIMENSION AN3JER(i3,8) ICSEVOE TWO 3 DIMBKLCNAL ARRAYS WHICH ARE rss/*c 20103.
INTEGERS D,TT,J,I,IX






















CALL QUACKr ( A,B,C,X)
LT(F.GT.O) X=(-fi-D930'(B**2-4*A*C))/(2*A)
Y=(G-S)*X/F+CK











URITE(32, 54)X , Y
DO 310 10=1,1X3,1
0=10















ITHE REFRACIIVE IMEX OF THE 'HYPO 2000'.
IS IS A PARAMETER FtK LATERAL MVEffNT OF THE SHE SURFACES. 
!L IS A PARAMETER FCR CH»CT>C THE WGLE OF THE UGHT RAYS.
IANY RAY LON3R THAN 10 METERS IS IGNBED (HARDLY ANY). 
!A LOOP TO OWCE THE RADICUS OF THE TOP StUFACE. 
! -F IS THE CENTRE OF THE TOP SURFACE. 
!R1 IS THE RADIOUS OF THE TOP SLRFACE. 
!A LOOP TO CHAMj: THE RADIOUS OF THE SHE KEFLECTOG SRFACE 
!G IS A PARAMETER FOR THE SHE REFLECTED SURFACES.
IA LOOP TO REDUCE THE HEIGIH, WITHOUr OWGM3 THE RADIOUS. 
ITHE Y AXIS INTERCEPT OF THE TOP SURFACE. 
[ADJUSTMENT OF F WHEN TOP SURFACE IS LOWERED. 
ITHE Y aXHUMIE OF THE CENTRE OF THE TOP SIRFACE.
IA LOOP TO MWE OUT THE SUES WITHOUT OWCTC THE RADIOUS. 
IPARAMEIER FOR CHAM3N3 THE SUES CENTRE WITH SAME RADIOUS. 
I R2 IS THE RADIOUS OF THE SHE 9LRFACES. 
I X COORDINATES OF THE CENTRES OF THE TWO SHE REOECTItC 
! SURFACES.
IIF THE CENTRE CF THE TOP IS ON X AXIS EdUAIICNS ARE UMKE. 
ITHE ONSTANTS IN THE QUAERATIC EDUATTON THAT WILL EVALUATE 
ITHE INTERCEPT BETWEEN THE SHE SURFACES AND THE TOP SURFACE
Iff THE nrSCRTMINANr IS tdOTVE THEN ND INTERCEPT. 
ISLHOmNE TO EVALUATE A QUADMIC ; A^D GIVE +VE ROOT. 
IIF CENIRE OF TOP SURFACE IS NEGATIVE WE bEED OTHER ROOT. 
I Y COORDINATE (F THIS INIEKEET. 
IONHTICN THAT CON3NIRATICN IS > A FACTOR CF TWO. 
Iff SUES ARE TO FAR APART (MANS THE SHAPE.
SPRINT OUT CF THE REFERENCES AND OQCKHNSCES OF THIS SHAPE 
IIE. THE CENTRES, RADII ANJ MERCEPTS.
'THIS LOOP DETERMINES THE WIDTH OF THE COLLECTOR PLATE. 
!Q IS THE RKHT WO X OXRDINAIE OF THE COLLECTOR PLATE. 
ITEST IF COLLECTOR WIDTH IS < DISTANCE BEIWEIN SUES. 
! QQ IS THE LEFT HAND X COORDINATE OF THE COLLECTOR.
ITHE Y OXFDTMIE CF THE COLLECTOR PLATE. 
I 23 IS THE WIDTH OF THE COLLECTOR.
IPRINT THE REFEREN3S FCR THE COLLECTOR.
laHOUTM; TO OBTAIN THE INEWL WLLME CF THE COLLECTOR. 
!L IS A PARAMETER FOR THE DIFFERENT IN3HRE RAYS. 
I TO (HAMS THE AM3E AT WHICH THE RAYS ENTER THE COLLECTOR. 
IREF IS THE RMBER OF REFLECITCN3. AT START SET TO 2ERO.
IRAMi; OF TNCXDERE RAYS ON THE TOP SLRFACE MAGNIFIED BY 99. 
ICtNUTCN : COCRDINATE FOR LIMIT CF BOUNDARY ACCLR4CY. 
IFTRST VALLE (f L MV KU'.'T ntf,\\Wl) LTCHiRE AM1E. 
IAN3E CF HCHEMCE FOR EACH VALLE OF L.
A - 1
/N3HER(L,2) = 0
ANSHER(L,4) = 0 
ANSUER(L,5) = 0 
AM3HER(L,6) = 0 

































TF(RAY.ED.90) CO TO 12 
TF(RAY.EC!.270) CD TO 17
ihKtAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* RAY STARTDGTREK *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAA-A-
33 RAYR=RAY*3.141592653589793238/180
IMMIR OF RAYS EOEENT CM TOP SLW/tE EEDC
1MMEER CF SHE REFlBCnOG FCR THIS 31AFE AT THIS #OE.
1HMBER OF TOKL MtRW, REnHTKlC FCR THIS 9WPE AT THIS RUE.
ITHE fR/cnCN OF INOEENT EtEGY RBOfflC ODUBCItR AT THIS /N1E.
IMUBER OF RAYS REflCHDG THE OOUfCIOR AFTER ABSCFBHON LDQES.
!M>BER OF RAYS JNOUNT RE&HDC THE OOLUECKE.
IFR/cnCN OF DCMNT RAYS REAOfflC THE OXUCIOR AT THIS AH3UE.
!A IDOP TO OddUR EACH RAY, 1EAVDC 1% OF HTOIH AT BOLMWOES.
! X OXHINfflE OF KMNT RAY MKNJTEO BY 100 TMS.
! X OOORDttWIE OF THE IMMNr RAY. EACH RAY 1/lOOffl OF A CM APART.
! PARAMETER FCR TOWUf INHRWLLf PEFUCUD RAY. PRESET TO
! LAKE VAUE SO AS THIS OTCHTKH WILL NOT EJECT RAY IMESS RESET
I BY TOBL INTEFNAL REFUCmc COMMION.
! COMS THE MhBER OF TIMES RAY TOTALLY INTEftMLLY REFIECM).
ICOCraON. IF TFAP=0 THEN RAY HAS M3T REACHED THE COLLECICR.
IAS3JE 5.6% ABSCEPnON IN FIRST IhM. REFLECTICN LOSSES TO EE AOH).
IRESET N3 OF REFLECIIO>B TO 2BRO FOR ^Etf RAY.
!TF J=4 THEN RAY IS ENIERDG THE TOP SIFFACE. 
Iff Etl THEN RAY IS OMNG FROM TOP SLRFACE AW RAY MET BE TESTED 
IFCR INTERCEPTION CN SHE SLKFACES BEFORE TESTOG AT THE OXLECIOR. 
IPARAVETERS OF THE EOKTION FOR THE Y VAUE OF THE DOMBG RAY.
IY1 IS THE Y COORDINATE OF THE SttKTUC POINT OF THE RAY.
!AT THIS POINT THE NORMAL 'FN3' IS VERTICAL THEREFORE SET FN5=90°
ISET THE NKMAL OF THE TOP SURFACE TO 90°.
1REHRJ TO FRXEAM TO CALCULATE THE REFRACTED RAYS AN3E (RAY). 
ITHE NOE«AL TO THE TO? SLBFACE IN RADIAL ANnOOCKHLSE FROM X AXIS. 
1THE N3«AL TO THE TOP SIRFACE IN DEGREES ANHCtCCKMISE FROM X AXIS.
!I IS A PARAMETER FCR THE TCHENT RAY.
!RI IS THE #U£ OF M3EETCE FCR THE DO3MDC RAY.
!IF THE INOCBCE #GLE IS CREATER THAN 90' THEN COORDINATE IS IN SHADOW. 
1REEPACTEO AMXE IN RACD^B. 
IRETRACIEO AN3E IN CEEREES. 
IRAY IS THE A^tlE THE LKHT BEAM MAKES WITH THE X AXIS.
!IF RAY IS VERTICAL ITS SLOPE IS INFINITE SO FUT X2=X1.
IIP RAY IS VERTICAL PUT X2=X1 AND FIND THE Y INTERCEPT.
Iff RAY+90 OMLY INTERCEPT IS WITH THE TOP SIRFACE.
!IF RAY=i70 THEN RAY CAN ONLY BE COMDG FRCM THE TOP SLRFACE.M
RFFC=Yl-Xl*DSIN(RAiR)/DODS(RAai) 
IF((RAY.LX.90).AND.(J.EG.2)) 00 TO 88
DXCIT.EQ.D.AMMD.EQ.O)) 03 TO 9 
IF(D.EQ.l) 03 TO 21
* RAY INTERCEPT WITH COLLECTOR *





!FBO THE SLOPE OF THE RAY (RFFM). 
!FM) THE INTERCEPT OF THE RAY (RFFC).
Iff J=2 THEN RAY IS COMDG HOI R.H.S. A>t> WITH RAY < 90'IT CAN CNLY 
IMEaEPT WITH THE TOP SLRFACE.
!D=0 MEANS THE RAY MUST EE COMDG FRCM THE SHE SURFACES. TT=I ME#B 
IRAY < 133' THEREKFE IMPC6STBLE INTERCEPT WITH COLLECICR. 
[TEST THE SHE SURFACES BEKRE THE COLLECTOR FCR RAY INTERSECTION 




!X2 IS THE RAY DflEFCEFT ON THE X AXIS. 
ITHE RAY ENTERS THE COLLECTOR.
!FDC THE Y OXKONATE OF THE RAY ON THE COLLECTCR SLRFACE.
Iff THE NEV X COOTNAIE IS OJTSHE THE COLLECTCR RANGE.








9 IF(J.EQ.l) CO TO 44
***AAAAAAAAA-AA'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA





IF((B**2.LT.4*A'«C).»D.(D.En.l)) CO TO 19
!TRAP=1 IS THE VARIABLE TO 3DW THE FAY HAS REACHED THE COLLECTOR. 
!MW FDO THE TOTAL LEKHH OF THE RAY IN THE LIQUID.
(REPLACE X2 WTffl ORIGINAL VAUJE SINCE THIS VALLE IS INCORRECT. 
IRAY COMINS FROM L.H.S. THEREFORE TEST FCR INTERCEPT CN R.H.S.
ITHE PARAMETERS OF THE EOHICN FCR THE INTERCEPT OF THE RAY WITH 
ITHE L.H.S. (LEFT mo SEE SLRFftOE).
IF(B**2.LT.4*A'IC) CD TO 44
CALL OJJAEKT (A,B,C,X2)
TF( (RFFM. LT.O) .ttD. ( J .G£. 3) )
IF((X2.LT.-X).AND.(D.EQ.l)) 
D=0














!N3 INTERCEPT CN L.H.S. ft® RAY OMN3 FKW TOP SIRFACE CN L.H.S. 
ISO TRY OJLLHCICR ttV SET PAR/*EHR D TO 2EFO. TEST COMPLETE. 
!NO INTERCEPT CN L.H.S. SO TRY R.H.S. (RlGHr HMO SHE SLRF/tE). 
ISLERDUTINE TO FTM) THE LARCEST ROOT OF A (JWKATIC. 
CALL OJAOG(A,B,C,X2)!HnH AN INTERCEPTICN CN THE L.H.S. ttD RAY -VE FM) THE LEAST FOOT.
Iff SLOPE IS -VE AN) 1NURCEPT IS M3T CN R.H.S. FTCM) 91AUJEST ROOT. 
THEN IRAY TNTERCEPr WTTfl L.H.S. OUTSHE BOU««Y aMBTICfB.
ICfeO MEVtC SHE SURFACES HAVE BEEN TESTED FOR MHOmCN OF RAY.
IFfllOR TO IT EED€ TESTED AT THE COUBCTCR.
ITHE RAY CAN NOW HE TESTED FCR INTERCEPT WTffl CDLLECKR.
HNHRCEPT WTIH L.H.S. OUISHE BCUIftRY CCN3ITICN5. TRY R.H.S.S.
iREPUtE ^Etf axKEmrE WTIH OLD VALLE SDCE rr is bor VALID.
HNIBKB3T WTffl L.H.S. OUTSIEE BMOfd OJOITICN .TRY R.H.S.S.
IRAY HAS iiGrnmrE iNHPCEPncN wrm L.H.S.
IDO [OT TEST SHE SURFACES BEFORE THE CDLLECKR. CR TEST CCMPUE3H). 
IFM) Y COCPDINATE tVD UP DATE RESULTS THEN EDO NOT REFUdlCN. 
ISO TEST THE COLLECTOR FCR NEXT INUKSTICN THEN R.H.S /*D L.H.S.
IF(X1.LT.O) GOTO 9 
IF((W.GE.90).#O.(RAY.IE.180)) CO TO 88
IF(J.FX}.2) CO TO 88
*******AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA




rF((B**2.LT.4*A*€).AND.(D.EQ.l)) CO TO 19
1F(B**2.LT.4*A*C) CO TO 88 
CALL QUAIRT (A,B,C,X2) 
IF(X2.GT.X1) CALL (JW1G(A,B,C,3!2) 
IF((X2.Gr.X).M).(D.FD.l)) CO TO 19 
EFOC.GT.X) CDTO 88 
J=2
Iff THE RAY IS COUNT, FRCM THE L.H.S.TOP SIRF/CE THEN TEST
UNQRCEPT WITH L.H.S. SURFACE BEHRE R.H.S. StRFACE.
Iff 9CKRAY<180 THEN RAY CAN bOT POSSIBLY IN2KBET WUH R.H.S.
ITHEREFCRE TEST INHBCEPT WITH TOP SIRFACE.
IRAY OMN3 FRCM R.H.S. TEST NXT MESCEPTiyrrH WTffl TOP SLRFAX.
ITHE PAIWETERS CF THE EDUATION FCR THE INTERCEPT OF THE RAY WITH 
!HE R.H.S. (RIGHT HAN) SHE SURFACE).
1TEST 9CWS THAT WHEN RAY IS COMITC FROM THE RICHT HAND TOP SURFACE
ITHERE IS NO INTERCEPTION WTffl THE R.H.S. SURFACE. SO ^W
ITEST INTERCEPnCN WITH COLLECTOR /*C SET D4) TO SH3U TEST COMPLETE.
!M) INTtRCEFT WITH R.H.S. NDCT TEST INTERCEITION WITH TOP SURFACE.
I3MERCEPTICN WTffl R.H.S. SO CALCULATE X COHUNSTE.
!TF RAY IS IN FOURTH QUAtRANT THE SMALLEST INTERCEPT IS REQUIRED.
[INTERCEPT OUISHE THE SHAPE .TEST COMPLETE. NiOT TEST COLLFJCKR.
IMHCEPr OUTSIEE THE SHAPE. SO N5XT TEST TOP SLREACE.
!RAY HAS LIGHIMATE INEEKEPTION WTffl R.H.S.
IDD MH1 TEST SHE SURFACES BEFORE THE COLLECTOR; CR TEST COMPLETED.













!FDO Y COCRDINATE FOR THE L.H.S. SLRF/OE INTERCEPT. 
ITHE Y aXROINfirE FOR THE L.H.S. SURFACE MERCEPT.
!THE Y CCCRmNATE FOR THE R.H.S. SURFACE INTERCEPT.
ITEST TO SEE IF INTERCEPT IS WITHIN THE (DLLECICR.
!FTN) THE Y COFDIWIE CF THE RAY ON THE CDLLECKR SURFACE.
IFTN3 THE Y COORDINATE OF THE RAY FOR THIS VALLE OF Y.












rF(RLOP.GT.P) 00 TO 450 























* INTERCEPT WITH TOP SURFACE *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
(USE rrs UMTUNJ VALUES.
!TRAP=1 IS THE VARIABLE TO SHOW THE RAY HAS REACHED THE OXLECKF. 
!FM> THE TOTAL LETCTH OF THE RAY IN THE 1IQUID BEFCRE IT REACHES 
I HE ODLLECIOR. 
!ALD OE TO THE MfEER OF SEE REFLECHOG.
Iff RAY IS TOO LOG ITS BEEN MOSTLY ABS9KBED SO tfOJECT REMAIN3R. 
Iff RAY PASSES OUISttE THESE LTMITS ASSUC RAY HAS ESCAPE).
IFTN) THE ^)DPMAL OF TOE L.H.S. SLEEACE AT TIE POM1 OF DJUKHTJCN. 
!FDO THE NJMAL OF THE R.H.S. SLRFACE AT THE POtNT OF MHtEPHON.
ITHE MPMAL TO TtE SHE SLRFACE IN RADI/*E ANHCLOCKWISE H«M X AXIS
ITHE MTMAL TO THE SHE SLRFtfE IN ttEEEES ANHOOCKyiSE FtCM X AXIS
!IF KRVL IN OCERECT QUAtEANIS FDD THE REFLECDD RAY.
ICCRRECT THE MTMAL KR IMIPRECT QLWIWIS.
Iff THE INUKEPT IS CN THE R.H.S. SLFFACE FM) ITS REFLECUD RAY.
IFDO THE REFLECIED RAY ANGIE FCR R.H.S SLRFACE »D SET TT.
IFDC REFLECEED RAY WOE KR L.H.S. SLRFWE A^D SET PARflEDER TT. 
ISET THE DIRH^ICN PARAMETER TT=1 FCK ALL RAY TRAVE1LDG LIVARD6. 
ITHE FINAL 03CRniNAlES OF THE OLD RAY HBOOC THE START OXHHNATES 
!OF THE rtM RAY.
!FDD THE SLOPE OF THE m; RAY /*O FM) THE NEXT MEREPT. 
ITHE FINAL OXFOINATES OF THE OLD RAY ffiOMS THE INITIAL 
lOXRDTNATES OF THE ^Etf RAY.
IFmDTHESLdEOFTHERAY (RFfM). 





IF( (J .GE. 3) ./N). (DABS(X2-X1) . LE.O.C001) )
ELSE
CALL QLWKT (A,B,C,X2) 
IF((J.GE.3).M).(EfiBS(X2-Xl).LE.O.Oa01))
EM3LT




CALL QUACFT (A,B,C,Y2) 
TF(X2.GT.XZ.CR.X2.LT.-XZ) GO TO 14 
IF(Y2.LT.Y) CD TO 33 









IF(RLOP.GT.P) CD TO 450 
/*BWER(L,4)=( /t®JER(L,4)+l) 
IF((RAY.Gr.FNQ)./N).(RAY.LT.270)) THEN
ITHE PARAMETERS OF THE EOJATKN FCR THE MEitEPT CFTHE RAY WITH 
ITHE TOP SLRRCE.
Iff THE SLOPE OF THE RAY IS -VE THEN THE SMALLEST ROOT IS REaflRED. 
IIP SLOPE OF RAY IS -VE THEN THE SMALLEST ROOT IS RHMHED. 
CALL QUA[FT(A,B,C,X2) IPOSSTBLE EKEPTICNS WEN LARGEST ROOT IS FHJURED.
1SUERMTNE TO FBD THE LARGEST ROOT OF A OLWPATIC EOKTION. 
CALL QUA1>G(A,B,C,X2) !Pf RAY STARTS CM THE TOP SLRFACE MSKE SLFE THE 
ISTART CDCRniMIES ARE NOT THE SAME AS THE FINISH.
Iff INTERCEPT MJT WITHIN THE SHAPE THEN TRY A SEE SLRF&E.
!THE PARAMEIESS OF THE OMPATIC ECLVOTON TO FDO THE Y OXFIBNATE
ICf THE TNIIHEPT WTffl THE TOP SLRF#E.
ISLKaJTINE TO FIN) THE LARGEST VALUE OF A OPERATIC EDLKTION.
!ff RAY PASSES OUTSHE THESE THESE UMTTS ASSIHE RAY HAS ESCAPED.
Iff I«W INTERCEPT IS OUTSIIE THE SHAPE THEN TRY A SHE SLRF/CE.
!A TEST TO MAKE SLRE THE OXFraNATE FON) ARE OF A POM1 CM THE RAY.
!FM) THE MFMAL OF THE TOP SLREACE AT THE POINT OF INERCEPTICN.
ITHE NTMAL TO THE TOP SLRFKE IN LBGFEES AOTICLOCKHrSE FFCM X AXIS.
IMAKE THE NTMAL TO THE TOP SLRFACE LTE IN THE 1ST CR 2^D QUACRANrS.
ITHE REFLECTED RAY IS EOttL TO THE DOHNCE RAY.
ITHE REFLECTED PAYS AMXE MET BE ACUTE.
Iff THE DOHNCE AbOE IS<40' THEN RAY IS NOT ME?NALLY REFLECTED.
A - 4








* RAY HAS ESCAPED *
*A*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
63 TfR=FR
14 RUB*LOP+9CBr((Xl-X2)**2+(Yl-Y2)**2) UNEEKEPT TOP CR BOITOM
TF( RLOP.GT.P) CO TO 450
IF(TRR.LT.40) GO TO 450
IF(TBAP.EQ.O) GOTO 450
****MriU*A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* RAY RBOES RECEIVER PLATE *
AiUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IFRACHCN CF ENERGY REKHEG OOLLKTOR AT THIS /N3£
/*BffR(L,7)WN»ER(L,7).t.l !N3 CF RAYS REtfHBG THE COLLECTOR AT THIS M1E. 
450 y*SJER(L,2)=*BSR(L,2)+l I CDUMIS NUMBER CF RAYS DdTENT CN TOP SLRF/tE.
/fEHER(L,3)WN3WER(L,3)-(F£F I COUNTS TOTAL NUMBER CF SHE REFLECnOG FCR EACH DCHENCE tfOE 
455 CCNTINE
/*BWER(L,5)W*CWER(L,6)/*BHER(L,2) 1FRACTICN CF DOEENr EMFGY REtfHItC THE COLLECTOR AT THIS flCLE.








50 KFMAT (SX'LHCTH CF RADIUS CF TOP SIBF&E' ,5X,F8.0)
51 FCBMAT (SX'LEfCTH CF RADIUS CF STCE SIBF/tE' ,4X,F8.0)
52 FO^W(5X'CCCFDINATES CF CURVED SURF&E INTERSECTICN')
53 FCFMAT(5X'( ',F6.2,' , ',P6.2,' )')
	FCTmr('+'30X,'( ',F6.2,' , ',F6.2,' )') 
5c FCFMAT(5X'/NZE OF RAY___________________LQ-')
57 FCFMAT(5X'X OCORDINfflE OF DOMIG RAY——————————C.O.R.')
58 FCFMfir(5X'NLMBER CF SECE REFLECTiaC——————————N.O.S.R.')
59 FCFMAT(5X'NU«R OF TEMES EEAM TOTALLY MHNALLY ')
69 FCFWAT(5X, 'REFLECTED CN TOP SURK>CE ___________T.I.R.')










75 FCFMAT('0',' X COTOimiES OF THE SOLAR TRAP')
76 KFMAT('+'35X,'/*EEEWEEN',F4.1,' /W,F4.1)
78 KFMATC-',' THE CEMIKE CF THE TOPOFVED')
79 HPMAT('+'31X,'SURF/CEIS ( 0 ,',F7.1,').')
80 FCBMATC THE CENTRE OF THE SHE CLFWED SURF/iffi ARE ')
81 FCBMKT('V43X,'(',F3.1,' , 0 ) />M> C,F5.1,' , 0 )')
82 FCRmT(25X,9F10.3)
85 FCFMAT(5X' E^EBGY ABSCFBED AS A ')




SUHWJTOE OJATFT (A,B,C,RT) ITTILE OF SLHOUTOE WTffl EWHWJL VARIABLES FROM MAIN HCCRAM.
DOUBLE IWOSION A,B,C,RT,DIS,CBaRT ITHESE VARIABLES USE VERY HIGH /OCLEACY SO AS TO OVEPO>E THE
	IfRBLEM OF RAYS VffiCH PASS ^EAR BOLMMOES OR BOlMWCf INIEBCEFTS.nrs=e«*2-4M*c IFM> THE SOIWE ROOT OF THE rascRiMiNANr OF THE OKMHC BJJSHON.
RT=(-B+IHCFr(B**2-4*A'<;))/(2*A) !FDC THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE QUACR/OIC EQUATION.
PEIIRJ !REHfN TO MAIN TOGRAM.







ITTILE OF SLKOUTOE HHH EJOmttL VARIABLES FROM MAIN 
ITHESE VARIABLES USE VERY HIGH ACOLRACY 90 AS TO OVEHJM; THE 
IfRBLEM OF RAYS ViHKH PASS i&R BOUtWOES CR BOUOftRY INIEKIPIS. 
!FM) THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE OUACRATIC EQUATION. 
IREMN TO MAIN TOGRAM. 













I TO FDC TOE /W1E OF TOE REFLECTED RAY CN TOE L.H.S.S. 
tTTTLE OF SUERJjrOE WTffl EXUJ^L VARIAHES HOI MIN PPC&tK. 
I'fflESE VARIABLES USE VERY Hlffl AXLE/CY 90 AS TO WEPOhE TOE 
iETOBLEM OF RAYS VMCH PASS MV« DOWMUES CR BOLMKRY MHOITS. 
ICALCULATE THE /*GLE OF TOE REFLECTED RAY. 
IOPRECT TOE RAY 30 AS TO EE BEWEEN 0' MO 360'. 
!IF TOE RAY IS TBAVELLTTC UTTORDS 1HEN Ftff TT=1. 
!IF TOE RAY IS TEAVELLJIG DCWWARES WEN PUT TT=0. 
IREIUW TO MAIN TTOCWM. 
IfflYSICAL FM) OF TOCRAM.
A - 8
* HttHAM: RAYJ2.FLR
* WRITTEN BY: R.W.ELUOTT.
imOCSAM TO FIN) TOE AMIE OF TOE REFLECTED RAY ON TOE R.H.S.S.
SLHOTTTNE RAYJ2(RAY,FSNQ,TT) ITTTLE OF SUBROUTINE: WITH EXTERNAL VARIABLES FRCM MAIN PRCQm 
CUUBLE FKCTSItN RAY,F3JJ,RAY1 ITOESE VARIABLES USE VERY HIGH ACOBACY 90 AS TO OVEH1ME TOE 
IN1HTR*4 TT imBLEM OF RAYS WlflCM PASS MiAR BOLMWyK CR ECLMWW DOTKHTS. 
RAYUWY 1RAY1 IS A VARIABLE TO H3LD THE ORIGINAL VALUE OF TOE HdUNT RAY. 
PAY=2*F5M>-RAY+iai !CM£ULAIE THE AMIE OF TOE REFLECTED PAY. 
IF(RAY1.LX.90) PAY=2*FSNCKRAYl-lflO ICALOLATE SFHIAL CASE AM3£ OF TOE REFLECTED RAY. 
LTXRAY.LT.O) RAY=£AY+180 laWHET THE RAY SO AS TO BE EEMIN 0' KC W. 
TT=1 Iff THE RAY IS TRAVELLING; UPWARDS THEN Ftll TT=1. 
rF(RAY.GT.180) TT=0 !IF TOE RAY IS TRAVELLIIC LTWWARDS THEN RTT TT=0. 
REIU^l IREIUN TO MAIN ITOOWM. 





















EFFY (Ara,Rl,R2,FF,GG,X,Yr,H,Z,VOL) (THESE VARIABLES HAVE BEEN TRANSPIRED FROM THE MAIN FTOCRAM. 
,C(5) ,RESULT(4,13), A^(13,8) (SPECIFY THE DIMENSION OF THE ARRAYS USED IN THIS FRDGRAM.
ITHESE PARAMETERS ARE VALUES OF K'=K"T/E FOR APFKJFRIATE 
IWINUR AM) SUtfR OJOniCNS. 


































IA l£OP TO CXTGHIR EACH DODENT RAY AM1E FROM 0-30 DECKES TO THE
IVEREIGAL IN STEPS OF 5'.
!A U)OP TO ONSIDER DTFFERENT OFfRATDC CCMTnOC FCR EACH
(COLLECTOR SHAPE AM) FCR EACH DOUNT AM1E.
IW3 IS A FUCTICN OF THE HEOT IOSS. W) INCREASES WITH THE HEKT LOSS.
ILAfe THE RATIO OF THE WIDTH OF THE COLLECTOR TO ITS VOLU« FtR (M).
ITHE COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY FOR EACH SET OF ONHUCte AND EACH A^GLE.
!THE COLLFJCrCR EFFICIENCY AS A PERCENTAGE.
(PERCENTAGE OF RAYS REAOflTC THE COLLECTOR.
(PERCENTAGE OF EM3RGY REAOfflG THE OXLECTCR.
(REHRJ TO LOOP FOR DIFFERENT OPERAITNS ONffncrG.














FCR1AT('+',' FOTS. COTS. ROSS. COLSS.')
FOFMAT(58X,' .AM1E OF INdENT RAY TO THE VERTICAL.')
FOFMAT(80X,'5 10 15 20 25 30')




FOWTC+V iyV=',F5.1,' 40'C SUM1ER.')
FOWTC+'/ 80'C WDOTR.')
FTFMAT(' +',' KQ=',F4.3,' 80'C SUt«.')
FOR1ATC+' ,'% OF EMTCY REACHIN3 THE COLLECTOR')
FTPmr(36X,13F6.1)
FCFmr('+','%OF RAYS REACHING THE COLLECTOR')
RETLRJ 
E^D
RETU^TO WN FHX5RAM. 




SieUHTNE VOLLME (Rl,R2,X,Y,Q,Yr,F,S,WL) 1SUEKUHNE TO OBTAIN THE VOLLME OF THE SOAR COLLECTOR.
ITHESE VARIABLES HAVE BEEN TRANSFERED FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
AREAl=X*9CFr(Rl**2-X**2)4Rl*^ASIN(X/Rl)-3*X*(F+Yr) IAREA1 IS THE AREA INIR THE TCP AFC AND ABOVE THE COLLECKR
(LEVEL ffiD EONH) BY THE X OXKIIMIES CF THE INIHOTT CF THE
ITCP AM3 SHE SLFFACES CF THE CDLLECICR.
X1=S+R2-Q ITHE UPftR UMIT OF THE INQERAL FOR THE AFEA IMER THE S. StFFACES. 
PLLS^*SCF!r(R2**2-Xl**2)-(R2**2*ASIN(XM!2) IPLUS IS THE UECTR LTMTT CASE OF THE HFINnE INIB3WL TO FIND THE
IAREA LNIR THE SHE SLRFACE ARCS.
X1=S+R2-X !THE LOWER UMTT CF THE INTEGRAL FCR THE AREA INIR THE S. SIWACES. 
SLB^*ajn'(R2**2-Xl**2)4R2**2*ASIN(Xl/R2) !SLB IS THE LOWER LMT CASE OF THE CEFMTE INmKALTO FIND THE
IAREA INER THE SttE SURFACE ARCS. 
AREA2=PUJS-SLB-2*Yr*(X-Q) IAREA2 IS TWICE THE AREA CF THE SECTOR WHCH: AFEA IS INIR THE CLRVE
!OF THE SHE SLRFACE AND BONED BY THE X AXIS AND THE X COCFDIMIE
!CF THE TCP AN) SHE SIEFACES AN) THE X CCXHHNAIE CF THE OOLECIOR.
WL«=(AREA1-AREA2) IVO^ THE VOLLME CF MATERIAL USED DGUE THE SHAPE PER LNTT L0GIH. 
TYPE 1 
TYPE 2,VDL
1 FCFMATC THE VOLU^ OF OUZCKR PER LNTT LHCffl IS')
2 FCFMAT('+'A6X,F6.2,'X10'-^ M"3')
REHFN 1FEMN TO MAIN PFCCRAM. 






DOUBLE PREdSKN A,B,C,G,F,X,Y,Xl,X2,Yl,Y2,Yr,XI,XX,CK,Z ITHESE VARIABLES USE VERY HIGH ACCURACY 30 AS TO 
DOUBLE PRECISION DIS,R2,Rr,RI,RR,RAY,FNQ,FSNLl,RFFM,RFFC ICVEROCME THE FKBLEM OF RAYS WHICH PASS NEAR 
DOUBLE PRECISICN CDSD,ASlN,SIM),DKI^,DSCKr,DABS,RAm,DKIN,DCDS !BON»RIES CR BOUMKRY INIHCEPTS. 
lnteger*4 TT,D



































WRTIE(92,53) X , Y
X=(-X)









rFCQ-U.S) CD TO 310
QCM-Q)
ITIE REFRACTIVE IMB( OF THE 'HWIS2COO'.
IS IS A PARAhEEER RR LAIERAL HWENENT CF THE SHE SUSMES.
!L IS A PARAMEKR FCR CH^CTG THE AN1E CF TOE LKHT RAYS.
l/*ff RAY UKIR TIVN 10 METERS IS ENPED (HARDLY W).
!A UDOP TO Cmo: THE RADIOUS OF THE TOP SfFKZ.
! -F IS THE CENIRE OF THE TOP SLRFACE.
!R1 IS THE RADKUS OF THE TOP SURFACE.
!A IflOP TO CHANGE THE RADIOUS OF THE SHE REJUCTOG SURFKE
!G IS A PARAMEUR FOR THE SHE REFUCTDC SIPFA3S.
!A LOCP TO REDUCE THE HEDGffl, WmBUr OWGDC Tffi RADIOUS.
!1HE Y AXIS MERCEPT OF THE TOP SURFACE.
1ADJUSB*NT CF F VMEN TOP SLPF«E IS UJWERED.
!1HE Y ODCRBMIE OF THE ON1RE CF THE TOP SLBF/CE.
!A LOOP TO htWE OUT THE SUES WTHXJT OMdTG THE RADIOUS.
IPAfWEUR FCR O»C»G THE SUES CENIRE VTffi SAME RADIOUS.
! R2 LS THE RADIOJB CF THE SHE SURFACES.
! X C0HHMIES CF THE CENIRES CF THE TTO SHE REFlHOmG
! SURFACES.
!IF THE ONIRE OF THE TOP IS CN X AXK BCUAnaE ARE INIRLE.
!1HE OJCIANIS IN THE QUACRAHC EOUATICN THAT WILL EVALUATE
ITHE MHtEPT BETOEEN THE SHE SURFACES AtO THE TOP SURFACE
1IF THE ntSCRMNANT IS ^EClaIVE THEN tO INIERCEFT.
!SU£RXfrn« TO EVALUATE A QUADRATIC ; AN3 GIVE +VE ROOT.
Iff CENIRE CF TOP SURFACE IS NEGATIVE WE NEED OTHER ROOT.
I Y OXTOIMIE CF THIS INIHCEPT.
lONHTKN THAT OKENIRAItON IS > A FtCKR CF TVD.
IIP SUES ARE TO FAR APART OWCE THE SHAPE.
IPRINr OUT OF THE REFERENES ftD CDCFOINATES OF THIS SHAPE
IIE. THE CENIRES, RADII OC MHCEFTS.
ITHtS LOOP DETERMDBS THE WIDIH CF THE COLLECTOR PLATE. 
!Q IS THE RICHT HA^D X OXFDIMIE OF THE OOLLECKR PLATE. 
ITEST IF COLLECTOR WEDIH IS < DISTANCE EEWEEM SUES. 
! QQ IS THE LEFT HAM) X OXEKmiE CF THE OOLLECIOR.


























































! 23 IS WE WIDTH OF THE OOLLBCKH.
ITONT TOE FEFtEENDES PCR THE QXLBCICR.
laiKimME TO OBTAIN THE ]MHm VO1HE OF TOE COLLBCTCR.
!L IS A PARAMETER FtR THE DTFFOTNr DOEENi: RAYS.
1 TO CHANGE THE ANOE AT WHICH THE RAYS ENUR THE OOLLECTCR.
IREF IS THE WWBER OF REFLECnO€. AT START SET TO ZHO.
1RANCE OF DCTINCE RAYS CN THE TOP SURFACE MAOOTTED BY 99.
lOWmrCN : OOCR3INATE FCR LIMIT OF BCUOOT ACCIFACY.
IFTRST VALUE OF L FCR FIRST OCN3I!KED HdlBCE WOE.
1AN1E OF ENOUNCE FCR EACH VALUE OF L.
(NUMBER OF RAYS DOUNT CN TOP SURFACE BEJNS CUdHRED.
IMMBER OF SHE RERECnOC FCR THIS SHAPE AT THIS #GLE. 
INflBER CF TOTAL MERMAL REFLECnOG FCR THIS 31APE AT THIS ttQE. 
!THE FRACnCN OF TNC3HNT EMRGY REACHDG COUECICR AT THIS ANOE. 
IWMER OF RAYS RE/CHUG THE COLLECTCR AFTER ABSCRBHCN LOSES. 
!t«€ER CF RAYS DOCENr REACHING THE OXLEOCR. 
IFRACnCN OF TM3UNT RAYS REACHING THE CtUECTCR AT THIS /*UE. 
!A LOOP TO aJEHIR EACH RAY, LEAVING V. OF WIDTH AT ECLMHRIES. 
! X CCXTOrOTE Cf DODENT RAY MAGNIFIED BY 100 TIMES. 
! X OXROINATE OF THE BOUNT RAY. EACH RAY lyiOOIH OF A CM APART. 
!A SUaaJTINE TO FIND THE VEFNTER REA0M EOHVALENr TO THE 
IX OXHBNATE OF THE INXMtNG RAY.
! PARAMETER FCR TOTALLY INTETNALLY REFLECTED RAY. PRESET TO
! LAFO; VALUE SO AS THIS CENDITICN WHJL M3T EJECT RAY IMESS RESET
! BY TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTDC ONHTICN.
! OXNTS THE NLMBER OF TIMES RAY TOTALLY INIERmLY REFLECTED.
lOJOniCN. IF TRAP=0 THEN RAY HAS KJT REACHED THE 03LLECTCR.
!ASSU« 5.6% ABSCRFTICN IN FIRST Utl. PEFLECnCN LOSSES TO BE AOH). 
IRESET ND Cf REFLECnCNS TO ZERO FCR NEW RAY.
IIP J=4 THEN RAY IS ENIERDG THE TOP SURFACE. 
IIP D=l THEN RAY IS OmC FRCM TOP SURFACE AND RAY MOST BE TESTED 
!FCR TNTEKEFTICN CN SHE SURFACES EBFtFE TESTING AT THE COUECICR. 
IPARAMEIERS OF THE EOKTKN FCR THE Y VALUE CF THE DOMN3 RAY.
!Y1 IS THE Y GOORUINATE CF THE STARTING POINT OF THE RAY.
!AT THIS POINT THE NTMAL 'END.' IS VERTICAL THEREFCRE SET FNQ = 90'.
!SET THE NCRMAL OF THE TOP SURFACE TO 90'.
IRETIRJ TO PROCRAM TO CALCULATE THE REFRACTED RAYS PtdE (RAY).
1THE MJMAL TO THE TOP SURFACE IN RADIANS MTOJOCKyiSE FFCM X AXIS.
ITHE NCRMAL TO THE TOP SURFACE IN HEREES ANnCLOKHISE FRCM X AXIS.
!I IS A PARAMETER FCR THE HdUNT RAY.
!RI IS THE AM3E OF INCHENCE FCR THE INDCMDC RAY.
!IF THE BdUNX AM1E IS GREATER THAN 90' THEN OXHMIE IS IN 31ADCW.
IFEFRACTED /W1E IN RADIANS.
[REFRACTED flCLE IN D33^EES.
!RAY IS THE Ml£ THE IIGHT BEAM MAKES WITH THE X AXIS.
Iff RAY IS VERTICAL TTS SUFE IS INFINnE SO PUT X2=X1. 
IIP RAY IS VERTICAL PUT X2=X1 AND FIND THE Y INIERCEPT.
ITHE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE HOHNF ttt> REFRACTED AMIES.









* RAY SttRIINGTREK *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA'AAAAAAAAA
33 RAYR=RAY*3. 141592653589793238/190 
RFFfHKIN(RAYR)/LXC6(RAYR) 
RFB>=Y1-X1*DGIN(RAYR)/LXDS(RAYR)
U) GO TO 88
CD TO 9
TF(D.EQ.l) CD TO 21
**A****AAAAAAAA'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* RAY TNEFCEPT WITH COLLECTOR *
*******AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
raE REFUCMtE ON THE TCP SLRF«S. FHESN1L RELATKTQHP. 
ITHE AHWBlr ^^H OF THE RAY DIE TO REFLECTTCN ON TOP SLRFACE. 
Iff RAY+90 0>LY INLWEPT IS WITH THE TOP SLRFACE 
up RAY=270 THEN RAY CM ONLY EE OMDC FROM THE TOP SLRFACE.
1FITC TIE SLOPE OF THE RAY (RFFrt).
IFEO THE INURCEFT OF THE RAY (RFFC).
IIP J=2 THEN RAY IS COMOG FROM R.H.S. »D WTffl PAY < 90'IT CAN OMY
UNUKEPT WITH THE TOP SLEFACE.
!D=0 ME»C CDLLECIDR IS M3T HHTEN FRCM RAY. TT=1 ME»G
IRAY < 180' THEREFCEE IMPOSSIBLE MERCEPT WITH OOUECIOR.
ITE3T THE SHE SURFACES EEFCRE THE COiEOm FCR RAY INERSEOICN
IBECALBE RAY IS OMTG FROM THE TOP SLRFACE.















IF(B»*2.Lr.4*A'«C.A^D.D.H3.1) CD TO 19














1X2 IS THE RAY MHtEPT CN THE X AXIS.
1THE RAY ENURS THE OOUBCTOR.
IFIN) THE Y CCCRHMIE OF THE RAY ON THE COLUECICR SLRBCE.
Iff THE ^Ey X OXRDINATE IS OUTSHE TIE OXLECICR
1LEE ITS UMHItG VAUES.
1TRAP =1 IS THE VARIABLE TO SHOW THE RAY HAS REACHED THE OOUECICR. 
1N3W FDO THE TOTAL LEN3H OF THE RAY IN THE LIQUID.
IREPLACE X2 WITH ORIGINAL VALLE SIRE THIS VALLE IS INOCEPFCT. 
IRAY OMttG FROM L.H.S. THEREFORE TEST FOR INUKEPT CN R.H.S.
ITHE PARA^EttRS OF THE EOKTKN FOR THE INIHCEPT OF THE RAY WITH 
ITHE L.H.S. (LEFT HAND SEE SLRFACE).
!ND INttPCEPr ON L.H.S. AND RAY CtMDG FROM TOP SLRFACE CM L.H.S.
ISO TRY COLLECTOR AND SET PAFWELE* D TO ZHO. TEST COMPLETE.
!tC TNHKEPT CN L.H.S. SO TRY R.H.S. (RIGHT HOT) SIDE SLRFACE).
ISUERUnt* TO FDC THE LARCEST RX)T OF A QUATRATTC.
[WITH AN DOTPCEPITON CM THE L.H.S. AND RAY -VE FIM) THE LEAST ROOT.
!TF SLOPE IS -VE AND INHPCEPT IS IOT ON R.H.S.FDC SMALLEST ROOT.
IRAY INQFCEPr WITH L.H.S. OUTSLTE BOLMW<Y CD>DTnaC.
!D=0 HEANB SHE SLRFACES HAVE BEEN TESTED FOR MJHBTION CF RAY
IPRICR TO IT BErrc TESTED AT THE COLLECTOR.
! THE RAY CAN NOW BE TESTED FOR INIHCEPT WITH THE COLLECTOR.
!INIHCEPT WITH L.H.S. OJISHE BCUOftRY OTtffTKNS. TRY R.H.S.S.
IREPLACE t*w omirmrE WITH an VALLE SINCE rr is NOT VALID.
IINEBCEPT WITH L.H.S. OUTSHE IXWDARY OJOniCN. TRY R.H.S.S.
IRAY HAS LIGITTMAIE INIWCEPnCN WTffl L.H.S.
IDO N3T TEST SHE SLRFACES BEFORE THE COLLECTOR. OR TEST COMPLETED.
Y oocRnrr*aE AND UP DATE RESUIS THEN FDD N=XT PEFLEcnoN.
B - 3
H'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* RAY FRCM TOP SLRFACE *
******AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA'AAAAAAAAAAAA
21 TF(Xl.LT.O) 03 TO 9 
44 IFCRAY.CE.90.ANXRAY.LE.180) 00 TO 88 
IF(J.Ea.2) 03 TO 88
***A***AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* INTERCEPT R.H.S. *
******AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
!90 TEST THE COLLECUR FCR [«xr INTEPCEFTICN THEN R.H.S flt> L.H.S.
Iff THE RAY IS CXMDC FRCM THE L.H.S.TOP SLRFACE THEN TEST
IINTE RCEPT WTDi L.H.S. SLRFACE BEFCRE R.H.S. SLBFACE.
IIP 9CKRAY<1BO THEM RAY CAN N3T POSSIBLY INTERCEPT WITH R.H.S.
ITHEREKFE TEST INTERCEPT WTIH TOP SURFACE.
IRAY Came FKM R.H.S. TEST hEXT INIIPCEPIIHnH MUH TOP SLBFACE.
IF(&**2.LT.4*A*C./*D.D.ED..l) GO TO 19
IF(B**2.LT.4*A*C) 00 TO 83
CALL QLWKT (A,B,C,X2)
TF(X2.GT.X1) CALL a]ALTC(A,B,C,X2)
TF(X2.GT.X.AM).D.ED..l) 00 TO 19




* FIND THE Y COTD. EITHER L. OR R. *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
1THE PARAMEUFS OF THE HJKHCN FtF THE BOTPCEPT OF THE RAY WTffl 
11HE R.H.S. (RIGHT HAM) SHE SLRFKE).
ITEST SHCWS 1HAT WHEN RAY IS OMTC FROM THE RIGHT WtC TOP SURFACE
ITHERE IS NDJNTEBCSPnCM WTffl THE R.H.S. SURFACE. SO M3tt
ITEST MIHEPnCN WITH OOLLBCim AM) SET OO TO SH3W TEST OOMPLETE.
!^D MEfCEPT WTffl R.H.S. NEXT TEST ME3CEPTICN WTffl TOP SIEFAZ.
HNUKEPnCN WTTfl R.H.S. SO CALOJLAIE X OXHMNATE.
IIF RAY IS IN FORffl QUAOWir THE SMALLEST INTERCEPT IS REQUIRED.
(INTERCEPT OUTSHE THE S9AFE .TEST OUPLEIE. MXT TEST OUH3CR.
IMERCEPT OUISHE THE SHAPE. 90 tCXT TEST TO? SURFACE.
IRAY HAS LIGTHMATE INUKEPTICN WTIH R.H.S.







!FEC Y CCaOMIE HE THE L.H.S. SLFFtfE JMERCEPT.
!THE Y OXH3INATE FCR THE L.H.S. SLRFACE DOTKEPI.
ITHE Y OXRJIMIE FOR THE R.H.S. SLRF«E INTERCEPT.














IF(RLOP.GT.P) O) TO 410 









IFTM) THE Y OXPDINATE CF THE RAY CM THE COLLECKR SLRFACE. 
IFIND THE X COCHm*aE OF THE RAY FCR THIS VALLE CF Y.
Iff THE NEW X OXFDINATE IS OUTSHE THE OOLLEnCR 
ILK ITS UMTmc VALUES.
!TRAP=1 IS THE VARIABLE TO SHOW THE RAY HAS REACHED THE COLLECTOR. 
1FTN3 THE TOTAL LEtGTH OF THE RAY IN THE LIQUID EEFCRE IT REACHES
!AtD CfE TO THE NLMBER CF SHE REFLEOICNS.
IREOH) THE MW UETCffl OF THE PATH OF THE RAY.
IIP RAY IS TOO LOC ITS BEEN MDSTLY AESCRBED SO NEGLECT REMAIMER.
ID1 RAY PASSES OUTSIDE THESE UMTTS ASS!*E RAY HAS ESCAPED.
!ETN) THE HFMAL OF THE L.H.S. SLRFACE AT THE POINT CF INTERCEPTICN. 
IFIND THE MTMftL OF THE R.H.S. SLRFtfE AT THE POINr CF INTEKEPTICN.
!THE NJMAL TO THE SHE SLRFACE IN RADWG ANTICLOCKWISE FRCM X AXIS 
!THE NCB1AL TO THE SHE SLRFtfE IN ttOTES ANnOCCKWISE FRCM X AXIS 
Iff MIWAL IN dTOBCT QLBCRANrS F3N3IHE REFLECIEO RAY.

















* INEKEPT WTIH TOP SURFACE *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
!LT THE INTERCEPT IS ON THE R.H.S. SLFFACE FIN) ITS REFLECTED RAY. 
IFIN) THE REFLECIEO RAY AttlE FOR R.H.S SLBFAGE Kf> SET TT.
IFDC REFLECIEO RAY AM1E FOR L.H.S. SLFFACE AND SET PARAMETER IT.
ITHE FINAL COORDINATES OF THE OLD RAY BEDCHE THE START COORDINATES 
!OF THE My RAY.
IFIN) THE SLOPE OF THE MW RAY «O FIN) THE NEXT INTERCEPT. 
ITHE FINAL COORDINATES OF THE OLD RAY BECOMES THE INITIAL 
[COORDINATES OF THE My RAY.
IFIN) THE SLOPE OF THE RAY (RFFM). 





CALL QUAtRT (A,B,C,X2) 
IF(J.GE.3.A^.[»BS(X2-X1).LE.0.0001)
EM3IF
TF(X2.GT.X.CR.X2.Lr.(-X)) 03 TO 33
A=l
CALL QUATKT (A,B,C,Y2) 
IF(X2.GT.XZ.OR.X2.LX.-XZ) GO TO U 
Tf(Y2.LT.Y) GOTO 33 









IF(RLOP.GT.P) GO TO 410
1THE PARAhEIESS CF THE BJKnON FOR THE INTERCEPT OF THE RAY WTffl 
ITHE TOP SLFFACE.
!TF THE SLOPE OF THE RAY IS -VE THEN THE SMALLEST ROOT IS REQUIEEO. 
!IF SLOPE OF RAY IS -VE THEN THE SMALLEST ROOT IS RBMRED. 
CALL OWEI(A,B,C,X2) ! POSSIBLE EMUTIONS VfflEN LARGEST ROOT IS KbIJLUWi).
1SUBRUTOE TO FDC THE LARGEST FOOT OF A QLWKATTC EUJOION. 
CALL CAH1G(A,B,C,X2) !TF RAY STARTS ON THE TOP SLBFAGE MAKE SLFE THE 
ISTART ODORDIMIES ARE NJTTHE SAME AS THE FINISH.
!LT INOPCEPT IS NOT WITHIN THE REIJJIRH) SHAFE, TRY A SHE SIWAC5. 
ITHE PARAMETERS OF THE OJKEATIC EO1ATION TO FDD THE Y GOORDINfflE 
10F THE MEFtEPT WITH THE TOP SLRFACE.
1SLBWJTDC TO FM) THE LARGEST VAUE GF A (JMPATIC BOUATION.
Iff RAY PASSES OUTSIZE THESE LOOTS ASSLUE RAY HAS ESCAPED.
Iff ^EW INQFCEPT IS OUTSHE THE SHAPE THEN TRY A SHE SU!FACE.
!A TEST TO MAKE SLFE THE COORDINATE FON) ARE OF A PCONr ON THE RAY.
IFTNJ THE NTMAL OF THE TOP SLFFACE AT THE POINT OF INQKEFTION.
!THE MPNAL TO THE TOP SURFACE IN DECREES ANHCLOCKWISE FROM X AXIS.
IMAKE THE MTMAL TO THE TOP SLFFACE LIE IN THE 1ST OR 2N3 QLWKNTS.
ITHE REFLEOED RAY IS EOJAL TO THE DdEFKE RAY.
ITHE REFLECIEO RAYS AN1E MUST BE AOJTE.











ITHE ANL1E OF TOTALLY DOTRTWLLY REFLECTED RAY ON THE TOP SLFFACE.







iiX'iFR.iT.40) CD TO 400 
en TO 4oo
IHWTKN OF ENTCY FBanrc auram AT Tins /was
HOW RAYS REKHBG TIE CUUJEMl AT TOTS









4(5 IF(RIJT.lE.r) CD TO 450
URITE(92,68) 
43) /WWR(L,2)W*€WFn(L,2)tl | ajUNIS MH3ER OF RAYS DCMNT ON TOP SIBF/CE.
/WWK(L,3)=^8JER(L,3)4HEF | ODIMS TOTAL RI-BER OF SHE RIRELTICtE RR BtH KOJINCE tfOE.
455 arn-ff«;
inVCTION OF INOUlff HFTCY REVtimG TIE COUH^XR AT THIS ftO£. 
IFIVOION OF EODENT RAYS REKM1C HE atLBCTCR AT THIS KOJE
3D O.NITNE







(I) TO 20 
3) nnftT (SX'LEMTIH OF RADIIE OF TOP SW7<E',5X,F8.0)
51 R.ROT (5X'lF.rmi OF RADIUS OF SUE SLKF/VE' ,4X,F8.0)
52 pRv\T(5xf cajpnimiES OF ORVFD ajRF/tE DraHSEmoN' )
53 PT11AT(5X'( ',F6.2,' , ',F6.2,' )')
54 RRra-('*',3I.K,'( ',F6.2,' , '.F6.2,' )')
56 R IWT(5X' /»U£ OF RAY ____________________ If). ' )
57 prJKT(5X'X OJIPDIMIE OF JTUMIfG RAY —————————— C.O.R. ' )
53 RRVa(5X'MlinFR OF SHE FEFIKTW-E —————————— N.O.S.R.')
5' Rfmr(SX/ MJWR OF HUES FEAM TOTAILY INIH^ALUf ' )
fo RR-iAT(5x, 'pmrtnBD ON TOP gjtf-Ao: ________ T.I.R. ' )
60 RR1AT(5X' M^EITY AS A FERCENtAGE 0 F DOUNT RAYS' )
70 RR1AT('+',4HX,'_INNENSITY.')
61 RJIIATC VEROFR.'SX'C.O.R.'SX'N.O.S.R.')











78 P.RWC TIE CBIIRE OF TIE T(JP cm/FO ')
79 nRVXC+SSlX/SiRFAtE IS ( 0 ,',F7.1,').')
9) RRWC TIE dNIPE OF HE STLE ClIA/FD SJTrtOE ARE ')
81 nnW('+',/,3X,'(',F5.1,' , 0 )/W(',F5.1,' ,0)')
ffi p.niATC
85 RRV,T(' +












(THESE VARIABLES HAVE BEEN TBANSFBFEO FRCM THE MAIN IflOGRAM. 
ITHE PARAbEIERS F(R THE QUAERAXIC EOKUCN.
ITHE SQUARE ROOT OF THE DUSOUMnWT OF THE OMBATIC EOJA1KN. 
11HE VERTICAL IKP OF TIE DCttENr OXKHNHE FRCM THE TOP. 
ITHE VEFNUR READING V FOR THE CO1BCKR HR€D THOJCfl AN AM1£ 
!OF LQ CHHEES TO THE VEKHCAL WHH A LAHRAL DISPLACFJtNr OF X. 
1REHHJ TO MAIN FPCCRAM. 






™ D,r. ra^er ^B'C'G ' F ' X' Y ' X1 ' X2 'Y1 ' 1'2 .Yr,XI,XX,(K,Z,R 1THESE VARIABLES USE VERY HIGH ACCURACY 90 AS TO 
DOBLE PRECISION DIS,ra,RT,Fa,RR,RAY,FNQ,FSNQ,RFFM,RFFC,FN,RP 10VEFOOE THE PKBLEM OF RAYS WHICH PASS M2AR 
DOUBLE PRECISION OKl.ASIN.S^.TyW.imw.DSOT.DABS.RAYR.DSIN.DaoS IBOUNMRIES OR BCU«RY MtHCEPTS. 
DD^CNANSUffi(B,8),TABLE(20,15),TABTUr(20,15) ICREATE TWO 3 DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS WHICH ARE 138 AM) 20X15. 
OX(20) ,COLP(20) ,COLPT(20) ICREATE THREE OC DMNSICNftL ARRAYS.DrTT,j,i,jr,rx















IF(DABS(F).LE.0.0001) 00 TO 700
A=1+(G-S)**2/F**2 
B=2*(G-S)*(CK+F)/F
CALL OKKT ( A,B,C,X) 
JF(F.GT.O) X= 
Y=(G-S)*X/TXX








HUE REFRACTIVE MEC OF THE 'HYPO 2000'.
!S IS A PARAMETER RR IAHRAL (tWHfNT CF THE SHE SUiFACES. 
!L IS A PARAKEIER FCR OWGttG THE AN3£ OF THE LKHT RAYS,
!ANY RAY UJGER Ttm 10 MEURS IS IGNCREO (HABELY /NY). 
!A LOOP TO OWCE THE RADIOX OF THE TOP SIRFACE. 
! -F IS THE CENIFE OF THE TOP SURFACE. 
!R1 IS THE RADKIE OF THE TOP SIFFACE. 
!A U3QP TO OVNE THE RAtttOUS OF THE SHE REFLECrHC 3FFACE 
!G IS A PARAMFJER PCR THE SEE REF1BCTOC SURFACES. 
!A UDOP TO REDUCE THE HETGtH, WTUCUr OWCDC THE RACCCIUS. 
ITHE Y AXIS INQRCEPT OF THE TOP S1KFACE. 
lADJlBMNT OF F WEN TOP SURFACE IS UWEREO. 
1THE Y OXRHNOE OF THE ONtRE OF THE TOP SURFACE. 
!A LJDOP TO HWE OUT THE SIDES WTIJEUT OWdNS THE RADICIUB. 
IPARAMEIER FCR OMCDC THE SUES CENTRE UTffl SAME RADICUS. 
1 R2 IS THE RADIOUS OF THE SHE SURFACES. 
! X OXHHMIES OF THE CENTRES OF THE TOD SHE REFIBCTDC 
! SIRFACES.
!IF THE CENIRE OF THE TOP IS ON X AXIS ElJJfinOC ARE INME. 
!IHE COCMNIS IN THE QUADRATIC EQUATION THAT WILL EVAULKffi 
!THE DOTRCEPT BEWEH4 HE SHE SURFACES AND THE TOP SURFACE
Iff THE DISCKtMDWr IS ^EGA^VE THEN M) INQRCEPT. 
ISUEROUTOE TO EVAUME A QUADRATIC ; AM) GIVE +VE ROOT. 
!TF CENIPE OF TOP SURFACE IS hEEATLVE WE NEED OTHER ROOT. 
! Y COOTNATE OF THIS INUKEFT.
!co>orncN THAT CCTCENIRATKN is > A FACIOR OF iw.
!IF ?:^TT^ ARE TO FAR APART OWCE THE SHAPE.
1PFONT OUT OF THE KEH*tRiS AM) ODOFHINATES OF THIS SHAPE
!1E. THE CEMKES, RADn AM) INERCEPTS.
X=(-X)
TYK53












ITHIS UOOP DEIERMINES THE WOT OF THE COUJECICR PLATE. 
!Q IS THE RIGHT H*O X CCORDINA1E OF THE OXUCIOR PLATE. 
ITEST IF COLLECTOR WMH IS < DISTAttE EEWEEN SUES. 
I 03 IS THE LEFT HAM) X COCR3NATE OF THE CDLLECKR.


































«CUER(L,2) = 0 
AN3UER(L,3) = 0 
ANSWER(L,4) = 0 
#EUER(L,5) = 0 
AT>EyER(L,6) = 0 



























! ZQ IS THEWTDIH OF THE COLLECTCF. 
IPWNT THE REFERENCES FOR THE CCLLECKR.
ISUEKJUTINE TO OBTAIN THE INTERNAL VOUflE OF THE OOLLECICR. 
!L IS A PARAMETER FtK THE dFFEHENT INCIDEN3; RAYS. 
!A VARIABLE TO CALO1ATE THE E^E»GY ABSCKEED IN THE COUCICR.
!A LOOP TO CKEA1E AN EMPTY ARRAY.
TO OWCE THE AM1E AT WffCH THE RAYS ENTER THE O^LLECTCR.
1REF IS THE NflBER OF RERECnOB. AT START SET TO ZHO. 
!RANC£ OF DCKHCE RAYS CN THE TOP SLFFACE MAOUFIH) BY 99.
icrmrnoN : OXHINATE FCR LJMTT OF EONISY ACOFACT.
IFIRST VALUE OF L FCF FIRST ONSTOEFED DCTJINCE AM1£.
!AbGLE OF BOUNCE FCR EACH VAULE OF L.
INLMBER OF RAYS DdEENT ON TOP SLRFACE EEDG ONSHIKED.
1MMBER OF SIDE REFLECTIO>B FCR THIS SHAPE AT THIS AN3E. 
!MJ«ER OF TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTICNS FCR THIS SHAPE AT THIS AN3£. 
!1HE FRACTICN OF IN3EENT EI^BGY REAOfflG OXLECTCR AT THIS AN3E. 
IMMBER CF RAYS REACHING THE CtUECKF AFTfR ABSORBnCN 1£EES. 
iMMBER OF RAYS IN3HNT REAODN3 THE CDLLECTCR. 
1FRAOTON OF INODENT RAYS REACHDC THE aXLECTCR AT THIS AtCLE. 
!A IflOP TO OXEIDER EACH RAY, LEAVDG 1% OF WTDTH AT BCUWSRIES.
! X C0TOINA3E CF INOHNT RAY MAGNIFIED BY 100 TMS.
! X OXKHNOE OF THE DOUNT FAY. EACH RAY V100TH OF A CM APART.
! PARAMETER FCR TOTALLY INTEFWALLY REFLECTED RAY. PRESET TO
! LARGE VAUE SO AS THIS OOTTICN WILL N3T EJECT RAY IRESS RESET
! BY TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTOG OTOTTICN.
! OXMS THE NLHBER CF TIMES RAY TOTALLY INTERNALLY REFLECTED.
ICttCmCN. TF TRAP=0 THEN RAY HAS NOT REACHED THE CDLLECICR.
1ASSLME 5.6% ABSCRPnCN IN FIRST IhM. RETUCTION LOSSES TO BE ADDED.
1RESET tO CF REFLECnOE TO ZERO FCR NEW RAY.
OT JT=4 THEN 'TAB' WILL ADD 3% TO FIRST SOKRE OF AESGRPTKN hESH, 
!IF J=4 THEN RAY IS ENTERDC THE TOP SLRFACE. 
!IF D=l THEN RAY IS OMIG FRCM TOP SURFACE A?P RAY MET BE TESTED 
!FCR INUFGEPTICN CN SHE SLRFACES BEFCRE TESTOG AT THE ODLLECICR. 
IPARAMEHR5 CF THE EDUATTON FOR THE Y VAUE CF THE IN30MIN3 RAY,
!Y1 IS THE Y CDOTNATE CF THE STARTirc FOTNT OF THE RAY.
!AT THIS POINT THE NTMAL 'FNQ' IS VERTICAL THEREKFE SET FN>900
1SET THE RFMAL OF THE TOP SLRFAGE TO 90°.
IRETLR1 TO PROGRAM TO CALO1LATE THE REFRACTED RAYS AN3E (RAY). 
!THE MR1AL TO THE TOP SLRFACE IN RADMC ANnOOCKVISE FROM X AXIS. 












II IS A PARAMETER FOR HE DCHENT RAY.









IF(RAY.ED,.90) GD TO 12 
TF(RAY.EQ.270) GD TO 17
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA




ff((RAY.LX.90).AND.(J.EQ.2)) OD TO I
ff((TT.EQ.l)./N).(D.EQ.O)) GD TO 9 
IF(D.EQ.l) GOTO 21
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA























IF((B**2.LT.4*AK;).AM).(D.EQ.1» GD TO 19
AfGLE IS GREATER THAN 90' THEN COORDINATE IS IN SHADOW. 
IREERACTED A^GLE IN RADIAL. 
IREFRACTED AN3LE IN HEREES. 
IRAY IS THE ANiE HE LIGHT BEAM MAKES WTTH HE X AXIS.
IIF RAY IS VERTICAL ITS SLOPE IS INFINITE 33 PUT X2=X1. 
Iff RAY IS VERTICAL PUT X2=X1 AND FIND HE Y INTERCEPT.
IHE DIFFERENCE EETvJEEN HE ttdDENT AN) REFRACTED AtGLES.
IHE AtnrnoN OF HE iranNr AND REFRACTED ANIES.
IHE REFLECTME ON HE TOP SlBEACE.FRESttLL
IHE APPARENT LENGTH OF HE RAY DIE TO REFLECHON ON HE TOP SURFACE.
!IF RAY+90 ONLY INTERCEPT IS WTffl HE TOP SLPFACE.
Iff RAY=270 HEN RAY CAN ONLY EE COMttG FROM HE TOP SIBFACE,M
!FM) HE SLOPE OF HE RAY (RFFM). 
I FIND HE INIEPCEPT OF HE RAY (RFFC).
IIF J=3 HH4 RAY IS CCMDC FROM R.H.S. AM) WITH RAY < 90'TT CAN CNLY 
HNHRCEPT WTffl HE TOP SURFACE.
!D=0 MEANS HE RAY MUST EE COMttG FROM HE SHE SIBFACES. TT=1 VEtfS 
IRAY < 180' HEREHJE IMPOSSIBLE DOTRCEPT WTTH COLLECTOR. 
ITEST HE SHE SURFACES EEFXFE HE COLLECTOR FCR RAY INTERSECTION 
IBECALJSE RAY IS OCMIN} FROM HE TOP SURFACE.
1X2 IS HE RAY INQRCEPT ON HE X AXIS. 
IHE RAY ENTERS HE COLLECTOR.
1F1NO HE Y OXKHNATE OF HE RAY ON HE ODUECTCR SURFACE.
IIF HE NEW X OXRDINATE IS OUTSHE HE OOLLEICIOR FWGE.
lua; ns LmrmG VALLES.
!TOAP=1 IS HE VARIABLE TO 9DW HE RAY HAS REACHED HE COLLECTOR. 
INDW FIND HE TOTAL LEN3H OF HE RAY IN HE LIQUID.
(REPLACE X2 UTTfl ORIGINAL VAUE SINCE THIS VAULE IS ECCPHECT. 
IRAY COMttG FPCM L.H.S. THEREFCEE TEST FCR DffEPCEFT CM R.H.S.
IHE PARAMETERS OF HE BOTTOM FOR HE INTERCEPT OF HE RAY HTTfl 
IHE L.H.S. (LEFT HAND SHE SURFACE).
IF(F5**2.LJ.4*A'>€) CD TO 44
CALL OWKT (A,B,C,X2)
IF( (RFFM. LT.O) .AND. (J .GE. 3))
IF((X2.LT.-X).Art).(D.EQ.l)) 
TtO
!ND MERCEFT CN L.H.S. Aid RAY COTOG FPCM TOP SURFACE ON L.H.S. 
190 TOY COLLECTOR ®D SET PARAMETER D TO ZERO. TEST COMPLETE. 
IND DflERCEPr CN L.H.S. 90 TRY R.H.S. (RTGHT HAND SHE SURFACE). 
ISUEHJUTttE TO FIND THE LARGEST ROOT OF A QUATRATTC. 
CALL OUAO«A B C X2)IWTIH AN INTERCEPTION ON HE L.H.S. AND RAY -VE FIND HE LEAST ROOT.
^^ ' |JF SLOPE IS -VE AN) INTERCEPT IS NOT ON R.H.S. FEW) SMALLEST FCOT. 
!RAY INTERCEPT WTTH L.H.S. CUTSHE EOLUBRY CODrnONS. 
10=0 ME»B SHE SURFACES HAVE BEEN TESTED FOR INTERCEPTION OF RAY. 



















* INTEKEFT WITH TOP SURFACE *
*A*****AAAA'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
ITHE tCRMAL TO THE SHE SURFKE IN DEGREES /M1CLOCKWISE FFCM X AXIS
Iff NCRMAL IN CORRECT OUAtBANTS FIND THE REFLECTED RAY.
lOTOECT THE NCRMAL FOR INCORRECT QUACRANTS.
Iff THE MHCEPT IS CN TOE R.H.S. SURFACE FI^D ITS REFLECIH) RAY.
1FDC THE REFLECIH) RAY »HE FCR R.H.S SURFM ^>D SEX TT.
iroo KEFLEC1H) RAY />N3E FCR L.H.S. SURFACE AMD SET PARAtCIER TT. 
1SET THE DIBELTICN PARAME3IR TT=1 FCR ALL RAY TRAVELLING UPWARDS. 
1THE FTOi, COTDINATtS OF THE OLD RAY EHM£ THE StART OXHMIES 
!CF THE NEW RAY.
IFM) THE SLCH; OF THE NHH RAY «t> mo THE NEXT INEKHT.
!THE FDttL COCR3INAT£S OF THE OLD RAY BFJXMES Iffi INITIAL 
!CCCRDD>KIES OF THE MH RAY.
!FM) THE SLOPE OF THE RAY (RFFM). 








IF( (J .QE. 3). AW. (DABS(X2-X1). LE.0.0001))
EMSF





IF(X2.GT.XZ.CP..X2.LT.-XZ) CO TO 1A
IF(Y2.LT.Y) COTO 33






IF(RR.LT.40) CO TO 63
ITHE PARAMETERS OF THE EQUATION FOR THE INTERCEPT OF THE RAY WUH 
ITHE TOP SURFACE.
Iff THE SLDFE OF THE RAY IS -VE THEN THE SMALLEST ROOT IS REQJIKED. 
Iff SLOPE OF RAY IS -VE THEN THE SMALLEST ROOT IS REQUIRED. 
CALL QUAORT(A,B,C,X2) IPOSSTBLE EJCEFTICN5 WHEN LARGEST ROOT IS REQUIRED.
ISUEHUT1NE TO FIND THE LARGEST ROOT OF A QUADRATIC EQUATION. 
CALL QUADMXA.B.C.ffi) !TF RAY STARTS ON THE TOP SURFACE MAKE SURE THE 
ISTART COORDINAIES ARE NOT THE SAME AS THE FINISH.
Iff MERCEFT NOT WITHIN THE SHAPE THEN TOY A SHE SURFACE.
ITHE PARAMETERS OF THE QUADRATIC EQUATION TO FIND THE Y COORDINATE
!OF THE INTERCEPT VITffl THE TOP SURFACE.
ISUERXJTLN2 TO FIND THE LARGEST VALUE OF A QUADRATIC EQUATION.
IIP RAY PASSES OUISHE THESE THESE LIMITS ASSLW: RAY HAS ESCAPED.
IIP N=y INTERCEPT IS OUISIEE THE SHAPE THEN TRY A SHE SURFACE.
!A TEST TO MAKE SURE THE COORDINATE FCUM) ARE OF A POINT ON THE RAY.
IFIND THE NCPMAL OF THE TOP SURFACE AT THE POINT OF INTERCEPnOM.
ITHE NORMAL TO THE TOP SURFACE IN DHJEES tffllCLOCKWISE FROM X AXIS.
IHAKE THE RR1AL TO THE TOP SURFACE LTE IN THE 1ST OR 2ND QUALRANTS.
ITHE REFLECTED RAY IS EQUAL TO THE INCIDENCE RAY.
!THE REFLECIH) RAYS A*GLE MUST BE ACUTE.


















IINHPCEPT ON TO? SURFACE UTffl TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION.
1THE AM1E OF TOTALLY INTERNALLY REFLECIH) RAY ON THE TOP SURFACE.











* RAY FPCM TOP 9U3F/CE *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.A.AAAAAAAAAAAAA
21 IF(Xl.LT.O) GOTO 9 
44 IF((RAY.C£.90)./m(RAY.LE.180)) 00 TO 88 
IF(J.EQ.2) CD TO 88
AAAAAAAA'A-A'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAA
* INTERCEPT R.H.S. *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IF((B**2.LT.4*A*C)./NX(D.FD.l)) 03 TO 19
IF(B**2.LT.4WC) GO TO 88
CALL QUOT!r (A,B,C,X2)
IF(X2.Gr.Xl) CALL QLWNXA,B,C,X2)





* FTM) THE Y CDCRD. EITHER L. CR R. *
ITHE RAY CW MJW EE TESTED FCR TNIEFtEPT WITH COLLELTOR.
1INIFKEPT UHH L.H.S. OUTSHE BOUNCttRY OMTICN5. TRY R.H.S.S. 
!REPL/S£E I^y OXH3IMIE WTffl OLD VAUE SME IT IS N7T VALID. 
ITNIHCECPr WITH L.H.S. OUISHE EtUMWff OKiniON .TRY R.H.S.S.
IRAY HAS LIC3TTMATE TNIHCEmON WTffl L.H.S. 
IDO NOT TEST SHE SLRF/OB EERRE THE COLLECTOR. CR TEST OCHPIEIEO. 
!FD« Y CDCRDINATE ffiD UP DATE RESULTS THEN FM) MOT REFLECUCN. 
!90 TEST THE OOLLECTCR RR MOT MERCEPIKN THEN R.H.S tW L.H.S.
IIP THE RAY ISOCmC FKW THE L.H.S.TOP SLRFtfE THEN TEST
IMERCEPT WITH L.H.S. SLRF«E BERJRE R.H.S. 91RR£E.
!IF 9(XRAY<a80 THEN RAY ON MJT POSSIBLY MERCEPT WITH R.H.S.
ITHEKEKRE TEST MHCEPT WITH TOP SLRF/tE.
IRAY a>mG FROM R.H.S. TEST ^EX^ INIERCEPTIWnH WITH TOP SURFACE.
1THE PAFWEIERS OF THE EQUATION FCR THE MEftEPT OF THE RAY WITH 
ITHER.H.S. (RIGHT WO SHE
ITEST 3BWS THAT WHEN RAY IS OWDG FROM THE RffiHT HWO TOP SLRF/KE
ITHEKE IS NO INimHTICN UTTH THE R.H.S. SUSF/fE. 90 MW
ITEST INIIKEPTICN WITH OOIIECTOR AM) SET D=0 TO 3DW TEST OWPLEIE.
TO IMEfCEPT WITH R.H.S. m® TEST DflEfCEPHCN WTffl TOP SLRF«E.
IIN1ESCEPT1CN WITH R.H.S. 90 CALCULATE X OXTOINATE.
!IF RAY IS IN FORTH QUADWir THE SMALLEST MHCEPT IS REQUIEFD.
HNHKEFT OUISID5 THE SHAPE .TEST OMPIFJE. ^EX^ TEST COLUECKR.
!MERCEFT OUISIEE THE SHAPE. 30 ^EX^ TEST TOP SUREM!.
IRAY HAS 1IGTTIMATE TNIEtCEFTICN WITH R.H.S.


















CALL TAB(J,n,Yl,X2,Y2,Fa™ 1 RFK;,RUP,TABLE,TBAP)
IF(RlJOP.Gr.P) 00 TO 450 




IFINO Y CBCFDINATE KR THE L.H.S. SLRFWZ MFKHT. 
ITHE Y OXRDTMOE FCR THE L.H.S. SLRFtfZ MESCEPT.
!THE Y OXFOINfilE FO? THE R.H.S. SIRF&E INIEtCEPT.
ITEST TO SEE IF INEEKEFT IS WITHIN THE OOUECKR.
!FTNO THE Y (DCRDTNATE OF THE RAY CM THE OJLLECKR SUSF/£E.
!FW) THE Y OXRDINATE CF THE RAY KR THIS VAUE CF Y.
Iff THE ^EW X OXEDINATE IS OUTSIDS THE COLLECTOR
!UEE us LmrrnG VAUES.
!TRAP=1 IS THE VARIABLE TO 9{W THE RAY HAS REtfHEO THE OOUECTCR.
!FDO THE TOTAL LEKHH OF THE RAY IN THE LIQLIID FEKRE IT REKHES
! THE OOLLECICR.
!ADD CM; TO THE MUffiR OF SHE REFUCEKIC.
IINTERCEPT WITH SHE SIRFACE.
!IF RAY IS TOO LOG ITS EEtN MOSTLY ABSCRBFD 90 tdECT KEMAMIR.
Iff RAY PASSES ailSHE THESE LIMITS ASSU1E RAY HAS ESCAPED.
1FIND THE RFMAL OF THE L.H.S. SLREKE AT THE POINT OF MHCEFTICN. 
!FDO THE KFMftL OF THE R.H.S. SUSF&E /ff THE POTNT OF TNTtKEPnON. 
ITHE NCBMAL TO THE SHE SLRF/tE IN RADI/*E ANTICKJCKHISE FRCM X AXIS
C - 5
RAY HAS ESCAPED *
.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAArbbbk*
63 TFR=RR
14 CALL T^J,Xl,n,X2 l TC,FFFM,RFrc,RLOP,TABLE,TlWP)lnEKOT'TOP{KBCflltM 
IF( RLOP.GT.P) GO TO 450
IFCIRR.LT.40) CO TO 450 
JFCTRAP.EO.O) GOTO 450
AAAAAAAAA*UAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA





ISUKJUTOE TO FIND THE DISTRIBUTION OF EMPGY AT TIE OXIECICR.
100) 1FRACTIUJ OF ENEBGY REACHING COLLECTOR AT THIS /MJ£ 
ANSWER(L,7)=^fWER(L,7)+l \m QF RAYS REACHED THE CDLLECICR AT THIS ttU£. 
AN=WER(L,2)WWJER(L,2)-i-l | COUNTS MMBER OF RAYS nOTENT ON TOP SLPFACE. 
ANSUER(L,3)=At^ER(L,3)+REF ! CONIS TOTAL NLMBER OF SHE REFLECTIONS FOR EACH IN3HNCE AN3E. 
OMTMJE
A^BJER(L,5)W!^^)ER(L ) 6)/^BER(L,2) IFWCTKN OF DCECENr ENERGY REAOffl^ THE CDLLECICR AT THIS *GLE. 
A*EHER(L,8)=^NSWER(L,7)/A*B£R(L,2) IFPACTION OF INOffiENT RAYS RFAWTC THE CCLLECKF AT THIS ttUE 








ILOOP TO FIN) THIS EN3CY AS A PEPCtNME. 






























TYPBB2, ( CTABTOT(M,N) ,M=6, 13) ,TABTOT(20,N) )
aNITNLE
1TOTENY IS THE PEPCENiyCE OF 1OTWG E1>EGY ABSORBED IN THE LIQUID.
IChoose angles of indderce..
= J 
TYPE82,((COLPT(I),I=6,13),OCUT(20))
laJTOCT THE CttLECTCR ARRAY TO PEPCENISCES.
ICOTOLT THE TOTAL ENERGY IN THE COLLECTOR TO A PEPCENIACE.









50 RFMAT (SX'LBCm OF RADIUS OF TOP SURFACE' ,5X,F8.0)
51 RTMAT (5X'LHCIH OF RADIIE OF SITE SIFFACE' ,4X,F8.0)
52 RTmr(5X'OOORDTN/aES OF OJWED SURFACE INTERSECTION' )
53 KBMAT(5X'( ',P6.2,' , ',F6.2/ )')
54 KFMSr(' + '30V< ',F6.2,' , ',F6.2,' )')
56 RFmr(5X' ANZE OF RAY ____________________ IQ. > )
57 RFMAT(5X'X aXHJDWE OF INOtTOG RAY __________ C.O.R. ' )
58 RIWT(5X'N.MBER OF SITE REFLECTION —————————— N.O.S.R. ' )
59 RmOX5X'N_MHR OF TIMES EEAM TOTALLY MERttLLY ' )
	RW1AT(5X, 'REFLECUD CN TOP SLEFAOE ___________ T.I.R. ' )	___________








72 RR-KT('+'43(,'aXFmKiEIS IN SHADOW.')
73 RR-KT('+'32X,F6.1)
74 RTmr('+'65X,F6.2)
75 FT,PmT('0',' X OOOFCONAIES OF THE SOLAR TRAP' )
76 RPmr('+'35X,'AREBEMIN',F4.1,' A^D^F4.1)
78 RR1AT('-',' THE CIN1EE OF THE TOPOFVED')
79 RR-KTC-f' 31V SURFACE IS ( 0 ,',F7.1,').')
83 RTMfiTC THE CENWE OF THE SEE CLRVED SIRFACE ARE ' )
81 RTMAT('+'43X,'(',F5.1,' , 0 ) AND (',F5.1,' , 0 )')
82 RPmr(25X,9F10.3)
85 KR-!AT(5X' ETtHGY ABSCFBED IN HYVIS '4X,F5.2,'r)
86 RB-IATC+'ASX,' ETBCT REACfflM; REEEIVBR',4X,F5.2,'%')










DIMENSION TAB1E(20,15) ! DMN5KJE OF TABLE OF RESULTS
EH5+j° ! TO MAKE SHAPE HAVE POSniVE COORDINATES FCR TABLE ARRAY 
XX2=X2+10 i CONVENLANCE.
HHH ! TO ALLCW FOR ZERO CCCRDINArES TO FTTIN TIE ARRAY. 
Y "2=K+1 ! TO ALLCW FCR ZERO COORDINATES TO FIT IN THE ARRAY 
RF&RFFC-1CWFFM+1 ! TO GIVE THE RAY A LATERAL SHUT CF TEN LNTTS X1,X2 ttC
! THE TNTERCEFT HAVE TO BE CHAMJD.
KXWNTCXXl) ! TO FIND THE X COORDINATES OF THE ELEMENT IN WHICH THE RAY 
IYYl=INr(YYl) ! y CQCRD6.. 
DQ2=TNr(XX2) I STARTS ttO FINISHES 
IYY2=rNT(YY2) IYCOCRD3..
IF (ABS(IYYl-YYl).LE.O.CDOl) rm=IYYl-l ! BORDER LINE CASE LEE ELEMENT BELOW 
IF (JT.ED.4) THEN
TABLE(IXXl ) ira)=TABLE(im,IYYl)40.03 ! 3% ABSORBTION IN FIRST Irnn.
JT=0 
ENDLF
ALO>G=RLOP ! LENGTH OF RAY TO LKTE.
IF(X3a.LE.XX2.AND.YYl.LT.YY2) 03 TO 1 ! THESE STATMENTS ARE TO FIND TN WHICH WAY THE RAY IS GDTfG. 
IF(XX1.LE.XX2.AN3.YY1.GT.YY2) 03 TO 4 ! SO AS TO CHOOSE THE ORRECT ff3HOD OF PLOTTDC ITS PATH. 
IF(YY1.GE.YY2) GO TO 3 ! THIRD aUATRANT.
C** **DTRECTICN OF RAY IS IN THE SECOND QUAtRANT.**
2 X3=XX2 ! TO FEIATN THE FT^^ CCXRDttWTES OF THIS RAY IE. (XX2.YY2).
Y3=YY2 ! m) FOR CONVENTANQ: WE SHALL START IN THIS SQUARE AtO WOK BACKWARDS 
DO 10 N=HX2,IXX1 ! A LCOP. TO ENTER THE RESULTS OF THE ENERGY ABSORBTICN OF THE RAY
! IN EACH SQUARE INTO THE TABLE OF RESULTS.





TF THE COORDINATE IS CM THE UN3 WE MID THE SQUARE BELOW. 
LAST X aXRCOWOE IN THIS SQUARE ®D FIRST X COORDINATE OF THE MXT 
SQUARE TF THE RAY PASSES OUT OF THE SITE OF THE SQUARE. 
TO TEST WETHER THE RAY STOPS SttRT OF THIS GOCRDMOE CR NOT. 
TO FIN) THE RAY LEM3H IN THIS THE LAST SQUARE USE THE RAYS 
OXRDINATES.
00 TO 30 TEST TO SEE IF THE RAY CAME INTO THIS SQUARE FROM BELLCW
! OR WETHER THE END OF THE RAY IS IN THIS SQUARE.
20 Y44*FFM*X44KFC ! TO FIND THE Y OTRDINATE ON THE SHE WALL. 
30 TF(Y4 GEIY)03TO40 ITESTIFRAY PASSES OUT THE SHE OF THE SQUARE OR STARTED WITHIN IT.
Y4=TY > ! FIND THE COORDINATES AT WHICH THE RAY LEAVES THE BOTTOM OF SQUARE.
ALN3=Satf((X4-X3)**2+(Y4-Y3)**2) ! TO FIND THE LENGTH OF THE RAY TOUCH THIS SQUARE.
ALOtSCRTffX3-XXl)**2+(Y3-YYl)**2) I LET™ ^ m FKM THE STARITfG POINT TO THE SQUARE LEAVM FCONT.
^^G+ALCR ! WE L0011 * lm A89™03 PAY AT THE SQUARE LEAVBG POINT.
7?-f-9 S*LOG10(ALEN)484 6) ' TO FIND THE ABSORBED EN3GY OF THE RAY BEFORE LEAVTTG THIS SQUARE.
ftj^BUWS ! LEfGTH OF RAY ON ENTERLTG THIS SQUARE.
Zl=(-9 8*LCG10(ALIR)-(e4 6) ' TO FIND THE ABSORBED ENERGY OF THE RAY CN ENTERDG THIS SQUARE.











! THE OXHHNAIES OF THE RAY ENQRIM5 THE tCXT SQUARE. 
!FTN) THE MXT SQUARE THROUGH WHICH THE RAY PASSES.
TO FIND TIE LEN3IH OF THE RAY THROUCH THIS SQUARE.
LEfGIH OF RAY FROM THE STARITN3 POINT TO THE SfJUARE LEAVITC POINI.
THE L0GIH OF THE ABSCRBED RAY AT THE SQUARE LEAVING POINT.
TO FIN} THE ABSORBED ENERGY OF THE RAY BEFORE LEAVDC THIS SQUARE.
LETCffl OF RAY ON ENTEHDC THIS SQUARE.
TO FIN) THE ABSORBED EN3CY OF THE RAY CN ENIHUN3 THIS SQUARE.
AMmr OF EMTCtf ABSCRBED IN THIS SQUARE COMPARED TO THAT OF OC RAY
THE CCXHMIES OF THE RAY ENMOIG THE bEXT SQUSRE.
RirP=RU.TP4SURT((Xl-X2)**2+(Yl-Y2)**2) 
TYFE98,RLOP
IF (TRAP.EQ.O) TABIE(IXX2,m2)=TABLE(DOC,m2)40.aDl*Z2 
IF (TEAP.EU.O) RUP=10«(0.86B*0.9*LraO(RU)P)) 
TYTE99,RIOP 
REOWi
FIN) TIE ABRLRBITCN OF TIE RAY IN THE ^Bal SQUARE THROUS 
MUCH THE RAY PASSES. 
1UPQATE THE IBEffl OF RAY.
lABSTRBnON DUE TO REFIECEAME.(1CK OF Z2%=0.001*Z2). 
!AFPARENT UETGIH OF RAY DUE TO REFLECIMtE.
! REIUN TO MAIN FH3GRAM TO OBTAIN MXT RAY.









ff(X4.II.XX2) CD TO 2000
Y4=YY2 
GOTO 30D
IF(Y4.GE.IY) CD TO -WOO
X/t=(Y4-RFC)/RFFM
Zl=(-9.&*LCG10(ALCN3)-*..6)




ALNG=gQRT( (X4-5O)**2+( Y4-Y3)**2) 
Zl=(-9. 8*LOG10( ALCN5)4»i . 6)
! TO RETAIN THE STAKEn>G OXKOMIES OF THIS RAY IE. (XXI,YY1). 
! AND FOR ON/ENWCE WE SHALL START IN THIS SQUARE. 
! A LOOP. TO ENIER THE RESULTS OF THE ENERGY ABSCRBHON OF THE PAY 
! THE OXRDINATES OF THE SQUARE IN MUCH THE RAY STARTS.
! IF THE OJORDINATE IS CN THE LINE WE NEED THE SQUARE BELOW.
! LAST XOXRDINATE IN THIS SQLRRE *D FIRST X COORDINATE OF THE NEXI
! TO TEST WETHER THE RAY HAS STOPED SHORT OF THIS COORDINATE CR M3T.
! TO FIN) THE RAY IflGffl IN THIS THE LAST SQUARE USE THE PAYS
!ETNLSHIN3 GOCFDINATES.
! TEST TO SEE If THE RAY PASSES OUT OF THIS SQUARE FROM BELLOW
! EEEOKE IT REACHES THE SHE CR THE ENJ OF THE RAY.
! TO FTM) THE Y CIXRDINAIE CN THE SHE WALL.
! IF TRLE THEN RAY HAS PASSED CUT OF THE SHE OF THE SQUARE. CR HAS FINISHED.
! FIN) THE OXRDINAIES WHERE THE RAY LEAVES THE BOTTOM OF THE SQUARE.
TO FTNJ THE LENGTH OF THE RAY THROLCH THIS SQUARE. 
TO FM) THE ABSCRBED ENERGY OF THE RAY BEFORE ENQRDC THIS SQUARE. 
LER7TH OF RAY ON LEAVING THIS SQUARE.
TO FIN) THE ABSORBED EMRGY OF THE RAY CN LEAVDG THIS SQUARE.
t(Zl-Z2)/100 AHJLNT OF ENERGY ABSORBED IN THIS SQUARE CtMPARED TO THAT OF 0>E RAY 
! THE COORDINATES OF THE RAY ENQFIfG THE NOT SQUARE.
!F1N3 THE ICO1 9DUARE THWXCT VfflCH THE RAY PASSES. 
! TO FM> THE 1BCT1 OF TIE RAY TiKXCH THIS SQUARE. 
! TO FJH) TIE ABSORBED ENERGY CF THE RAY BEFCRE ENTERING THIS SQUARE. 
OF RAY CM LEAVING THIS 3JJSRE.
C - 9
TABLE(K,IY)=TABLE(IX,IY>(Z«2)/ia)
! TO FTfO HE ABSORBED ENERGY OF THE RAY ON LEAVER THIS SQUARE.
! AHUMF OF EMBGY ABSCRBED IN THIS SQUARE CCMPARED TO THAT OF 0>E RAY








! FIND TIE AB3PBTION OF TIE RAY IN THE NEXT SQUARE THROUGH 
LEN3H OF THE RAY .
lABSORBTTCN DOE TO REFLECTANCE. (ICE OF Z2%=0.001*22). 
(APPARENT LETCIH OF RAY DUE TO REFUECTAM2.
! REMN TO MAIN PROGRAM TO OBTAIN tEft RAY.










TFO&.LX.XX2) CO TO 200
Y4=YY2 
CO TO 300













! TO RETAIN THE STARTEG OXRDINATES OF THIS RAY IE. (XXl.YYl). 
! PtD FCR CCWENIANCE WE SHALL START IN THIS SQUARE. 
! A LOOP. TO ENTER THE RESULTS OF THE ENERGY ABSCRBTION OF THE RAY 
! IN EACH SQUARE INTO THE TABLE OF RESULTS.
! THE ODCRUINATES OF THE SQUARE IN WHICH THE RAY IS PASSEC.
! LAST X aXROTNATE IN THIS SQUARE AM3 FIRST X OOCRDINAXE OF THE NEXT
! SQUARE IF THE RAY PASSES OUT OF THE SHE OF THE SQUARE.
! TO TEST WETHER THE RAY STOPS SHOT OF THIS CDORDINATE OR NJT.
! TO FED HE RAY LENGTH IN THE LAST SQUARE USE THE RAYS FEOSHIrG
'.CTCFOINATES.
! TEST TO SEE IF THE RAY PASSES OUT OF THIS SQUARE FRCM BELLOW
! BEFORE IT REACHES THE SHE CR THE END OF THE RAY.
! TO FED THE Y OXKONATE ON THE SHE WALL.
! IF THE RAY PASSES OUT THE SHE OF THE SQUARE CR STARTED WITHIN IT.
! FED THE OXEDTNAIES AT WHICH THE RAY LEAVES THE TOP OF THE SQUARE.
! TO EM) THE LEN7IH OF THE RAY THROEH THIS 93UARE.
! TO FIND THE AESC8EED E^EfGY OF THE RAY BEHRE ENTERDG THIS SQUARE.
! LETCffl OF RAY ON LEAVING THIS SQUARE.
! TO FN> THE ABSORBED ETBCY OF THE FAY ON LEAVTTC THIS SQUARE.
! AMJLNT OF ENERGY ABSCRBED IN THIS SQUARE COMPARED TO THAT OF 0>E RAY
! THE OXRDTNATES OF THE RAY ENTERttC THE ttXT SQUARE.
!FDO THE t«Xr SrjUARE THRQLCH WHICH THE RAY PASSESS.
! TO FDi) THE LENJIH OF TtE RAY THROUGH THIS SQUARE.
! TO FM> THE ABSCRBED EN3GY OF THE RAY BEFORE ENTfRBG THIS SQUARE.
! LJENGTH OF RAY ON UEAVDC THIS SQUARE.
! TO FTfC THE ABSORBED ET«€Y OF THE RAY ON LEAVDC THIS SQUARE.
! AMXNT OF EN3CY ABSCRBED IN THIS SQUARE OMPARED TO THAT OF CtE RAY
! THE aJORDTNATES OF THE RAY ENTERDG THE rCXT SQUARE.
! F»D TtE ABSCRBTICN OF THE RAY IN THE NEXT SQUARE THROUGH 
! WHICH THE RAY PASSES.
UPDATE THE LENSffl OF THE RAY .
TYFE96,RLOP
C - 10
IF (TR4P.EQ.O) TABLE(m2,ira)-TM3lE(IXX2,m2)i0.001*Z2 
IF (TRAP.FJJ.O) RLDP=10^(0.863m9*LOG10(RLOP)) 
TYPE99,RLOP
RETURN
OB TO REFIJC1ME. (10% OF Z22=Q.001*Z2). 
IAPPARENT LEM3TH OF RAY HE TO REFLJKmtE.
WIN PROGRAM TO OBTAIN NEXT RAY.

















! TO REHMN THE FINAL OOCFUtmiES OF THIS RAY IE. (XX2.YY2). 
I NO RK aWENMtE WE 3KLL START IN THIS SWE ttO UOK. B«WffiRDS 
! A LOOP. TO ENItR THE RESULTS CF THE E^PGY ABSEBIICN CF TIE RAY 
! IN EACH 9CWRE INTO THE TABLE OF RESULTS.
! THE COORDINATES OF THE SQUARE TN WHICH THE RAY FINISES.
! LAST X OOORDINAIE IN THIS S1UARE fl>D FIRST X OXFDINATE OF THE N3CT
! 33JARE IF THE RAY PAS2S OUT OF THE SHE OF THE SQUARE.
! TO TEST WETHER THE RAY STOPS 9tKT OF THIS OXPDINATE OR MJT.
! TO FM) THE RAY LETCffl IN THIS THE LAST SQUARE USE THE RAYS STARHN3
lOXRSNATBS.
! TEST TO SE TF THE RAY PASSES MO THIS SQUARE HOI THE TOP
! OR ST7OTS TN THIS 90UARE.
! TO FIND THE Y COORDINATE ON IHE STIE WALL.
! IF THJE RAY PASSES OUT THE SHE OF THE SQUARE OR STARTED WITHIN IT.















! TO FTfO THE L0CIH OF THE RAY THOTH THIS SQUARE.
! LEN3H OF RAY FROM THE SKKTOC POTNT TO THE SdUARE IEATOG POINr.
! THE WCW OF THE AB3OTED RAY AT THE SQUARE LEAVING POINT.
! TO FDC THE ABSORBED E^^GY OF THE RAY BEFORE LEAVIN3 THIS SQUARE.
! LETGIH OF RAY OM EMIERHC THIS SQUARE.
! TO FM) THE ABSORBED ENERGY OF THE RAY ON ENTERDG THIS SQUARE.
! AMXNT OF E^HGY AB9CRBED TN THIS SQUARE CtMPARED TO THAT OF QE RAY
! THE OOCRDINaES OF THE RAY EMHRIM5 THE [GO1 9JJARE.
IFTfO THE t^ECT SQUARE TWOUGH WHICH THE RAY PASSES.
! TO FIND THE IHCTH OF HE RAY THOUGH THIS SQUARE.
! LEM3IH OF RAY FROM THE STARTDG POINT TO THE SQUARE 1EAVIN3 POINT.
! THE LETCTH OF THE ABSORBED RAY ATTHE SOUARE 1EAVHC POINT.
! TO FTNJ THE ABSORBED E^HCY OF THE RAY BEKPE LEAVEC THIS SQUARE.
! LRGffl OF RAY ON ENTERTfC THIS SQUARE.
! TO FM) TIE ABSORBED E?BCY OF THE RAY ON EMURffG THIS SQUARE.
! AMJUNT OF EMBGY ABSCFBED IN THIS SQUARE COMPARED TO THAT OF 0>E RAY
! THE COORDINATES OF THE RAY ENURIN3 THE NEXT SQUARE.
! FIND THE ABSCRBITON OF THE RAY IN THE NEXT SQUARE Tf KJUGH 
! WHICH THE RAY PASSES.
(UPDATE THE IHGTH OF THE RAY .
' OR RI OP
IF (TRAP ED 0) TAEL£(KX2,m2)=TABLE(TXX2,m2)^.001*Z2 
IF (TRAP.ED.O) RUF=10**(0.863340.9*LflGaO(RU»'))
iABSORBnON DIE TO REFLECTANCE. (10% OF Z2%=O.C01*Z2). 
IAPPARENT mem OF RAY DUE TO REFLBCIWEE.
c - 11
TYTC 99.RLOP 






















TRAP2(X2,Y2,RLOP,COL) laxKUWOES AN) LETCIH OF RAY (N ENIHHN5 THE OUHICR.
ocL(20),axp(2D) ICIEATE wo a« CUMENSICNALARRAYS.
DtINr(X2tlO) IRICHr 3ITFT Fin US WTIH ARRAYS. 
aiL(DO=OClXEO+ ((&4 - 6-9 - 8*U)G;1(XRi«'))/100) IEMBGY RF/OfflC THE COLLEntF. 
















DOUSE PRECISION A,B,C,G,F,X,Y,Xl,X2,Yl,Y2,Yr,XI,XX,CK,Z [THESE VARIABLES LGE VERY HIGH fCOSKX 93 AS TO 
KXBLE PRECISKN DIS,R2,FT,RI,RR,RAY,FM},F3*},RFFM,RFFC IOVERCCME TOE PROBLEM OF RAYS WHICH PASS NEAR 
DOtBLE PRECISION 03ED,ASIN,SIN),mrW,LBFr,DftBS,RAm,DSIN,LXDS [BOLMKRIES OR BOUWRY INTERCEPTS 
DIMENSION ANaJm(13 > 8) ITABLE(20,30),TABTOT(20,30) [CREKTE TWO 3 DTMENSICNAL ARRAYS WHICH ARE 138 ttD 2CDO5 
DMNSKN CDL(20) ,COLP(20) ,OOLPT(20) ICREATE THREE OE DTMETBICNAL ARRAYS. 
D,TT,J,I,JT,IX
!THE REFRACnVE IMEX OF THE 'HYPO 2000'.
!S IS A PARAMETER FOR LATERAL MMMENT OF TOE SEE SLRFtfES. 
1L IS A PARAMETER RJR OWC3NG THE ANOE OF TOE LIGHT RAYS.
\tm RAY LON3R TOAN 10 METERS IS ICNCRED (HARELY ANY). 
!A LOOP TO CHANS THE RADIOE OF TIE TOP SLRF/CE. 
! -F IS TOE CENTRE OF THE TOP SLRFACE. 
!R1 IS THE RADIOUS OF THE TOP SLRF/CE.
!A LOOP TO OWE TIE RADIOUS OF THE SHE REFLECTOG SLRF/CS 
!G IS A PARAMETER FCR THE SEE REFLECTING SLRF/CES. 
!A LOOP TO REELCE TOE HETCTH, WITHOUT CHAM3N3 THE RADIOUS. 
[THE Y AXIS INTERCEPT OF THE TOP SLRF/CS. 
IADJUSTMENT OF F WHEN TOP SLRFACE IS LOWERED. 
!TOE Y OXRDINATE OF TOE CENTRE OF THE TOP SLRF/CE. 
!A LOOP TO MWE OUT TOE SEES WTMJUT OWCQC TOE RADIOUS. 
[PARAMETER FCR OWCTfG TOE SIDES CENTRE WITH SAME RADIOU3. 
! R2 IS THE RADIOUS OF THE SEE SLRFACES. 
! X CORDTNAIES OF TOE CENTRES OF THE TWO SHE REFLECTDC 
! SURF/CeS.
!IF THE CENTRE OF THE TOP IS ON X AXIS EQUATTOE ARE LNTRLE. 
[TIE O1CBMS IN THE QUAtRATIC BQUfflTON THAT WILL EVALUATE 
[THE TNTEKEPT BETWEEN THE SEE SLRFACES AND THE TOP SLRF/CE
!IF THE DISCRIMrNW IS tEGATIVE THEN NO JNTHRCEFT.
ISLHCUTOE TO EVALLKTE A (JMFATIC ; /N) COVE +VE ROOT.
!IF CENIRE OF TOP SLRF/CE IS NEGATIVE WE NEED OfflER ROOT.
! Y COKirNATE OF THIS INTERCEPT.
ICOMHTTON THST OCtCENrRATICN IS > A FACTOR OF TWO.
!LT SEES ARE TO FAR APART CH*CE THE SHAPE.
IPRINr CUT OF TIE REFERENCES A^D ODORDINATES OF THIS SHAPE






BF(DABS(F).LE.0.0001) OJ TO 70J
B=2*(G-S)*(CK+F)/F
CM_L OWKT ( A,B,C,X) 
IF(F.Gr.O) X= 
Y=(G-S)*X/F-t<X









TYPE53 , X , Y
X=(-X)














"THIS LOOP CEIEPMTNES THE WTDTH OF THE OOLUECTCE PLATE. 
!Q IS TOE RIGHT HAM) X aXKOTNATE OF TOE CDLLECTCR PLATE.
ITEST IF COLLECTCR WJDTH is < DLSTMCE BETWEEN SUES.
! QO IS THE LEFT HA^D X OJCRUINATE OF THE OOLLECKR.
!THE Y ttXTDn«TE OF TOE CUUECKR PLA1E. 
































/««WER(L,2) = 0 




























IPRTNT 'HE REFERENCES FOR THE COLLECTOR.
isiHcunre TO OBTAIN THE MHWL VOLLME OF THE OOLLECTCR.
!L IS A PARAMEUR BR THE DIFFOTNT JKOmo: RAYS.
1A VARIABLE TO CAIflJLATE THE E^EGY ABSORBED IN THE ODlLECltR.
!A IflOP TO (PEATE AN EMPTY ARRAY.
! TO OiANj; HE AM1E AT «HKH THE RAYS ENUR THE OOUJECIOR.
!REF IS THE NLMBER OF REFLECHCNS. AT START SET TO ZERO.
ENDTF 
I=LO-1H3
OF TNOEFKi; RAYS ON TOE TOP SLPFACE M^GNTFTEO BY 99.
ION3ITKN : OXRDINSIE FOR LMT OF BCIKKRY ACOBACT.
1FIRST VAUE OF L FOR FTBST CO^BDIRED DCEBEKE AtO£.
!A^aE OF IN3DEKE TO EACH VAUE OF L.
IWWBER OF RAYS DOUNT ON TOP SURFACE BEDC arKIDEKED.
INLhBER OF STCE REFIECTia^ FOR THIS SHAPE AT THIS AMXE. 
IMMBBR OF TOTAL INTERNAL KEFLECITCN3 FOR THIS SHAPE AT THIS AM3E. 
!TtE FRACTION OF DODENr EN3CY REACHBG COUH3CR AT THIS AM1E. 
1RMBER OF RAYS PEAOfflG THE CQUECKE AFUR ABSORBTICN U3SES. 
!RMBER OF PAYS IN2BENT REACHING THE COLLECKR. 
IFRACnON OF DaEENI RAYS REACHttE HE COLLECTCR AT THIS AM1E. 
!A UXf TO QTBIDER EACH RAY, LEAVDC 1% OF WIDTH AT BCWCARTES.
! X OXFDINATE OF INOUNI RAY MtfKHTEO BY 100 TOTS.
! X aXFDINATE OF THE M2EENT PAY. EACH RAY 1/103TH OF A CM APART.
! PARAMETER FIR TOTALLY INTERNALLY REFLECTED RAY. PRESET TO
! LAKE VAT IF SO AS THIS OKHTION WILL NJT EJECT RAY INLESS RESET
! BY TOTAL rNTfWAL RERfCTDC COCOTKN.
! CONTS THE MHBER OF TIMES RAY TOTALLY INTERNALLY REFLECTED.
lOTDTTICN. TF TRAP=0 THEN RAY HAS MJT REACHED THE COLLECTOR.
!ASSl*E 5.&. ABSORPHON IN FIRST IfW. REEUCHON LOSSES TO BE AOE).
IRESET W Cf REFLECTIONS TO ZERO FOR ^EW RAY.
!IF JT=4 THEN 'TAB' WILL ADD 3% TO FIRST SQUARE OF ABSORPHON MESH. 
!IF J=4 THEN RAY IS EN1IRIN3 THE TJP SURFACE. 
Iff D*l THEN RAY IS COWG FBCM TOP SLRFACE AI>D RAY MJET BE TESTED 
'FOR TNTERCEPnCN ON SHE SURFACES BEFORE TESTOG AT THE OOUJECKR. 
1PARAHEEERS OF THE EQLK11CN FOR THE Y VAUE OF THE IMimG RAY.
!Y1 IS THE Y a<KHNATE OF THE STARTOG POINr OF THE RAY.
'.AT THIS POINT THE NTNAL 'FN3' IS VERTICAL THEREFORE SET FN>90°
ISET THE IJJRMAL OF THE TOP SURFACE TO 90".
1REHRJ TO PROGRW1 TO CALCULATE THE REFRACTED RAYS A^aE (RAY). 
!THE N3PMAL TO TtE TOP SIRFACE IN RADIANS ANITdJDCKHISE FROM X AXIS. 
!THE NORMAL TO THE TOP SLRFACE IN DEGREES ANTKHJCKHISE FRCN X AXIS.










!RI IS THE ARLE OF BOUNCE FOR TIE INUCMING RAY.
!LT TOE MHBCE tt&f, IS GREATER THAN 90' THEN OOTCmiE IS IN SHADOW. 
IREFRACTED ttUE IN RADLAM5. 
1REFR/CIEO AM1E IN CKEEES. 
SRAY IS THE AM1E TOE LIGHT BEAM MAKES WITH TOE X AKLS.
* RAY STARTDC TBEK *
jt****AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
3° RAYR=RAY*3.141592653589793238/180
X2=X1 jff RAY IS VERTICAL ITS SLOPE IS INFINnE SO PUT X2=XL. 
Iff RAY IS VERnCAL PUT X2=X1 ft® FDC TIE Y INTERCEPT.
ITHE DOtFFTOME BETWEEN THE IR3HNT AND REFRACTED AMIES.




R=V2*(((S3^D(RN))«2/(SI^D(PJ'))^2)+(^^A^D(R^O)^2/(^MXRP))**2)) ITOE REFLECIAKE CN THE TOP SURFACE.FRE3NEU, RELA 
TfiJGKlP.
ENJEF
RLOP=(lO*((84.6+R*100-94.4)/9.8)) !TOE APPARENT LENGTH OF TOE RAY OE TO REFLEO10N CN THE TOP SURFACE
.
ff(PAY.E0.90) CO TO 12 iff RAY+90 CMLY INIERCEFT IS WITH TIE TOP SURFACE.
ff(RAY.EQ.270) CO TO 17 Iff RAY=270 THEN RAY CAN ONLY BE COMDG FROM THE TOP SURFACE,M
IFIND TOE SLOPE OF THE RAY (RFFM). 
!FTN) THE INTEKEPT OF THE RAY (RFFC).
!LT J=2 THEN RAY IS CCMTfC FROM R.H.S. AND WITH RAY < 90'IT CAN ONLY 
I INTERCEPT UTTH TOE TOP SURFACE.
!D=0 MEANS THE RAY MUST EE OCHDC FRCM TOE SHE SURFACES. TT=1 ME»E 
!RAY < ISO' TOEREKFE IMPOSSIBLE INTERCEPT WITH COLLECTCR. 
1TEST TOE SHE SURFACES BEFCRE TOE CDLLEETCR FOR RAY INTERSECnCN 
RAY IS OMN3 FRCM THE TOP SURFACE.
!X2 IS THE RAY INTERCEPT CN TOE X AXIS. 
ITOE RAY ENTERS THE COLLECTOR.
IFTND THE Y OOCRDINATE OF TOE RAY CN THE COLLECTOR SLRF/CE. 
!IF TOE MM X CDCRDINATE IS OUTSIEE THE CDLLEOOR
IUSE ns Lmmrc VALLES.
!TRAP=1 IS THE VARIABLE TO SHOW THE RAY HAS RFAHED TOE COLLECTCR. 
IHN FTM) TOE TOTAL LHtCIH OF TOE PAY IN THE LIOUTD.
IREPLACE X2 UTTH CRIC3NAL VALLE SIRE THIS VALLE IS MCRRECT. 
!RAY OMIN3 FROM L.H.S. THEFEKRE TEST FCR TNIBRCEPT ON R.H.S.
!THE PARAt-ETERS OF TIE EIJLKnON FOR THE INTERCEPT OF THE FAY WITH 
!THE L.H.S. (LEFT HAND SHE SLRFACE).
RFH>Y1-X1*D3IN(RAYR)/DCOSCRAYR) 
IF((RAY.LT.90).AND.(J.ED..2)) CO TO 88
ff((TT.ED.l).AND.(D.EQ.O)) CD TO 9 
IF(D.H).l) CO TO 21
AAAAAAAAAAAA'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA'A'AAAAA
* RAY TNTEPCEPT WTffl COLLECTOR *
19










CD TO 14 
BVSf
ff(J.BJ.l) CO TO 44




IF((B**2.LX.4*A*C).AW.(D.EQ.l)) CO TO 19 !KD TNHKETT IN L.H.S. AND RAY CCMIN3 FROM TOP
 SLRFACE CM L.H.S. 
ISO TRY COLLECTOR AND SET PARAMETER D TO ZERO. TEST COMPLETE. 
!N) INTERCEPT CN L.H.S. SO TRY R.H.S. (RICH1 HAtO SHE SURFACE).
__ _ _ !SUEajLITI>E TO FOV THE LARCEST RCOT OF A OMRATIC. 
ffTfRFFM LT 6) AND (J.CE.3)) CALL QUALTG(A,B,C,X2)IWITO AN INrERCEPTTON ON THE L.H.S. AND RAY -VE FTM) THE LEAST RCOT.
Iff SLOPE IS -VE AND INTERCEPT IS N3T CN R.H.S. FEM) SMALLEST FOOT. 
!RAY INTFKEPT WTTil L.H.S. OUTSHE BOltDARY CLTDTncrE. 
!CtO MEANS SEE SURFACES HAVE BEEN TESTED FCR MECEPIICN OF RAY. 
IPRICR TO TT EON3 TESTED AT THE COLLECTCR.
gj TO 19 ITHE RAY cm MW BE TESTED FOR INTERCEPT WITH COLLECTOR.














* RAY FRCM TOP SLRFACE *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
21 IF(Xl.Cr.O) CDTO 9 
44 IF((RAY.C£.90).A*D.(RAy.LE.180)) CD TO 88 
IF(J.ED.2) COTO 88




ff((B**2.LT.4*A*C).At£>.(D.EC!.l)) CD TO 19
TF(B**2.LT.4*A>1C) CO TO 88
CALL OWRT (A,B,C,X2)
IF(X2.GT.X1) CALL QLWJG(A,B,C,X2)





* FTND THE Y CORD. ETHER L. CR R. *
AAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA******
(INTERCEPT WITH L.H.S. OUTSHE BOMWRY ONDTnac. TRY R.H.S.S. 
IREPLACE ^Etf OXRDINATE WITH OLD VAIJJE STKE TT IS N7T VALID. 
UNTJKKPT WTffl L.H.S. OUT3IE BCUTOS ONJITKN .TRY R.H.S.S.
!RAY HAS lIGTTfflATE TNTFKEPTICN WITH L.H.S.
!DO IOT TEST SHE SURFACES BEFCRE THE CDLLECTCR. CR TEST COMPLETED. 
!FM> Y CDCPDTmiE AND UP DfflE RESULTS THEN FTN) MXT REFIECITCN. 
130 TEST THE CDUECICR FCR ^Ea' MERCEPTICN THEN R.H.S A^D L.H.S.
!IF THE RAY IS OmC FRCM THE L.H.S.TOP SLRFACE THEN TEST
IINIERCEPT WITH L.H.S. SURFACE BEFCRE R.H.S. SURFACE.
!TF 9CKRAYC80 THEN RAY CAN NOT POSSIELY TMEftEFT WITH R.H.S.
1THEKEKRE TEST INIERCEPT WITH TOP SLRFACE.
1RAY CCMIN3 FRCM R.H.S. TEST NEXT TNIEPCEFTIWITH WITH TOP SIFFACE.
1TIE PARAMETERS OF TIE EOJATTCN FCR TfE INTERCEPT OF THE RAY WITH 
ITHE R.H.S. (RIOT HAt>D SHE SLRFACE).
ITEST StOWS THAT WHEN RAY IS OMN3 FRCM THE RIOT HA^D TOP SLFFACE
ITHEFE IS MJ TNffRCEPIICN WITH THE R.H.S. SLRFACE. SO NCW
!TEST TNTERCEFTTCN WITH OOL1ECTCR ttC SET D=0 TO SffH TEST OWPLETE.
!N3 TNHPCEFT WITH R.H.S. ^EXr TEST DWERCEPTICN WITH TOP SLRFACE.
ITNTEKEPnCN WITH R.H.S. SO CM£ULATE X COHJINATE.
!TF RAY IS IN FORTH QLRLRANI THE 91ALLEST INTERCEPT IS KFJQLORED.
ITNTERCEFT OUTSTIE THE SHAPE .TEST COMPLETE. NEXT TEST COLLECTOR.
'INTERCEPT OUTSI1E THE SHAPE. S9 t*XT TEST TOP SLRFACE.
!RAY HAS UCOTTMATE TNTFKEPnCN WITH R.H.S.





















rF(RLDP.GT.P) CO TO 450 







!FTM) Y CDCRDIMIE FCR THE L.H.S. SLRFACE INTERCEPT. 
ITHE Y aXRLTINAIE FCR THE L.H.S. SLRFACE INTERCEPT.
!THE Y CCtFDIMrE FCR THE R.H.S. SLRFACE INTERCEPT.
!TEST TO SEE IF INTERCEPT IS WITHIN THE CDLLECTCR.
!FTtt> THE Y CDCRDTNATE CF THE RAY CN THE COLLECTCR SLRFACE.
!FM) THE Y CDCRDINATE OF THE RAY FCR THIS VALUE OF Y.
!IF THE rtW X CDCRDINATE IS OUrSTDS THE CDLLECTCR RANGE.
\\m ITS LmrroG VALLES.
ITKAP-l IS TIE VARIAHE TO SOW THE RAY HAS REACHED THE COLLECTCR.
!FTM) THE TOTAL LETCIH OF THE RAY IN THE LIQUID BEKRE TT REACHES
i THE CDLLECTCR.
!ATO 0>E TO THE NLWBER OF SHE REFLECnOC.
13MERLEFT WITH SHE SLRFACE.
!IF PAY IS TOO UTC ITS BEEN MDSTLY ABSCRBED SO N31ECT REMAMER.
Iff RAY PASSES OUTSHE THESE LTMTrS ASSIHE RAY HAS ESCAPED.
!FTM) HE RRMAL OF TIE L.H.S. SLRFACE AT THE POINT OF TNUKHTICN. 
!FDC THE NTMAL OF THE R.H.S. SLRFACE AT THE POINT OF TNTFKETTTCN.
!TJE MJWL TO TIE SHE SLRFACE IN RADIANS ANTK1CCKWISE FRCM X AXIS 
ITHE NTMAL TO THE SHE SLRFACE IN THREES ANnOflCKWISE FRCM X AXIS
C - 18















* INTERCEPT WTIH TOP SURFACE *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
!IF MFMAL IN (JFRELT QUALRANIS FIND THE REFLECTED RAY. 
lOWfflLT TIE NOW1AL FCR BULKRECT OmVNIS. 
IIP TIE INTERCEPT IS CN THE R.H.S. SLHFAOE FM) ITS REFLECTED RAY. 
!FTN) THE REFLECTED RAY AN3E FCR R.H.S SLRFACE AM) SET TT.
IFTN) REFLECTED RAY ANOE FCR L.H.S. SLRFACE AW SET PARAMETER TT. 
ISEI TIE DLREOTCN PARAMETER TT=1 FCR ALL RAY TRAVELLING UPWARDS. 
ITHE FINAL OJHBNATES OF THE OLD RAY BEOME THE START OXRIINAIES 
!OF TIE mi RAY.
!FTNO THE 3DPE OF THE N=y RAY A^D FM) TtE MXT INTFKEPT. 
!TIE FINAL OXH3LNATES OF THE OLD RAY BETIMES THE INITIAL, 
lOXFLONATES OF TIE mi RAY.
'FDD TIE SLOPE OF THE RAY (RFFM).









CALL QLWKT (A,B,C,X2) 
IF((J.GE.3)./tC.(DABS(X2-Xl).lE.0.0001))
ETDLF




IF (X2.GI.XZ.CF.X2.LX.-XZ) 00 TO 14
HXY2.LT.Y) GOTO 33




IF(RR.LT.40) GO TO 63 
J=3 
D=l
'THE PARAMEIERS OF THE EOKLTCN FCR THE INEEKEPT OF THE RAY WITH
I'fflE TCP SURFACE.
!IF THE SLOPE OF THE RAY IS -VE THEN THE SMALLEST ROOT IS REDLOBED. 
!IF SLOPE OF RAY IS -VE THEM THE SMALLEST ROOT IS RHMRFD. 
CALL QUATKI(A,B,C,X2) IPOSSIBLE FXEPHOE WHEN LARGEST ROOT IS REaHRED.
: TO FDC THE LARGEST ROOT OF A UKRATTC EDUATICN. 
CALL QUACNG{A,B,C,X2) Iff RAY STARTS CN THE TOP SURFACE HAKE SURE THE 
ISBRT COORDINATES ARE NOT THE SAME AS THE FINISH.
iff TNIEPCEPT N7T WITHIN THE SHAPE THEN TRY A SHE SLRFACE.
!THE PARAMETERS OF THE OUACRAITC EUKITCN TO FIND THE Y CDCHBNATE
IOF THE INTERCEPT WTTH THE TOP SLRFACE.
ISLEROUITNE TO FIND THE LARGEST VALUE OF A QUADRATIC EOUATTCN. 
!IF RAY PASSES UUrSHE THESE LIMITS ASSUME RAY HAS ESCAPED. 
Iff NEW INTERCEPT IS OUTSHE THE SHAPE THEN TRY A SHE SLRFACE. 
IA TEST TO MAKE SURE THE OXRDINAIE FOLN3 ARE OF A POINT CM THE RAY. 
IFTM) THE NTMAL OF THE TCP SLFKACE AT THE POINT OF TNTEKEPITCN. 
ITHE N»1AL TO THE TOP SLRFACE IN LTEEEES ANHCLOCKWISE FRCM X AXIS.
•MAKE THE HHMAL TO THE TCP SLRFACE LIE IN THE isr CR 2ND QUACRANTS.
ITHE REFLECTED RAY IS EDLKL TO THE DCEECE RAY.
!THE REFLECEED RAYS ftUE HJST BE AOJIE.
!IF THE DCUHCE AN1E IS<40' THEN RAY IS MJT INTERMMLY REFLECTED.
CALL TABT(J,Xl (n > X2,Y2,RFFM,RFFC I RLOP >TABLEfTRAP) 













UNEEPCEPT CN TCP SLRFACE WITH TOTAL INIERbftL REFLECIICN.
ITHE ANOE OF TOTALLY MERRILY REFLECTED RAY CN THE TOP SLRFACE.





14 CALL Tffir(J,Xl > Yl,X2,V2,Rroi,RFrc,RUy,Tm£,TRAP)!nHCEPrUX> CRBOTTCM. 
IF( RLOP.GT.P) GO TO 450 
IFCIRR.U'.AO) CO TO 450 
IF(TRAP.H).O) CO TO 450
CALL TRAP2T(X2,Y2,RLOP,COL) ISUEPCUITNE TO FDD THE DISTRIBUTKN OF FNEEGY AT TIE COLLECTOR. 
Ara^(L,6)Wm/ER(L,6H(84.6-9.8*UaC<RJLOP))/lCO) (FRACTION OF ENERGY REACHING COLLECTOR AT THIS AMXE
£N5ER(L,7)=ANSJER(L,7)-fl !Ny OF RAYS REACHING THE COLLECTOR AT THIS ftU£. 
450 £NSJER(L,2)Wm!ER(L,2)+l | CUNTS MME5ER OF RAYS DOHNT ON TOP SLRFAGE.
A*®JER(L,3)=AN5WER(L,3)-tf£F ! COINIS TOTAL tUWR OF SHE REFLECTICNS FOR EACH DaEBtE ttOE, 
455 ONITMJE
A^CHER(L,5)=A^JI5JER(L,6)/A^fWER(L,2) IFRAOTON OF INLOUNT ENERGY REACWK; THE COLLECTOR AT THIS AM1E. 
A^CWER(L,8)=A^WER(L,7)/A^B£R(L,2) IFRACTTON OF IM3UNT RAYS REACHING THE COLLECTOR AT THIS AN3E 
CALL TABCNIT (TABTOr,TABLE,TOTiNY,Tfl«GY,ANBWER,L) 1SUERXJTDC TO CAUULATE TOTAL ENERGY ABSCPBED IN THIS SHAFE. 
TYPE 62,(/«BUER(L,J),J=l,8) 
DO 94 M=30,l,-l
TYPE82, (TABLE(M,N) ,M=3, 16) ,TABLE(20,N) 
% aNITME
001011=1,19 IIJOOP TO FIND THIS EMBGY AS A FtPONIAGE. 






TYPE86,COLP(20) ITOUNY IS THE PEKBTOCE OF DCCMDC E^EICY ABSCPHED DJ THE LIQUID.
TYPE87, (TOTENY+COLP(20))
* CREATE ENEPGY CfKERATION FILE *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA'A'AAAAAAAAA
IF (LQ.GE.270) THEN IOC06E AN3JES OF DOUCE. 









COLPT(N)=CDLPT(N)/L ICCFKECI THE COLLECTOR ARRAY TO FHONIMZS.
48 CCMTRE
DO 98 N=l,30




TYPE32, (TABIOT(M.N) ,tt=3,16) ,TABIOT(20,N)
97 TB^TEMCY/L IOFRECT THE TOTAL ENERGY IN THE COLECKB TO A EEFONIffiE. 











50 FCFmr (SX'LBCT! OF RADIUS OF TOT SURFACE' ,5X,F8.0)
51 FCRW (5X' UNGIH OF RADIUS OF SHE SURFACE' ,4X,F8.0)
52 PCFmr(5X'cnHJimiEs OF CURVED SURFACE MERSEETICN' >
53 RBMAT(5X'( ',F6.2,' , ',F6.2/ )')
54 KFMAT('+'3CK,'( ',F6.2,' , ',F6.2,' )')
56 RTC1AT(5X'AM1E OF RAY ___________________ LQ. ' )
57 FOWT(5X'X OXBniNATE OF DUMN:, RAY ————————— C.O.R. ' )
58 RTMAT(5X'NMBER OF SHE REFLECna« —————————— N.O.S.R.')
59 FCFMAT(5X'N>1Bm (T TI>IES fEAM TOIMIJ INIHIJALLY ')
69 FURMfiT(5X, 'REFLECTED CN TOP SURFACE ___________ T.I.R.')
60 FUMAT(SX'INrErKm AS A FHONIACE 0 F BOUNT RAYS' )
TO Fcwwr('+''i8x,'_iNroKm.')









7 RTOAT('0',' X OXFDIMIES CF THE SOLAR TBAP' )
76 RR-WT('+'35X,'AREEErWEHJ',F4.1,' AMK,F4.1)
78 EtPHATC-',' THE CENffiE OF THE TOPOKVED')
79 RTNAT('+'31X,' SURFACE IS ( 0 ,',F7.1,').')
80 FCBMAT(' THE ONIKE Cf THE SHE CURVED SURFACE ARE ' )
81 RR-IATC+'ABX/C.FS.l,' , 0 ) AM) (',F5.1,' , 0 )')
82 FCR-1AT(5X,15F8.3)































IF(XX1.LE.XX2.AND.YY1.LT.YY2) CD TO 1 
TF(XXl.LE.XX2.AM>.YYl,Gr.YY2) CD TO 4 
IF(YY1.CE.YY2) CO TO 3
! DTMENSICtB OF TABLE OF RESULTS.
! TO MAKE SHAPE HAVE POSITIVE OXKHNfflffiS FOR TABLE ARRAY
! OMVHWWOE.
! TO ALLOW FOR ZERO 03CFDINAIES TO FIT IN THE ARRAY.
! TO ALLOW FCR ZERO OXBDINATES TO FIT IN THE ARRAY.
! TO GIVE THE RAY A LATERAL SHIFT OF TEN INTTS X1.X2 AW
! THE INTERCEPT HAVE TO BE CHANm
! TO FIND THE X COORDINATES OF THE ELEMENT IN WHICH THE PAY
! Y COTES..
BORDER IKE CASE USE ELEMENT BELOW.
! 3% ABSOKBTICN IN FIRST Imn.
! LETCTH OF RAY TO DATE.
! THESE STATMENTS ARE TO FTN3 IN WHICH VftY THE PAY IS COIN3. 
! 90 AS TO CHOOSE THE CORRECT MEMO OF PLOTTOG ITS PATH. 
! THIBD QUAEPANT.















IF(Y4 GE IY) CD TO 40
! TO RETAIN THE FIT^ OTCFtnNOES OF THIS RAY IE. (XX2.YY2).
! AM) FOR ONVENIAME WE SHALL START IN THIS 9QUAPE AM) WHC BACKHAPDS
! A LOOP. TO ENTES THE RESULTS OF THE ENERGY ABSORBTICN OF THE RAY
! IN EACH 9QUAFE INTO THE TABLE OF RESULTS.
! THE OXBCONATES OF THE SQUARE IN ViHKH THE RAY FINISHES.
! IF THE CDOFtHNATE IS CM THE LINE WE ^EED THE SQUAPE BELOW.
! LAST X OOCEDTNATE IN THIS SQUARE AND FIRST X CttKJINfflE OF THE bEXT
! SQUARE IF THE RAY PASSES OUT OF THE SHE OF THE SQUARE.
! TO TEST WETHER THE RAY STOPS SHCKF OF THIS OXFOINAIE OR MJT.
! TO FDC THE RAY LENGTH IN THIS THE LAST SOUARE USE THE RAYS STARTTrc
ICDOFDINATES.
! TEST TO SEE IF THE PAY CAME MO THIS SQUARE FROM BELLOW
! CR WETHER THE END OF THE RAY IS IN THIS SQUARE.
! TO FIN) THE Y OXFDINAIE ON THE SHE WALL.
! TEST IF RAY PASSES CUT THE SHE OF THE SQUARE CR STARTED WITHIN IT.






TO FDD THE LETCH OF THE RAY THROUGH THIS SQUAPE.
LETETH OF RAY FROM THE STARTDC POTNT TO THE SQUARE LEAVDC POIOT.
THE LENJffl OF THE ABSCFBED RAY AT THE SQUARE LEAVDC PCONT.
TO FIND THE ABSORBED ENERGY OF THE RAY BEFORE LEAVING THIS SQUARE.
LEMJTH OF RAY ON ENTERING THIS SQUARE.
TO FDD THE ABSORBED EN3GY OF THE RAY ON ENTERING THIS SQUARE.










I THE OXFDIINAIES OF THE RAY ENTERING THE MM SQUARE. 
1FTND THE NEXT SJJARE THROUGH WHICH THE RAY PASSES.
! TO FM> THE LENJTH OF THE RAY THROCH THIS SQUARE.
1 LHC1H OF RAY FROM THE StARTOG POINT TO THE SQUARE LEAVING POINT.
! THE LENGTH OF THE ABSORBED RAY AT THE SQUARE LEAVING POINT.
I TO FDD THE ABSORBED ENEFGY OF THE RAY BEFORE LEAVING THIS SQUARE.
! LENGTH OF RAY ON ENTERING THIS SQUAFE.
! TO FIN) THE ABSORBED ENERGY OF THE RAY ON ENTERING THIS SQUARE.
! AMUNT OF ENERGY ABSORBED IN THIS SQUARE COMPARED TO THAT OF ONE RAY
! THE COORDINATES OF THE RAY ENTERING THE bEXT SQUARE.
CONTINUE ! FIND THE AB90RBTICN OF THE RAY IN THE NEXT SQUARE THROUGH 
! WHICH THE RAY PASSES.
f2)**2)/2.0 1UPDATE THE LENGTH OF RAY. 
TYPE98,RLOP
TF (TRAP.EQ.O) T^a£(DQC,IYY2)='TABLE(IXX2,rm)4).C01*22 lABSOFBTTOM CUE TO FEFLBCTAN2:.(1CK OF Z2£O.C01*Z2).
TF (TRAP.EQ.O) RLOP=(10**(0.8633rf).9*IHaO(RLOP))) 1APPARENT LENGTH OF RAY DUE TO REFLECIANGE.
TYPE99.RLOP
REHIW ! REIWJ TO MAIN PROGRAM TO CBTAIN t€XT RAY.









! TO RETAIN THE STARTING COORDimiES OF THIS RAY IE. (XXl.YYl). 
! ANO FCR CCWENIAKE WE SHALL START IN THIS SOKRE. 
! A U30P. TO ENTER THE RESULTS OF THE ENERGY ABSKBTKN OF THE RAY 
! THE OXIONATES CF THE SQUARE IN WHICH THE RAY STARTS.
IF(»..U.XX2) CO TO 2000 
X4=XX2
GOTO 3000
TF(Y4.GE.IY) CO TO -WOO 
Y4=IY
I IF THE CDORD1NAIE IS CM THE LDE WE I*H> THE SQUARE BELOW.
! LAST X OXFDINATE IN THIS SQUARE AN) FIRST X COORDINATE CF THE rEXT
! TO TEST WETHER THE RAY HAS STOPED 3tRT OF THIS COORDINATE CR NOT.
! TO FIND THE RAY LENGTH IN THIS THE LAST SQUARE US THE RAYS
IFMSfflNG COORDINATES.
! TEST TO SEE IF THE FAY PASSES OUT OF THIS SQUARE FROM BELLCW
! BEFORE IT REACHES THE SHE OR THE EN) OF THE RAY.
! TO FIND THE Y COORDINATE CM THE SHE WALL.
! IF TRUE THEN RAY HAS PASSED OUT OF THE SHE OF THE SQUARE. CR HAS FTNLSHED.









! TO FIN) THE LETCIH OF THE RAY THROUGH THIS SQUARE.
! TO FIN) THE ABSORBED FlEiCY OF THE RAY BEFCRE ENHREC THIS SQUARE.
! LEN3TH OF RAY ON LEAVER THIS SQUARE.
! TO FIND THE ABSORBED ENERGY OF THE RAY CN LEAVER THIS SQUARE.
! AMXNT OF FJ^PGY ABSORBED IN THIS SQUARE COMPARED TO THAT CF OE RAY
! THE CCORDINA1ES OF THE RAY ENHRHC THE NEXT SQUARE.
IFIND THE NiXT SQUARE THROUGH WHICH THE RAY PASSES.
! TO FIN) THE LENGTH OF THE RAY THPOJCfl THIS SQUARE.
! TO FIN) THE ABSORBED ENERGY OF THE RAY BEKFE ENTERDC THIS SQUARE.








IF (TRAP.FD.O) Wl£(IXX2,IYY2)=1»Bl£(rxX2,m2)^).(]01*Z2 
IF (TRAP.EQ.O) RtCPK10Wr(0.8633*0.9*UXaO(RUJp)))
* TYPE 99.RLOP 
RFJUN
! TO FDD THE ABSORBED EMTCY OF THE RAY ON LEAVER THIS SQUARE.
! MOW OF ®EXX ABSORBED IN THIS SQUARE COMPARED TO THAT OF Of, RAY
! THE COORDINATES OF THE RAY EOTERIIG THE MXT SQUARE.
I FIND THE AB30RBTICN OF TIE RAY IN TIE t$XT 90UARE THROUGH 
ilHKTE THE LENGIH OF THE RAY .
lABSCFBnON DUE TO REFLECMtE. (10% OF ZZfc0.001*Z2). 
1APPARENT IBGTH OF RAY DUE TO REFLECBND3.
! RERUN TO MAIN FHCO«M TO OBTMN hEXT RAY.

















TO RETAIN THE STARTUP COORDINATES CF THIS RAY IE. (XX1,YY1).
AMD FOR CONVENLAN3E WE SHALL START IN THIS SQUARE.
A LOOP. TO ENTER THE RESULTS OF THE EN3CY ABSCRBTION CF THE RAY
TN EACH SQUARE INTO THE TABLE OF RESULTS.
THE COORDINATES OF THE SQUARE IN WHICH THE RAY IS PASSDC.
LAST X COORDINATE TN THIS SQUARE ftC FIRST X COORDINATE CF THE NEXT 
SQUARE IF THE RAY PASSES OUT CF THE SHE CF THE SQUARE. 
TO TEST WETHER THE RAY STOPS SfCRT OF THIS COORDINATE OR M3T. 
TO FIND THE RAY LEK3H TN THE LAST SQUARE USE THE RAYS FIMSHIN3 
OCORDINATES.
TEST TO SEE TF THE RAY PASSES OUT OF THIS SQUARE FROM BELLOW 
BEFORE TT REACHES THE SHE OR THE END OF THE RAY. 
TO FIND THE Y COORDINATE ON THE SHE WALL.
IF TRUE RAY PASSES OUT THE SHE OF THE SQUARE OR STARTED WITHIN IT. 
FIND THE COORDINATES AT WHICH THE RAY LEAVES THE TOP CF THE SQUARE.
! TO FIND THE LENGIH CF THE RAY THROUGH THIS SQUARE.
! TO FIND THE ABSORBED ENERGY OF THE RAY BEFCRE ENURING THIS SQUARE.
! LEKJffl OF RAY ON LEAVTM5 THIS SQUARE.
! TO FTfO THE ABSORBED EN3CY OF THE RAY BEFCRE ENTERBG THIS SQUARE.
,IY)4-(Z1-Z2)/100 ! AtHM OF ENEBGY ABSORBED IN THIS SQUARE COMPARED TO THAT OF 0* RAY 








!FM> THE MXT SQUARE THROLGH WHICH THE RAY PASSESS.
! TO FIND TIE LEtCIH OF THE RAY THROUGH THIS SQUARE.
! TO FIND THE ABSORBED ENEBGY OF THE RAY BEFDPE EN3RDC THIS SQUARE.
! LETGIH OF RAY ON LEAVING THIS SQUARE.
! TO FIND THE ABSORBED EN3CY OF THE RAY ON LEAVER THIS SQUARE.
! AM1M OF EMBGY ABSORBED IN THIS SQUARE COMPARED TO THAT OF OC RAY
1 THE COORDINATES OF THE RAY ENTEKBG THE MXT SCUfflE.
! FIND THE ABgCRBTKN OF THE RAY IN THE MXT SQUARE THROTH 







IUFDATE THE LHCffl OF THE RAY .
IABSORBTTON DIE TO RFJLECEANCE. (10% OF ZZ?=Q.001*22). 
[APPARENT LEN3H OF RAY OLE TO REFLECimE.
! RFJUN TO MAIN PROGRAM TO OBTAIN NEXT RAY.



















TO RETAIN THE FINAL OOCKBNAIES OF THIS RAY IE. (XX2,YY2).
AND KR OIWENIANI WE SHALL START IN THIS SQUARE AH) WOFK BACKWARCS
A LOOP. TO ENTER THE RESULTS OF THE EN3FGY AESORBTICN CF THE RAY
IN EACH SQUARE INTO THE TABLE OF RESULTS.
THE COORDINATES OF THE SQUARE IN UffCH THE RAY FlM3ffiS.
LAST X OXFDIMDE IN THIS SOUARE ATO FIRST X COORDINATE OF THE N3XT
SQUARE IF THE RAY PASSES OUT OF THE SITE OF THE SQUARE.
TO TEST WETHER THE RAY STOPS SKW CF THIS OOORDimiE OR NOT.
TO FTN3 THE RAY LEN3H IN THIS THE LAST SQUARE USE THE RAYS STARTUP 
COORDINATES.
TEST TO SE IF THE RAY PASSES INTO THIS SQUARE FROM THE TOP 
! OR STARTS IN THIS SQUARE. 
! TO FDC THE Y CDORDINATE ON THE SUE WALL.
! IF TRLE RAY PASSES OUT THE SHE OF THE SQUARE OR STARTED WITHIN IT. 
















! TO FIN) THE LETCTri OF THE RAY THROUGH THIS SQUARE.
! LEtCTH OF RAY FROM THE STARTING POINT TO THE SOUARE LEAWG POTNT.
! THE IflGTH OF THE ABSORBED RAY AT THE SQUARE LEATOG POINT.
! TO FM> THE ABSORBED ENERGY OF THE RAY BEFORE LEAVDC THIS SQUARE.
! LHOH OF RAY ON ENTERING THIS SQUARE.
! TO FIND THE ABSORBED ENERGY OF THE RAY ON ENTtRITC THIS SQUARE.
! AttJLNT OF EN3GY ABSORBED IN THIS SQUARE 0>!PARED TO THAT OF 0>E RAY
! THE OOORDTNATES OF THE RAY ENTERDC THE NEXT SQUARE.
!FM> THE NSXT SQUARE THROUGH WHICH THE RAY PASSES.
! TO FTMD THE LENGTH OF THE RAY THROUGH THIS SQUARE.
! LBGffl OF RAY FROM THE STARTING POINT TO THE SQUARE LEAVIN3 POINT.
! THE LENGTH OF THE ABSORBED RAY AT THE SQUARE LEATOG POTNT.
1 TO FIN) THE ABSORBED ETHGY OF THE RAY BEKFE LEAVITG THIS SQUARE.
! LEICIH OF RAY ON ENTERING THIS SQUARE.
! TO FIN) THE ABSORBED EN3CY OF THE RAY ON ENTERING THIS SQUARE.
! AttlNT CF ENERGY ABSORBED IN THIS SQUARE COMPARED TO THAT OF ONE RAY
! THE 03GRDINAIES OF THE RAY ENEBIN3 THE hEXT SQUARE.
! FIN) THE ABSORBTKN OF THE RAY IN THE NEXT SQUARE THROUGH 
! WHICH THE RAY PASSES.
IIMIE THE LHCffl OF THE RAY .
C - 25
IF (TBAP.BQ.O) TABLE(KX2,IYY2)='imE(IXX2,nY2)40.001*Z2 iABSCKBTKN DUE TO REFLKTOtE. (1CK OF Z22fc0.001*Z2).
IF (TRAP.EQ.O) RljQP^l<>*(0.86:»^.9*lJ3G10<KLOP))) IAPPARENT LE^EIH OF RAY DUE TO REFLECTS*!.
TfF£99,R10P






DO 10 H=l,30 












00100 SUETOUTirC TRAP2T(X2,Y2,RLOP,OOL) ICCOOWIES AN) UraH OF PAY ON ENIHUN3 THE OHECKR.
00200 DMN5KN CDKffihODlPCa) ICPEfflETODOC DMI>KIG
	INIB3R*4 IX
00300 DC=2*X2+10 1RICHT SHOT RB USE WTffl PPBKiS.
gyffi 03L(IX)=CDL(IX)+((84.6-9.8*lJOG10(RLCP))/lCO) 1EMFCT REWMC THE ODUBCICR.




^WRITTEN BY: R. .W.EUIOTT.
AAAAAAAAAAA.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*
* program: ENJN.KR *
**AAAAAAAAAA'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*
* Tills program cowerts the energy generation percentages as coipiled by RWE31.FDR and KWE11T.KR
* into aiergy gereration per unit volures.
Input file:- ETtPGY_TEMP.Crtr 
Output file:- EM3-N.LKT





!LQ is the solar incidaxe angle. 
lElemental size in cm.







IVertical dimaision of input file. 
! Horizontal diinaision of input file.
IVertical dimension of input file. 
IHorizental dimaisicn of input file.
S=2.97
PI=3. 141592653589793238
Read input file *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-
DO 80 P=l,7
IF (L.BQ.0.5) THEN 

































* HEAT DD6S FKM FKETVER *
******AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
90
DO 90 1=1, IT
OOLP(I)=E(I,jr)
CCNimE
DO 70 E«LC6S=0,100,25 
MBW]OLP(20)*(1CD-FHU)SS)/100.0




IRepaat for different percentage heat loss.
lErergy gaieratiQn per unit volure. 
[Energy geieration per init volure.
60
AAAAAAA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-******


















* program: TITOES.RF *
* CKEffED: 21:1:87 *
******AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* This progran calculates the thermal resistances within a grid of tenperature redes
* for the boundary conditions defined by the solar collector shape.
* To change the element size just alter the value of L.




S=4.0 IX coordinate of a vertical lire of symmetry.
H=15.5 llfeight of collector plus glass top.
T=50 [offset paraneter for arraysubscipts.
W).5 IL is the elaiaital width.
KG=1.2 (Thermal conductivity of glass.
KH=0.15 nheniBl conductivity of hyvis.
KI=Q.02 IThermal conductivity of insulation foan.
KIWiOO
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA'AA
* Set rows and colums of grid *
rr=INr((S-L)/L»0.1) irr= The ruiter of +ve horizontal elanents.
JT=INr((H-L)/L*0.1) !JT= The ruiter of +ve vertical eLaisits.
DO 100 I=-l,IT IProcess each colum.
DO 200 J=0, JT IProcess each row.
5D=59-SCFr(336V(J*LfL/2)**2) IThe horizmtal distance from the y axis to the side reflecting surface.
X=3J)-(I*L) !The horizoital distance from the gride side to the side reflecting surface.
i AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
* Vertical Besistances *
* Cases to consider lh ) li,2g,3,4g,'!ih,<li,5
IF ((J*Lfl/2). 11.15) THEN !&ses lh.li,3,«i,4i,5 
IF (((J+l)*Uiy2).GT.15) TON jftse li
IF (X IE 0) THEN !GiSe ll irsulaticn to glass 
RCM,ThJ,2)=(Kl4KG)/(2.0«KI*W3) ICase li
ICases lh,3
IF (X.LT.L) THEN !&se 3 
R(M,T4J,2)=1.0/(2^W(2*(X*KBt(L-X)*KI)) (Case 3




IF (X.LT.L) THEN j^f6 5̂












* Horizontal Resistances *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
X=XD-(I*LtI/2.0)








!X= distance from terperature node to bcuidary.
ICase 7g
ICase 7g Just glass, 
leases 6,7h.7i 
IF (X.LE.O) THEN lease 71
R(T+I,T-tJ,l)=1.0/KI lease 71 Just insulation. 
ELS3 !Cases6,7h 
IF (X.IT.L) THEN lease 6 
R(T+I,T4j,l)=(X*KI+(L-X)*KH)/(L*KIwa) ICase 6 
ELSE lease 7h












* Below receiver insulation *
a-'-'UAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA Cases to ccnsider 2i,Ai 



















m 460 i=-i,riR-i 
ro ATO j=(-nR-i),nR-i
Vertical receiver resistances
!IT= The rurter of +ve elaimts used for the receiver.
C - 32











ICase Iri insulation to receiverplate.
(Cases lrh,4r
ICase 4r
ICase 4r Using thermal conductivity of 400 w/(nk) for the receiver.
ICase Irh
ICase Irh receiver to hyvis.
* FbrizantaL receiver resistances *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AAAA








IThis value only has vertical restances.
ICase Iri
ICase Iri insulation to receiverplate.
ICase 4r
ICase 4r Using thermal conductivity of 400 w/(nk) for the rec
jtAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA






















2000 FCRW(5X' AAAAAAAAAAVERTICAL THEPHAL F!ESISIMES********^)
3000 FOFIWCSX' **********fDRI2tNIAL TOEmU, FISISIMIS******** ' )
4000 Fapmr(5X,8F14.10)
C - 33
F04 - Simultaneous Linear Equations F04ATF
F04ATF - NAG FORTRAN Library Routine Document
-f0rJ, U5inB !?iS. kr°UtirlC,' P'M" r".d ' hC "PProPri<"e implementation document to check .he inlerpreution of 
irixtf terms and other implementation-dependent del»ils. The routine name may be precision-dependent.
1. Purpose
F04ATF calculates the accurate solution of a set of real linear equations with a single right hand side 
Ax = b, by Crout's factorisation method.
2. Specification
SUBROUTINE F04ATF (A, IA. B, N, C, AA. IAA. KKS1, WKS3, 
1 IFAIL)
C INTEGER IA. N. IAA IFAIL 
C «a/A(IA.N), B(N), C(N). AA(IAA.N), KKS1(N).
3. Description
Given a set of linear equations, Ax = b, the 
routine first decomposes A using Crout's 
factorisation with partial pivoting PA = LU, 
where P is a permutation matrix, L is lower 
triangular and U is unit upper triangular. An 
approximation to x is found by forward and 
backward substitution in Ly •= Pb and 
Ux = y. The residual vector r = b - A* is 
then calculated and a correction, d, to x is found 
by the solution of LUd = r. x is replaced by 
(x + d) and the process repeated until full 
machine accuracy is obtained. Additional 
precision accumulation of innerproducts is used 
throughout the calculation.
4. References
[1] W1LKINSON, J.H. and REINSCH, C. 
Handbook for Automatic Computation. 
Volume II, Linear Algebra. 
Springer-Verlag, 1911, pp. 93-110.
5. Parameters
A - real array of DIMENSION (IA,p) where 
p > N.
Before entry, A must contain the elements of 
the real matrix 
Unchanged on exit.
IA - INTEGER.
On entry, IA must specify the first dimension 
of array A as declared in the calling 
(sub)program. 
IA > N. 
Unchanged on exit.
B - real array of DIMENSION at least (N). 
Before entry, B must contain the elements of 
the right hand side. (See Section 11). 
Unchanged on exit.
N - INTEGER.
On entry, N must specify the order of matrix
A.
Unchanged on exit.
C - real array of DIMENSION at least (N). 
On successful exit, C will contain the solution 
vector.
AA - real array of DIMENSION (lAA.q) 
where q > N. 
Used as working space. 
On successful exit, AA will contain the LU 
decomposition.
IAA - INTEGER.
On entry, IAA must specify the first dimension 




WKS1 - real array of DIMENSION at least
(N). 
WKS2 - real array of DIMENSION at least
(N).
Used as working space.
IFAIL - INTEGER.
On entry, IFAIL must be set to 0 or 1. For 
users not familiar with this parameter 
(described in Chapter P01) the recommended 
value is 0.
(NAGFUB:nOO/646:MklO:l8lh Na^tmbtr I9S2] Fagtl
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F04ATF F04 - Simultaneous Linear Equations
Unless the routine detects an error (see next 
section), IFAIL contains 0 on exit.
6. Error Indicators and Warnings
Errors detected by the routine:-
IFAIL = 1
The matrix A is singular, possibly due to 
rounding errors.
IFAIL = 2
The matrix A is too ill-conditioned to 
produce a correctly rounded solution.
7. Auxiliary Routines
Details are distributed to sites in 
machine-readable form.
8. Timing
The time taken is approximately proportional to
N 3 .
9. Storage
There are no internally declared arrays.
10. Accuracy
The computed solutions should be correct to full 
machine accuracy. For a detailed error analysis 
see [1], page 107.
11. Further Comments
The routine must not be called with the same 
name for parameters B and C.
12. Keywords
Accurate Solution of Linear Equations,
Crout Factorisation,
Real Matrix,
Single Right Hand Side.
13. Example
To solve the set of linear equations Ax = b where
33 16 72 







WARNING: This single precision example program may require amendment for certain implementations The results produced 
may not be the same. If in doubt, please seek further advice (see Essential Introductioo to the Library Manual).
F04ATF EXAMPLE PROGRAM TEXT 
NAG COPYRIGHT 1975 
MARK 4.5 REVISED
REAL A(5,5). B(5). C(5). AA(5.5). WKS1(18). WKSZ(3)
INTEGER NIN, NOUT. I, N. J, IA, IAA, IFAIL
DATA NIN /5/, NOUT /6/
READ (NIN, 99999) (WKS1(I ) , 1-1 . 7)
WRITE (NOUT, 99997) (WKS1(I) , 1-1 .6)
N • 3
READ (NIN, 99998) ( (A(I . J) , J-1 ,N) , 1-1 . N) , (B(I),I = 1.N)
IA • 5 
IAA • 5
CALL L£04ATf(A, IA. B, N. 
IF (IFAIL Ed. 0) GO TO ZO 
WRITE (NOUT. 99996) IFAIL 
STOP
C. AA, IAA, WKS1. WKS2. IFAIL)
30 WRITE (NOUT, 99995) (C(I).I-1.N)
STOP 




F04 — Simultaneous Linear Equations F04ATF
99998 FORMAT (3F5.0)
99997 FORMAT (4(1X/). 1H , 5A4. 1A3, 7HRESULTS/1X) 
99996 FORMAT (25HOERROR IN F04ATF IFAIL • , 12) 
99995 FORMAT (10HOSOLUTIONS/(1H . F4.1)) 
END
13.2. Program Data















* written by :R.W.ELUOTT.
* Tliis program creates the natrix of the finite difference equations for the tenperature nodes
* at the centre of each elanait.
Input file:-
Output file:- MATA.DAT
To change the elemaital size the value of L nust be altered. 




OE»l(lNrr=30,N*E='[SC.RWEUJOrT.SESS86] THFJWES.DAT .TOEHOLD') 
CHN(LNIT=31,NAME='[9C.IWlLIOrr.SSS86] ENmffiP ,TYI£='OLD') 
















size in metres. 
iTerperature ancient.
llnitial value of M (horizoital) 
Ilnitial valie of N (vertical) 
[Final value of M (horizcntal) 
! Final value of N (vertical)
llnitial value of M (horizontal) 
llnitial value of N (vertical) 
!Final value of M (horizontal) 
[Final value of N (vertical)
* read input files *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA'A-A*
read thermal resistances file *
•AAAAAAAAAAAA*****
DO 10 Itl,2 
KEAD(30,1000)

















* UXF RH tEFFERENT #N1£S OF IN3UNCE *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
DO 300 P=l,7


























REAO(31,2001) (G(I,J),I=MI,HF) lEtergy gamaticn. 
* type*,j,g(8,j) 
ELSE















Create finite difference equations *
A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAikA-
DO 100 htm.MF IHoriOTtal 


























* File the matrices [A] and [B] *
ISymiEtrical dQ/d>tO
Ilnsulaticn with arbient.
!G3ass top with anbient.
FEWDC (LNTT=32) 
REWM) (LNIT=33)
DO 500 J=1,T 


























* This program solves the natrlx equation lA](x]=[B)

































*UJLlt-UlU A JL A A A*/. AAjU'A-frA/.AAA-U- 'L.' •.';'•
















1 RBMfflr(5X,'ERRCRINFOWaE IFAIL=',I2) 
Iff) FtFmT(F12.5)
1000 KIW(5X,"Ihe a«le of the incident radiation is ',13,' degrees.') 
2000 FOWOXSC, 'With insolation of ' ,14,' Watts per metre sqiared.') 
3000 KWVOXSX/The efficiency of the collector is ',F5.2,'%') 










DO 10 1=1, 2-W 

























* This program calculates the energy required to raise the elaiaital voluie
* between two taiperature nodes through 1C.(J/C).
* for the boundary conditions defined by the solar collector shape.
* To change the element size just alter the value of L.














!X coordinate of a vertical line of symmetry. 
IHeight of collector plus glass top. 
loffset parameter for array subecipts. 
!L is the elemental width in on.
Ilhermal capacity of glass. 
[Thermal capacity of tyvis. 
nhenral capacity of insulation foam. 
IBsnsity of glass. 
IDensity of hyvis. 
IDensity of insulaticn.
!1he etErgy per degree for the whole receiver.




DO 100 I=O,IT 
DO 200 J=0,JT
S>=59-SCEr(33&:i-(J*Lfiy2)**2)
!IT= subscript for the most +ve horizcntal elaiait. 
!JT= subscript for the most +ve vertical element.
IProcess each colum. 
IProcess each rev.
'The horizcntal distance fron the y axis to the side reflecting surface. 
!The horizontal distance fron the gride side to the side reflecting surface.
tfess Capasitances *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*******
Cases to Qcnsider lg,lh,li,2,3






















* Below reoeiver insulation *
AAAAAAAA Cases to ocnsicfer li AAAAAAAA 






* Th= Receiver *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA






* receiver mass capasitanoes *
******AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA Cases to consider Ir AAAAAAAAA-















yyA'A A AA A A A A'A'A A A A A A A-A-yrfcAAiAi&A*:M:A'A-A-A:
prqgram HEICAP.FtR *
* This program creates an array of the temperature redes at the centre of each element
* for various time intervals.
Input file:- EN^N.CKT
Output file:- 'IIMEQMP.DSr
To change tie elerental size the value of L nust be altered. 




















* read input files *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*****
READ THERmL RESIStANCES FILE *
•••••• lllimnHAAHAAAAA'Ji"'""
size in metres. 
ITenperature aitient. 
llnsolatioi W/m"2
[Initial value of H (horizcntal) 
flnitial value of N (vertical) 
! Final valus of M (horizontal) 
!Final value of N (vertical)
llnitial value of M (horizaital) 
!Initial value of N (vertical) 
IFijal value of M (horizontal) 












KEAD(30,2COO) (R(I,J,K),I=1,MF) IThenral resistances.









FEAD(32,2D01) (M^I,J),I=1,MF) llterm! irass.
* HRHE{33,2001) ((C(I,J),I=1,MF) ITtemL nass. 
50 ONTINUE
**m*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA





READ(31,2001) (G(I,J),I=1,MF) !Energy gg^ration.
ELSE














HOP KR DUTEFENT HEAT LJ36SS *























* File tlie teiperature matrix (T) *
******AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
WRnE(33, 10000) Q 
WRTIE(33,20000) E 
WRTIE(33, 30000) MEW 
VKrrE(33,4COOO) TOt 
WRnE(33,50000) TIX3.5








DO 400 TM=DT,180000,DT IBeport teiperature distributicn every 30 imns.
* Create t>EU teiperature array *
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
DO 100 M=MI,MF iHorizcntal 
DO 200 MMC.NF !Vertical
IF((M-1).GE.MI) THEN .'Symmetrical dQ/dx=0
T(M,N,2)=T(M,N,2)+(T(W-1,N,1)-T(M I N,1))/R(M-1,N,1) 
EHHF
IF ((H+1).L£.HF) THEN ISymiEtrical dO/dx=0
T(M,N,2)=T(M,NI 2)+(T(Mfl,N,l)-T(M1N,l))/R(M,NI l) 
EMXF





































2010 Rrmr(5x, 'THEFMAL mss rasmiBuncN. ' )
2020 FOWT(5X, 'EMPGY (EHVOICN FILE' )
4000 FOW(F12.5)
5000
10000 KFHffl'(5X,' fIlE angle of incident radiaticn is ',13,' degrees')
20000 FOW(5X,' With insolation of '14,' W/m 2 .')
30000 flJWOXSX, 'The efficiency of the collector is ',F5.2,'%')
i 0 FrFNAr(5X,'1h2 anbient taiperature is ',F5.2)




flow in ml 7s™ "; FL 
should be";FL*4l18*10; "W"
,12) "Actual power= ";P;"W"
When power is correct type C"




50INPUT TAB(2,2)"Time in hr= ";HR













190IF X*="C" THEN GOTO 200 ELSE GOTO 120 
200K=2O 
210CLS
22 IM Al(3) : DIM A2(3) : DIM A3(3) 
230DIM AT12(20) t DIM AT23C20) : DIM AT2(20) 




















430I = I+A3 (2) *2. 13E--2/K 
440P==P+A3 ( 1 ) *A3 (0) #4. 92E-7/K 
450MEXT 
460(V7.==S,20205 
470PRINTT12;" ";T23;" ";T2;" ";T4;












AI(R)=I5lSA ln21lR)^J2" : ' 1 AT23(R)=T23 : AT2(R)=T2 : AT4(R)=T4
I (R)=TIME/6000 
520IF R<20 THEN GOTO 27O






3 REM PRDBRAM RESDUT






60PRINT ATI;" "; 
65@7.=!<O2O2O5
70PRINT AT125" ";AT23;" ";AT2;" "5AT4:" " ; 
75@7.=8<O201O5 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































82. 10.93 2 
°- 0.00 0 
83. 11.00 2 
85. 11.04 2 
86. 11.08 2 
BB. 11.10 2 
89. 11.09 2 
90. 11. O9 2 
92. 11.06 2 
93. 11.03 2 
94. 11. O4 2 































































































































































.33 28.16 6.41 
.OO 0.00 O.OO 
.26 28.21 6.36 
.20 28.24 6.35 
. 15 28.27 6.31 
. 13 28.28 6.26 
. 12 28.24 6.22 
.09 28.25 6.24 
.08 28.21 6.24 
.07 28.23 6.22 
.02 28.22 6.28 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'•'-'.v.'v vjiu-j -ti;j.>-> i-rr-a-r -— y-iuirjr TI.-CI 
9.99 S. 74 31.20 14.62 715.9 42.4 
10.10 8.80 31.29 14.52 716.4 42.2 
10.12 8.89 31.38 14.63 721.2 42.1 
10.06 9.0O 31.44 14.94 725.7 42.4 
10.05 9.07 31.53 14.66 733.8 42.1 
10.02 9.12 31.60 15.06 737.2 42.4
9.91 9.18 31.68 15.13 740.2 42.5 
0.00 O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
9.92 9.17 31.76 15.37 743.1 42.3 
10.01 9.18 31.86 15.38 743.9 41.9 
10.10 9.23 31.91 15.62 747.1 41.9 
10.18 9.27 31.99 15.85 757.7 41.9 
10.20 9.34 32.07 15.83 750.3 41.7 
10.19 9.41 32.11 15.61 760.8 42.0 
10.25 9.48 32.17 15.75 757.3 41.9 
10.31 9.56 32.21 15.72 776.7 42.2 
10.34 9.68 32.27 15.74 777.0 42.4 
10.40 9.79 32.28 15.80 783.1 40.4 
10.29 1O.O2 32.20 15.85 782.2 40.6 
10.25 10.18 32.21 16.10 791.0 42.8 
10.30 10.24 32.29 16.13 808.2 42.8 
1O.32 10.35 32.33 16.23 819.8 42.8 
1O.38 1O.46 32.38 16.60 828.7 42.5 
10.38 1O.61 32.37 16.54 839.1 42.2 
10.37 1O.74 32.39 16.38 817.3 42.1 
10.37 1O.83 32.42 16.53 705.0 42.6 
10.43 10.78 32.40 16.76 669.3 42.5 
10.53 10.63 32.43 16.47 685.7 42.3 
O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.O 0.0 
10.64 10.51 32.42 16.25 680.0 42.3
10.64 10.42 32.39 16.54 728.7 42.5
10.65 10.40 32.43 16.66 770.0 43.0 
10.59 1O.47 32.38 16.45 780.6 42.7 
10.57 10.61 32.35 16.85 799.7 42.5 
10.51 10.80 32.32 16.93 817.1 42.1 
1O.42 11. Ol 32.30 16.53 842.8 42.1 
10.35 11.23 32.31 16.22 844.3 42.5 
10.32 11.40 32.36 16.32 843.6 42.9 

































































































10.92 10.51 32.60 17.25 218.5 43.4 
11.21 9.53 32.60 16.96 245.9 43.5 
0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OO 0.0 0.0 
11.31 8.75 32.57 16.73 792.8 43.3 
11.13 8.84 32.51 15.62 900.6 43.1 
10.77 9.33 32.44 15.51 880.3 43.1 
10.51 9.79 32.46 16.36 901.0 43.2 
10.39 10.31 32.47 16.88 905.7 42.8 
10.32 10.87 32.42 15.71 926.5 43.1 
10.34 11.40 32.49 16.33 951.6 42.7 
10.29 11.99 32.54 16.34 957.0 4o.O 
10.24 12.52 32.58 16.98 960.3 4o.4 
10.24 12.92 32.57 17.00 970. 43. u 
10.20 13.20 32.57 17.67 97O.1 4o.4 
.35 32.57 17.74 979.2 4_>.x 




	10.07 13.97 32.79 18.87 1049.5 43.0 
°l-l(-> . 10.09 14.10 32. BS 19.01 1040.4 43.0 
601 • 10.13 14.20 32.92 16.69 1056.1 43.0 
602. 10.16 14.34 33.00 17.44 1063.2 43.1 
0- O.OO O.OO O.OO 0.00 0.0 0.0
604. 10.O5 14.47 33.04 18.37 1007.7 43.3
605. 10.01 14.45 33.06 17.61 444.4 43.2
606. 10.21 13.60 33.14 18.11 297.5 43.2
608. 10.67 12.31 33.21 17.50 376.1 43.2
609. 1O.94 11.25 33.25 16.52 278.6 43.1
611. 11.04 10.18 33.25 16.64 260.3 43.0
612. 11.10 9.17 33.21 16.11 258.1 43.2
613. 11.16 8.24 33.13 16.10 272.2 43.3
615. 11.21 7.45 33.11 14.89 291.3 43.3
616. 11.26 6.86 33.05 14.49 303.7 43.0
617. 11.22 6.53 32.93 14.35 294.3 42.8
619. 11.14 6.33 32.8O 14.35 291.4 43.0
620. 11.09 6.19 32.71 14.78 284.6 42.5
621. 10.96 6.16 32.54 14.46 276.5 42.8
623. 1O.93 6.09 32.48 15.11 249.4 42.8
624. 10.88 6.02 32.38 15.19 234.7 42.7
626. 10.86 5.94 32.31 15.59 237.2 42.8
627. 10.89 5.82 32.25 15.60 261.9 42.8
628. 1O.B8 5.74 32.22 15.88 322.5 42.8
630. 10.84 5.77 32.19 16.11 215.6 42.6
0. O.OO O.OO 0.00 O.OO 0.0 0.0
631. 10.86 5.66 32.13 15.34 188.0 42.6
632. 1O.94 5.47 32.08 15.16 169.9 42.7
634. 11.OO 5.28 32.06 14.85 156.7 42.6
635. 11.04 5.10 32.02 14.47 148.1 42.4
637. 11.03 4.95 31.86 14.29 144.4 42.2
638. 10.97 4.84 31.77 14.60 143.2 42.1
639. 10.90 4.72 31.64 14.22 145.6 41.8
641. 10.87 4.60 31.57 14.17 150.7 41.9
642. 1O.88 4.49 31.51 14.30 156.6 41.8
643. 10.82 4.45 31.40 14.51 160.9 42.0
645. 10.83 4.39 31.37 14.15 168.9 42.8
646. 10.90 4.33 31.37 13.87 180.7 42.5
648. 10.9O 4.34 31.29 13.53 195.8 42.7
649. 10.92 4.35 31.29 13.48 210.0 42.8
650. 10.90 4.40 31.25 13.79 222.8 42.8
652. 10.86 4.48 31.20 13.62 244.3 42.9
653. 10.87 4.58 31.17 14.14 273.4 42.8
654. 10.85 4.75 31.16 14.41 293.5 43.0
656. 10.81 4.96 31.11 14.52 282.6 42.7
657. 10.77 5.15 31.08 14.74 677.2 42.6
0. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
658. 10.61 6.03 31.02 15.29 1085.1 42.4
660. 10.09 7.62 31.01 16.09 1081.6 42.3
661. 9.63 9.12 30.97 16.71 1036.5 42.7
66T.. 9.53 10.33 30.99 17.37 1051.2 42.8
664. 9.57 11.43 31.08 17.79 1035.5 42.6
665. 9.60 12.37 31.23 17.86 997.8 42.8
667. 9.58 13.08 31.35 18.37 979.7 42.6
668. 9.66 13.56 31.49 18.91 955.0 42.6
669. 9.76 13.79 31.61 19.18 974.5 42.5
671. 9.80 13.91 31.72 18.97 1043.2 42.8
677 9.76 14.04 31.92 18.62 1050.3 42.9
674. 9.70 14.18 32.02 18.26 1072.7 43.2
675 9 76 14.33 32.18 19.06 1069.0 4o...i>
2fl\ 9! 77 14.42 32.30 19.21 1006 7 43.3
678 9 81 14.41 32.44 20.12 987.9 43.4




































































10.54 12.40 33.08 20.56
o. GO' o. GO' o.oo o. GO o

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.A 1. V r> V Ti. .__„ " »• • « fcj ** * f 4, .£. S li / Ji 4. t.1 • *•*• » 'S* » • I A. • A.
H56. 10.95 2.91 29.74 15.25 111.5 42.2
°o7. 10.95 2.88 29.73 15.20 114.1 42.7
B5B. 10.93 2.SB 29.73 15.18 119.1 42.4
860. 10.91 2.90 29.70 15.23 126.1 42.2
861. 10.89 2.93 29.68 15.25 134.9 42.B
862. 1Q.89 2.95 29.68 15.19 146.3 42.4
864. 10.86 3.01 29.72 15.31 162.5 42.5
865. 10.84 3.05 29.69 15.34 177.7 43.1
867. 10.81 3.17 29.7O 15.60 182.5 42.7
868. 1O.7B 3.26 29.69 15.55 192.2 42.8
869. 10.79 3.31 29.72 15.77 200.7 43.0
871. 10.76 3.40 29.72 15.95 20B.1 41.5
872. 10.69 3.54 29.69 16.O9 214.9 41.0
B73. 10.64 3.65 29.66 16.33 224.6 41.2
875. 10.58 3.78 29.62 16.39 230.0 41.2
876. 10.56 3.87 29.64 16.52 229.2 41.1
0. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
S78. 10.56 3.93 29.64 16.51 231.4 41.1
879. 10.53 4.01 29.63 16.53 22B.3 40.9
880. 1O.55 4.O4 29.64 16.53 221.8 41.0
BB2. 10.58 4.06 29.66 16.68 213.7 40.8
883. 10.60 4.04 29.62 16.49 205.3 41.0
884. 1O.63 4.01 29.67 16.75 197.7 40.9
886. 1O.64 3.97 29.65 16.79 189.9 40.9
887. 10.64 3.92 29.62 16.74 182.9 41.B
889. 10.68 3.83 29.69 16.77 179.3 42.8
B90. 1O.76 3.69 29.74 16.51 181.5 43.0
891. 10.84 3.57 29.80 16.51 188.0 42.6
893. 10.SB 3.49 29.83 16.54 196.6 42.B
894. 10.91 3.43 29.86 16.44 232.3 42.6
895. 10.91 3.42 29.87 16.54 402.3 41.0
897. 10.77 3.62 29.83 17.20 580.2 42.4
898. 10.56 3.89 29.85 18.03 660.1 43.2
899. 10.38 4.16 29.89 18.49 662.5 43.1
901. 10.35 4.34 29.95 18.76 299.9 43.2
902. 10.51 4.27 30.07 18.86 228.5 43.0
904. 10.78 4.15 30.12 18.73 2OB.4 41.6
0. O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
905. 1O.90 4.09 30.07 18.76 183.3 43.4
906. 11.01 3.94 30.16 18.42 163.2 42.8
908. 11.05 3.77 3O.19 18.43 147.6 42.6
909. 11.07 3.57 30.22 18.27 134.2 42.1
910. 11.09 3.42 30.18 18.04 125.2 41.7
912. 11.12 3.28 30.17 17.91 119.5 43.3
913. 11.19 3.12 30.22 17.67 115.5 43.4
915. 11.24 3.00 30.24 17.60 111.2 42.B
916. 11.26 2.93 30.21 17.43 105.0 42.6
917. 11.23 2.93 30.17 17.19 97.B 41.3
919. 11.19 2.95 30.11 17.06 92.B 42.9
920. 11.21 2. SB 30.07 16.88 87.3 42.8
9-M. 11.21 2.84 30.03 16.90 82.2 42.9
923. 11.18 2.S3 30.05 16.69 7B. 1 42.7
974. 11.13 2.84 30.02 16.52 74.9 41.3
925. 11.08 2.87 29.94 16.43 74.0 43.0
9^7 11.08 2.86 29.92 16.28 75.7 41.1
928. 10.99 2.91 29.82 16.24 79.4 40.5
930. 10.90 2.98 29.73 16.25 82.5 4U. 4
931. 10.83 3.04 29.66 16.08 83.8 39.2
O. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
932. 10.74 3.13 29.57 16.00 82.5 39. o
934. 10.66 3.20 29.48 15.96 78.9 41.7
935. 10.66 3.17 29.47 15.B8 74.7 42.7
£• !J:S £S i?:S E£ S:I £«T- i'-S ?-L* 2-2 iS'S S-I ^
D - 12
a. u •-• . , w i. ! Mu • K. • i au .  - ' •
942. 10.96 2.61 29.72 15.72 63.7 42.6
943. 10.99 2.52 29.73 15.70 62.9 43.4
945. 11.02 2.42 29.76 15.67 62. O 43.3
946. 11.07 2.34 29.79 15.63 61.2 43.4
947. ll.io 2.29 29. B2 15.52 5B.3 42.0
949. 11.02 2.35 29.73 15.49 54.9 41.5
950. 10.99 2.38 29.69 15.50 51.1 43.0
951. 11.01 2.35 29.71 15.49 47.6 43.0
953. 11.02 2.31 29.70 15.39 44.9 43.0
954. 11.05 2.28 29.73 15.34 42.4 42.9
956. 11. OB 2.24 29.76 15.24 40.2 43.3
957. 11.11 2.20 29.78 15.18 38.0 42.5
958. 11.08 2.20 29.71 15.16 36.1 41.1 
0. O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
960. 11. O3 2.22 29.67 15.09 34.0 42.8
961. 11.03 2.19 29.67 15.00 32.1 42.8
962. 11. O4 2.16 29.66 14.93 30.6 42.9
964. 11.05 2.12 29.69 14.92 29.4 42.1
965. 11.02 2.13 29.63 14.86 28.4 40.5
967. 10.96 2.17 29.56 14.73 28.2 42.0
968. 10.94 2.16 29.55 14.73 28.4 42.3
969. 10.93 2.14 29.53 14.73 29.1 42.5
971. 10.94 2.13 29.52 14.68 29.9 42.0
972. 1O.94 2.12 29.50 14.54 30.1 42.4
973. 1O.96 2.10 29.49 14.48 31.4 41.1
975. 10.97 2.10 29.46 14.44 32.8 42.5
976. 10.99 2.07 29.47 14.40 34.6 41.2
978. 10.94 2.09 29.42 14.33 36.6 41.6
979. 10.94 2.08 29.43 14.30 39.5 42.9
980. 10.97 2.04 29.43 14.24 43.2 41.3
982. 10.92 2.10 29.38 14.20 46.8 41.6
983. 1O.82 2.19 29.28 14.03 50.3 42.6
984. 10.77 2.22 29.24 14.02 54.1 42.6
986. 10.80 2.20 29.27 14.03 60.8 42.1
0. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
987. 10.83 2.20 29.29 14.03 67.1 42.4
988. 10.79 2.24 29.24 14.06 71.6 40.3
990. 10.71 2.33 29.18 14.08 75.2 42.2
991. 10.74 2.32 29.20 13.99 80.0 42.0
993. 10.78 2.30 29.23 13.95 86.3 42.3
994. 10. BO 2.3O 29.28 13.92 94.8 42.7
995. 10.81 2.29 29.30 13.94 103.1 42.0
997. 10.79 2.33 29.28 13.88 108.7 41.4
998. 10.72 2.41 29.20 13.87 1O9.2 41.2
999. 10.70 2.45 29.22 13.96 106.3 42.1
1001. 10.70 2.49 29.22 13.96 103.3 41.8
1002. 1O.6B 2.55 29.17 13.94 101.9 41.4
1004. 10.65 2.61 29.18 13.97 101.1 40.3
1005. 10.58 2.69 29.08 13.99 100.3 41.1
1006. 10.60 2.69 29.16 13.91 100.2 42.0
1008. 10.63 2.66 29.16 13.98 101.0 42.1
1009. 10.65 2.63 29.19 14.04 100.5 41.9
1010. 10.63 2.63 29.22 14.08 98.9 40.8
1012. 10.58 2.65 29.16 14.10 96.5 41.1
1013. 10.56 2.66 29.14 14.17 93.5 41.9 
O. 0.00 O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
1014. 10.54 2.64 29.05 14.17 91.0 40.6
1016. 10.54 2.62 29.11 14.20 88.3 4O.7
1017. 10.54 2.59 29.05 14.23 86.0 39.5 
1059 10.48 2.62 29. O2 14.23 84.6 38.8 
1070". 10.42 2.66 28.96 14.17 83.7 39.6 
1021. 10.41 2.66 28.99 14.22 83.9 40.0 
10.44 2.61 29. 03 14.20 85.1 40.1 
10.47 2.58 29.06 14.19 84.3 39.6 
10.44 2.58 29.02 14.27 82.0 38.1
D - 13
1028. 10.35 2.64 2B.92 14.23 7B.9 39.1
1030. 10.33 2.63 28.90 14.22 80.7 39.6
1031. 10.32 2.62 28.90 14.19 B4.2 39.7
1032. 1.0.34 2.5B 28.91 14.14 88.3 41.5
1034. 10.42 2.5O 28.99 14.11 91.8 41.7
1035. 10.49 2.43 29.06 14.09 94.1 40.4
1036. 10.48 2.43 29.05 14.05 94.5 39.9
1038. 10.46 2.44 29.02 14.06 95.1 39.8
1039. 10.46 2.43 29.01 14.09 95.3 39.7









































































INPUT "DATA FILE " ; Z*













PX (1) = 100
FY(1,11=70:PY(2,1)=70:PY(3,1)=70;PY(4,1)=70




INPLITCX7., AT I , AT 1 2 , AT23, AT2, AT4, AI , AP
IF AT 1=0 THEN 21.00



















C?=COC>(RAD(27) >*CQS(RAD<50> ) *CQS (RAD (35) )




























9750 CSEW=CQS(RAD< ( (TI+ATI) /60-9)* 15) )
9BOO BSEW=BIM(RAD(((TI+ATI)/60-9)*15) )
9900 CW=COB(RAD(((TI+ATI)/60-12)* 15) ) 
1OOOO CQZ=SZ+C7*CW 
10100 BOZ=BIN(ACS(CDZ)) 
1O110 T1=SQZ*CBEW*BIN(RAD(35) ) 
1012O T2=CQZ*COS(RAD<35>) 
10130 DEN=T1+T2
1020O IY=DEG(ATN(SSEW*SQZ/DEN) ) 
10300 PY(2,2)=70+10*ABS(IY) 
104OO PLOT 4,PX(1),PY(2,1) 
1O500 PLOT 5,PX(2),PY(2,2) 
106OO PY(2,1)=PY(2,2) 
10700 ENDPROC 
1OSOO DEF PROCELOBS 
1O900 SH=0.15*T AN(RAD(ABS(IY))) 
11000 PLEFT=(1-2*BH)*100 
11100 PY(4,2)=20*PLEFT-J030 
1 120'-~i PLOT 4, P X ( 1 ) , PY (4 , 1 ) 
113OO PLOT 5,PX(2),PY(4,2) 
114OO PY(4,1)=PY(4,2) 
115OO ENDPROC 
11600 DEF PROCAXEB 
11700 FOR 1=1 TO 6 
11BOO PLOT 4,1*1BO-BO,70 
11900 PLOT 1,180,0 
12OOO PLOT 1,0,-5 
1210O PLOT 0,0,-5 
122OO @7.=2 
12300 PRINT I 
124OO NEXT I 
12500 FOR 1=1 TO 9 




















FOR 1=1 TO 9 



















































































P Y ( 1 , 2 > = 1 000* ( AVP* • AVT23 ) / ( AVT 1 2# A V I *r> 1 8 > +7O
PLOT 4,PX(1> , PY < 1 , 1)




PY (2,2) =4000* < (2*AVT2+AVT23> /2-AVT4) /AVI+70
PLOT 4, PX ( 1 ) , PY (2, 1 )
PLOT 5,PX (2) ,PY(2,2)
PY (2, 1 ) =PY (2,2)
ENDPROC
DEF PROCINSOL
P Y ( 3 , 2 ) =7O+ AV J
PLOT 4 , PX ( 1 ) , PY ( 3 , 1 )




FOR 1=1 TO 6
PLOT 4,1*1 8O-80 , 70




















FOR 1=1 TO 9
PLOT 4,1180,1*100-30
PLOT 1,0, 100




































2OOO INPUT£X7., ATI , AT12, AT23, AT2, AT4, AI , AP
2O50 IF AT 1=0 THEN 2000
210O FROCCOORDS









3000 PRINT"STARTING TIME ="TG/60.O
3100 ENDPROC
~900 DEF PROCCOORDS
4000 IF AT 12=0 OR A 1=0 OR AT2=0 THEN 740O































7500 DEF PROCINSOL 
760O PY(1,2)=AVI+70 
7700 PLOT 4,PX <1>,PY <1 , ]) 





9900 PLOT 4,PX(1>,PY(4,1) 




10400 PY(2,2> =10* <AVP*AVT23/AVT12> +70 
105OO PLOT 4 , P X <] ) , P Y (2, 1 ) 
10600 PLOT 21,PX(2),PY(2,2) 
107OO PY(2,1)=PY(2,2) 
1O8OO ENDPROC 
1090O DEF PROCT2 
11OOO PY < 3,2) = 10*AVT2+7O 
111OO PLOT 4,PX <1),PY(3, 1) 
11200 PLOT 5,PX(2),PY(3,2) 
113OO PY(3,1)=PY<3,2> 
1140O ENDPROC 
11700 DEF PROCAXEB 
1180O FOR 1=1 TO 6 
1190O PLOT 4,1*1BO-80,70 
1200O PLOT 1,1BO,0 
121OO PLOT 1,0,-5 
12200 PLOT 0,0,-5 
123OO @7.=2 
12400 PRINT I 
125OO NEXT I 
126OO FOR 1=1 TO 9 
127OO PLOT 4,100,1*100-30 
12800 PLOT1,O,1OO 
129OO PLOT1,-5,O 
13000 PLOT O,-50,0 
13100 @7.= 1 
132OO PRINT 1*10 
13300 NEXT I 
134OO PLOT 4,6OO,3O 
1350O PRINT"TIME (Mrs)" 
13800 PLOT 4,0,600 
139OO PR I NT"TEMP C" 
14400 FOR 1=1 TO 9 
145OO PLOT 4,1180,1*100-30 
14600 PLOT1,O,100 
14700 PLOT 1,-5,0 
14800 PLOT 0,50,0 
149OO <&'/.--! 
15000 PRINT 1*10 
1.51OO NEXT I 
15200 PLOT 4,1180,600



























































\ i 600 
11700 
I \ 8OO 
1 1 9OO







INPUT "DATA FILE "-Z*



















I NPUT£ X 7. , AT I , AT 12 , AT23 , AT2 , AT4 , AI , AP
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CL LL LL Q_ S.i










































































































































1 1 800 
1 1 9.0O



























I NPUT£X7., AT 1 , AT 12 , AT23 , AT 2 , AT4 , AI , AP
IF AT23=0 THEN 2100
IF AT23<0 THEN 2400
PX(2)=(ATI-TJ)*3+100
PROCLT23

































12500 FOR 1=1 TO 9
12600 PLOT 4,100,1*100-30
12700 PLOT1,0,100
12800 PLOT1 ,--5,0
12900 PLOT 0,-50,0
13000 @X=?<20103
13100 PRINT 0.1*1
1320O NEXT I
13300 PLOT 4,600,30
13400 PRINT"TIME (Mrs)"
1350O PLOT 4,0,500
13550 PRINT"LOB(TEMP) "
13700 ENDPROC
D - 25
